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Students to decide fate of constitution, Senate creates
name of university in ongoing election
Arminda Munoz
Sta.ff

All students with a valid ID can
vote on the constitution referendum and changing the name of the
university today at voting booths
located at the CAS building, LRC,
and Science Quad.
Hours are from 8 a.m.-1 la.m.,
noon-2 p.m., and 4 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
In its second day, the election will
determine wheth':!r a new constitution will be adopted. The election
will survey student opinion on
changing the school's name, from
"TheUniversityofTexas-PanAmerican" to "The University of Texas Edinburg."
Earlier this week, five students
attended a question and answer
session sponsored by SGA.
Martin Torres, SGA president, ex-

I really wish more students were interested in
the constitution. I think they care, butthey don't
take the time to ask questions.
I remember before, I didn't care. Now I know
how crucial it (the constitution) is for the university to function.
Joe Martinez
political science senior
plained that because the university
joined the UT system, SGA's constitution had to be revised. He reviewed some of the major changes
inthenewconstitutionbeforeopening the floor to questions.
The audience raised questions
that helped clarify voter eligibility
under the new constitution.

Now I know how crucial it (the
constitution) is for the university to
function."
Elvie Davis, assistant dean of students, urged students to vote for the
revised constitution.
"It's not a healthy thing for the
student body to be operating under
an outdated constitution," Davis said.
"SGA has not had an approved
constitution in three years ... if they
(students) have any objections, (they
can) be assured that the constitution can be amended."
Torres said if the constitution does
not get approved, the Constitution
Revision Committee will decide its
next course of action.

dared major students and graduate
students will be considered special
students and will vote for senators
at large.
Joe Martinez, Edinburg political
science senior, said the turnout was
disappointing.
"I really wish more students were
interested in the cons ti tu tion,"
Martinez said. "I think they care, but
The question and answer session
With the new constitution, stu- they don't take the time to ask was conducted by Torres, Davis
dents will vote in the school or questions.
and Paxton Warner, SGA chief juscollege of their major while unde"I remember before, I didn't care. tice.

Election '92

Republicans reinstate campus organization
Alvaro Rodriguez
CopyEdttor

After submitting an application
and constitution, the newly formed
Young Republicans received temporary organization status from
UTPA last week.
The most recent student Republican organization on campus was
the College Republicans in September 1989, according to Sandra
Rosales of the University Center.
"It didn't bother me that we had
to start from the ground up," Jeff
DeGroot, Young Republicans vice
president, said. "It only meant that
there was more work to do."
The organization has planned its
first meeting at 7 p.m., Oct. 7, at the
Bush/Quayle headquarters on 1608
N. 10th St., in McAllen. Anyone

interested is invited to attend.
"We always have College Republicans (helping) in every election,"
Mary Ann Rios, chairperson of the
Hidalgo County Bush/Quayle effort, said. "They're usually pretty
active."
The Young Republicans hope to
assist by volunteering in voter registration, helping on a phone bank,
and making candidate endorsement
signs for display on front lawns.
With the current Republican platform encouraging "family values,"
the Young Republicans demonstrate
the divergent philosophies under
that moniker.
"Even in our own club, the large
majority are Republicans for choice,
and some are pro-life," DeGroot
said.
DeGroot emphasized other aspects of the platform.
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"You can stress education," he
said. "You can stress who is the little
guy - that's the Republican. Clinton
wants to tax small businesses. I
think that Bush wants to hold the
line on tax.es."
As to the permanence of a part.is an organization on campus,
DeGrootsaid, "Bothgroups(Young
Republicans and Young Democrats)
get fired up right around election
time, then fizzle out for a whole
year. It might still be an organization but more of a silent one."
Martin Torres, SGA president,
commended the students' efforts.
"I think it's great," Torres said. "I
don't think we have enough students getting involved. So every
time students make an effort to start
up a new organization, that's good
for the University. And, it gives the

Young Democrats a little competition."
Rosendo Villagran, president of
Young Democrats, welcomed the
new organization.
'Any student who wishes to identify himself with the Democrats,
Republicans, Libertarians - with any
political ideology - has a right to do
so," Villagran said. "We welcome
them (the Young Republicans)
aboard. They're a group that has
long been absent. If they choose to
make their presence known, we
applaud them in their initiative."
The Young Republicans officers
are David Kotzur, president, communications senior; Jeff DeGroot,
vice president, English senior; and
Jeane Martin, secretary, speech and
hearing junior. Anyone interested
in joining the campus organization
can call 687-2557.

higher education
committees
Trinidad Gonzales
Managing Editor

Two ad hoc committees were
created by the Student
Government Senate to deal with
higher education issues in last
Thursday's meeting.
One of the ad hoc committees
will try to sponsor a rally on
campus before the Texas Supreme
Court starts hearing oral arguments
on the Mexican-American Legal
Defense and Educational Fund
(MALDEF) law suit, which is set
for Oct. 14.
"We should all feel passionately
about this (MALDEF law suit),"
Rene Estrada, vice president of
SGA, said, "because we are the
ones suffering."
"A lot of us are ready to graduate
from college," Estrada continued,
"and we have already been
victimized by this inequality in
funding for the border region."
Martin Torres, SGA president,
also urged students to vote and to
bring political figures to campus
to speak about MALDEF.
The other ad hoc committ.ee
will deal with the State Legislative
Joint Committee on Higher
Education which plans to hold a

hearing from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Oct. 14, on campus. The specific
place will be announced later.
"We are trying to get Martin
and Rene to speak to the
committee," Rosendo Villagran,
SGA executive aide, said.
Members of the ad hoc
committee on MALDEF are
senators
James
Lozano,
sophomore; Dennis Hernandez,
junior; Noe Luevano, freshman;
Cecilia Guerrero, sophomore;
Marla Garcia, senior; Ramon
Ponce Jr., sophomore; and senior
Gil Guevara, UPB senator.
The list of members for the ad
hoc committee on higher
education could not be obtained
at press time.
In other business:
•Two senators were sworn in:
James Lozano, sophomore, and
Nancy J. Fitzgerald, senior.
• Election commissioners were
sworn in: Lisa J. Bocanegra and
Humberto Garza Jr., seniors;
Gloria Bocanegra, Gracina H.
Garcia, Nora E. Guzman and
Ginger Villarreal, sophomores;
and Michelle Flores and Michael
Lombard, entering freshmen.
•The Senate's next meeting is
at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 9, on the third
floor of the UC.

'Liberty' opens today
"The Blessings of Liberty," an
exhibition commemorating the U.S.
Constitution, will be on display on
the second floor of the Learning
Resource Center starting today
through Oct. 21.
Two related events will cover
constitutional themes, according to
Dr. Andrew Yox, history and philosophy lecturer.
Dr. Jerry L. Polinard, professor of

political science, will speak at noon
today in LA 101 on "The Rehnquist
Court and the Constitution: Legal
Myth and Political Reality."
On Oct. 15, Ana Cristina DeJuana,
history and philosophy lecturer, will
introduce the video presentation,
"The Courts and the Constitution,"
from noon to 1 p.m. in LA 101.
The programs and exhibition are
free and open to the public.

Showing them for what they are ...

0

n page three of this issue, one
may notice the paid advertisement, "The Holocaust Controversy: The Case for Open Debate." After an initial examination of the
document, one may also question why it
is in print here now.
Indeed, Bradley Smith's diatribe contains many disturbing elements, partirularly when he maintains that the Holocaust during World War II never occurred.
He questions precise numbers and events
and he also states that eyewitness accounts from survivors are "ludicrously
unreliable."
Smith expresses his opinions while also
calling for an open debate about the
topic. He quotes various sources as support for his argument. He urges students
and professors on campuses to foster
debate over this issue "to insure that the
university remains a free marketplace of
ideas." Failure to · do so, he said, would
make us members of the "Thought Police."
However, almost any reasoning person
will quickly recognize a number of inconsistencies throughout the essay. Selecting
his authorities with extreme care, Smith
constructs sentences which promote misleading and suggestive interpretations.
For example, Smith chooses selective
quotes from noted British historian David
Irving. According to Smith, Irving called
the Auschwitz concentration camp story
"a sinking sllip," and said, there were "no
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gas chambers at Auschwitz ... " yet Smith
does not provide precisely where this
quote originates. In addition, the ellipsis
at the end of the quote leaves the reader
with a sense of suspicion: what else did
Irving write? and in what book did he
write it? Also, does this mean mass murder of the Jewish people did not occur?
There are other problems in the essay
as well: Smith states that Yehuda Bauer,
director of Holocaust studies at Hebrew
University in Tel Aviv, said, "The Nazis
never made soap from Jews ... " Assuming
this statement were true, would this cause
the collapse of the entire argument as to
whether the Holocaust occurred or not?
All accounts by eyewitnesses would
answer that question with an emphatic
"No."
Although Irving states that there is no
document linking Hitler to Auschwitz, he
clearly indicates that the Holocaust did
occur. "... (I]n this particular case, I concluded, the burden of guilt for the bloody
and mindless massacres of the Jews rests
on a large number of Germans (and nonGermans), many of them alive today, and
not just one 'mad dictator,' whose order
had to be obeyed without question"
(quoted from Irving's "Hitler's War," published in 1990 by Avon Books in New

0

York). Clearly, even a quick examination
of Irving - a historian Smith quotes in the
ad - reveals that Irving indicates the massacre of the Jews did occur during World
War II.
On another point, Smith questions the
actual number of Jews killed in the concentration camps. Smith cites the
Auschwitz State Museum and its revision
of the number of Jewish people killed at
that concentration camp from four million
to possibly one million people. Is one
million less an evil?
To better comprehend the number of
people we are talking about, we have
compared the numbers with current census figures of this area and the state. One
million killed at Auschwitz would equal
the entire population of the Rio Grande
Valley - 701,880 people, plus another
300,000 people.
If the figure were four million,
that would be just less than every Hispanic in the state of Texas - 4,339,905
people. Six million would be every man,
woman and child in Dallas, Fort Worth,
Houston, Austin, El Paso, San Antonio
and half the Rio Grande Valley.
One source - which indicates that not
only did the Holocaust occur, but that
devastating numbers of people were killed

- is an episode of "A Walk Through the
20th Century with Bill Moyers" on the Arts
and Entertainment Network.
In one episode, "WW II: The Propaganda Battle ," originally aired about four
years ago, Moyers interviews Fritz Hippler,
the man who headed Germany's film
industry before and during World War II.
Hippler made propaganda films to inspire
the German people to hate the Jewish
people and to fight in World War II. In
fact, Hippler said that both Hitler and
Joseph Goebbels, Hitler's Minister of
Propaganda and Public Enlightenment,
wanted Germany to be more anti-Semitic,
so they employed Hippler to make films
with that objective.
Perhaps the most notorious film by
Hippler, "The Eternal Jew," achieved this
purpose by likening Jewish people to rats
which spread disease. In the interview
with Moyers, Hippler said, "We had no
idea that this could be a basis on which
mass murder would follow."
Moyers also interviewed Hippler's
American counterpart, Frank Capra, who
made such film classics as "It's a Wonderful Life" and "Mr. Smith Goes to Washington." Capra said that the U.S. Chief of Staff
General George C. Marshall asked him to
make films which would give the fighting

boys a reason to fight, but Capra said that
Marshall did not want Capra to lie. The.
result was a seven-film series called "Why
We Fight."
Capra explained that having seen "Tri~
umph of the Will," one of the most infa~
mous of the German propaganda films,:
he was not sure how he would even begi~
to make anything which could rival th~
effective use of propaganda in those films.,
Finally, he decided to use footage from
the enemy films and, in effect, let the
American people see for themselves th~
awful, barbaric aspects of Hitler and the
German war machine. The "Why We
Fight" series proved to be immensely
popular because it compared life in a fre~
society with life in a totalitarian one.
,
"We showed them for what they were;
and they weren't pretty," Capra said, "thev,
were mad dogs."
Just as Capra ironically used German
propaganda films to promote truth and
freedom, The Pan American published
the advertisement to allow our readers to
make up their own minds concerning the
statements in the ad.
We have had about a week to examine
the advertisement, and we have reached
our conclusions about the ad. We ran the
ad so these ideas could stand in the light
of day. Under examination, such ideas
can only be shown to be false, and, with
disrussion, we can arrive at the truth.
Like Capra, we show them for what
they are.
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one time, I considered moving back to the
dormitories, but have since been happy
with my choice to commute back and
forth from I;Iarlingen. The current dining
'.. ~ltU:fil,dlr gre;atty µi'fluenced my deFfsioh.
However, I remember the days when I
Three cheers for Karen Lawler. Lawler enjoyed eating in our cafeteria. I would
has spoken up about a long-existing prob- suggest that the administration make a
lem for UTPA: parking. When I began decision to bring back the traditional
reading the letter, I knew that I recog- cafeteria service.
nized her familiar voice. Karen and I are
One last concern I am compelled to
old high school classmates, the class of mention is the decision to close the annex
1987 from Harlingen, to be exact. Lawler bookstore. The bookstore has been conwas right on the money. Along with the veniently located in the student center,
parking problem, I would like to bring up but our illustrious administration has once
. another problem at UTPA.
again decided to forget their students. It is
The problem thatl am speaking of is the a rather long walk to the main bookstore
current dining situation at UTPA. The fact when you need something at the last
of the matter is, it's too expensive for a minute. I hope the administration will
college student to handle. I must admit consider what I have written.
that I eat in the cafeteria only once a day
Robert S. Howell
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. At Kinesiology/Polttical Science senior
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REHAB plans awareness project
EHAB (Reach, Educate, Help,
Advocate Broadening Minds), a
university student organization, ,
is planning an awareness project.
This activity's goal is to bring greater
awareness regarding the employment of
persons with disabilities with respect to
laws, etiquette, and benefits of hiring
such people.
According to the State of Texas Rehabilitation Commissions, for every dollar
spent on vocational rehabilitation of persons with disabilities, the State of Texas
benefits an average of $27 from persons
with disabilities when they become employed as tax-paying participants of society. This is a better return on an investment than most companies' growth stocks.
There is no other ethnicity, culture, or
class of people in the United States with a
higher unemployment rate than that of
the disabled population. Sixty percent of
persons with disabilities are rurrently
unemployed. Much of the unemployment

R

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed . Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run . Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

Rebecca Vera
Rehabilitative Services senior
is not by choice. Many persons of the
disabled population would rather be active, independent, employed participants
of their communities. But, much of them
have been either ignored or forgotten and
not considered for employment by the
private sector.
There are many persons with disabilities who attend universities, only to graduate and not obtain gainful employment,
regardless of the level of their degree,
grade point average, or accreditation of
their schools.
Prior to 1990, the disabled United States
citizens did not have any civil rights
protections from discrimination by employers in the private sector. On July 26,
1992, the American with Disabilities Act
was signed into law by President Bush

giving protection and employment rights '.
to persons with disabilities.
:
Today, the disabled population is a :
new, untapped resource employers can :
tap into for qualified individuals. Many :
disabled organizations who supported;
passage of the ADA are delighted that it is ·
now law, but at the same time ·are sad- '.
dened that it requires a law to end the :
discrimination of persons with disabili- '.
ties.
'

REHAB is inviting any and all interested :
students, organizations, faculty, staff and :
administrators, but especially disabled :
pers~ns to attend its Project Planning :
Meetings. Relevant and positive input is ·
always accepted and encouraged. The ;
meetings will take place every Thursday :
during activity period (noon) in Room 21 4 :
at the Nursing Building.
:
If you are interested but cannot attend ;
please leave your name, address and :
phone number with Katrena McCollum at '.
381-2295.
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THE HOLOCAUST CONTROVERSY:
The Case For Open Debate
By Bradley .R . Smith
THE CONTEMPORARY ISSUE
No subject enrages campus Thought Police
We debate
every other great historical issue as a matter of
course, but influential pressure groups with private
agendas have made the Holocaust story an exception. Elitist dogma manipulated by special interest
groups corrupts everything in academia. Students
should be encouraged to investigate the Holocaust
story the same way they are encouraged to investigate every other historical event. This isn't a radical point of view. The premises for it were worked
out centuries ago during a little something called
the Enlightenment.
more than Holocaust Revisionism.

THE HISTORICAL ISSUE

camps to deliberately kill the internees. In the last
months of the war, while Soviet armies were advancing on Germany from the east, the British and
U.S. air arms were destroying every major city in
Germany with saturation bombing. Transportation,
the food distribution system and medical and sanitation services all broke down. That was the purpose of the Allied bombing, which has been described as ·the most barbarous form of warfare in
Europe since the Mongol invasions.
Millions of refugees fleeing the Soviet armies
were pouring into Germany. The camps still under
German control were overwhelmed with internees
from the east. By early 1945 the inmate population
was swept by malnutrition and by epidemics of
typhus, typhoid, dysentery and chronic diarrhea.
Even the mortuary systems broke down. When the
press entered the camps with British and U.S. soldiers, they found the results of all that. They took
"The Photographs."
Still, at camps such as Buchenwald, Dachau
and Bergen-Belsen tens of thousands of relatively
healthy internees were liberated . They were there
in the camps when "The Photographs" were taken.
There are newsreels of these internees walking
through the camp streets laughing and talking.
Others picture exuberant internees throwing their
caps in the air and cheering their liberators. It is only
natural to ask why you haven't seen those particular films and photos while you've seen the others
scores and even hundreds of times.

Revisionists agree with establishment historians that the German National Socialist State singled
out the Jewish people for special and cruel treatment. In addition to viewing Jews in the framework
of traditional anti-Semitism, the Nazis also saw
them as being an influential force behind international communism. During the Second World War,
Jews were considered to be enemies of the State
and a potential danger to the war effort, much like
the Japanese were viewed in this country. Consequently, Jews were stripped of their rights, forced to
live in ghettos, conscripted for labor, deprived of
their property, deported from the countries of their
birth and otherwise mistreated . Many tragically Documents
Spokesmen for the Holocaust Lobby like to asperished in the maelstrom.
Revisionists part company with establishment sure us that there are "tons· of captured German
historians in that Revisionists deny that the German documents which prove the Je'Wish genocide. VVhen
State had a policy to exterminate the Je'Wish people challenged on this, however, they can produce only
(or anyone else) by putting them to death in gas a handful of documents, the authenticity or interprechambers or by killing them through abuse or ne- tation of which is always highly questionable. If
glect. Revisionists also maintain that the figure of pressed for reliable documentation, the Lobby will
6 million Jewish deaths is an irresponsible exag- then reverse itself and claim that the Germans degeration, and that no execution gas chambers ex- stroyed all the relevant documents to hide their evil
isted in any camp in Europe which was under Ger- deeds, or it will make the absurd claim that the
man control. Fumigation gas chambers did exist to Germans used a simplistic code language or whisdelouse clothing and equipment to prevent disease pered verbal orders for mass murder into each othat the camps. It is very likely that it was from this life- ers' ears.
With regard to the alleged genocide of the Eusaving procedure that the myth of extermination
ropean
Jews, all available documentation indicates
gas chambers emerged.
Revisionists generally hold that the Allied gov- that there was no order for it, no plan, no budget, no
ernments decided to carry their wartime "black weapon (that is, no so-called execution gas champropaganda" of German monstrosity over into the ber) and no victim (that is, not a single autopsied
postwar period. This was done for essentially three body at any camp has been shown to have been
reasons. First, they felt it necessary to continue to gassed).
justify the great sacrifices that were made in fighting two world wars. A second reason was that they Eyewitness Testimony
As documentary "proofs" for the mass-murder
wanted to divert attention from and to justify their
own particularly brutal crimes against humanity of the European Jews fall by the wayside, Holowhich, apart from Soviet atrocities, involved mas- caust historians depend increasingly on "eyewitsive incendiary bombings of the civilian populations ness" testimonies to support their theories. Many of
of German and Japanese cities. The third and per- these testimonies are ludicrously unreliable. Hishaps most important reason was that they needed tory is filled with stories of masses of people claimjustification for the postwar arrangements which, ing to be eyewitnesses to everything from witchamong other things, involved the annexation of craft to flying saucers.
During and after the war there were "eyewitlarge parts of Germany into Poland. These territories were not disputed borderlands but included nesses· to mass murder in gas chambers at Buchhuge parts of Germany proper. The. millions of Ger- enwald, Bergen-Belsen, Dachau and other camps
mans living in these regions were to be dispos- in Germany proper. Today, virtually all recognized
sessed of their property and brutally expelled from scholars dismiss this eye-witness testimony as false,
their homelands. Many hundreds of thousands and agree that there were no extermination gas
were to perish in the process. A similar fate was to chambers in any camp in Germany proper.
Establishment historians, however, still claim
befall the Sudeten Germans.
that
extermination gas chambers existed at
During the war, and in the postwar era as well,
Zionist organizations joined with the Allied Govern- Auschwitz and at other camps in Poland. The
ments and became deeply involved in creating and eyewitness testimony and the evidence for this
promulgating anti-German hate propaganda. There claim is, in reality, qualitatively no different than the
is little doubt that their purpose was to drum up false testimony and evidence for the alleged gas
world sympathy and political and financial support chambers at the camps in Germany proper.
During the war crimes trials many "eyewitfor Jewish causes, especially for the formation of
nesses"
testified that Germans made soap out of
the State of Israel. Today, while the political benefits of the Holocaust story have largely dissipated human fat and lamp shades from human skin. Alfor the others, the story still plays an important role lied prosecutors even produced evidence to supin the ambitions of Zionist and other organizations port these charges. For decades, highly respected
in the Jewish community. It is the leaders of these scholars at the most prestigious universities in the
political and progaganda organizations who con- Western world sanctioned these stories, leading us
tinue to work to sustain the orthodox Holocaust leg- to believe that they were "irrefutable truths." But
end and the myth of German monstrosity during the with time, many such stories have become untenable, and in May 1990 Yehuda Bauer, director of
Second World War.
Those who would claim that these interpreta- Holocaust studies at Hebrew University in Tel Aviv,
_tions are anti-Jewish are reading into them some- admitted that: "The Nazis never made soap from
thing which simply is not there. Revisionists do not Jews ... • (quoted in The Jerusalem Post, Internaclaim that Jewish leaders or organizations did any- tional Edition, 5 May 1990, p. 6). This is only one
thing in the war and postwar era which the Allied recent example where an "irrefutable" Holocaust
"truth" has been exposed as a monstrous lie.
Governments themselves did not do.
With regard to confessions by Germans at war
crimes
trials, it is now well documented that many
For those who believe that the Nuremberg
Trials revealed the truth about German war crimes, were obtained through coercion, intimidation and
it is a bracing shock to discover that the then Chief even physical torture.
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, Harlan Fiske
Stone, described the Nuremberg court as "a high- Auschwitz
British historian David Irving, perhaps the most
grade lynching party for Germans.•
widely read historian writing in English, has called
the Auschwitz death-camp story a "sinking ship"
The Photographs
We've all seen "The Photographs." Endlessly. and states that there were "no gas chambers at
Newsreel photos taken by U.S. and British photog- Ausch'Witz .... •
The Auschwitz State Museum has recently reraphers at the liberation of the German camps, and
vised
its half-century-old claim that 4 million huespecially the awful scenes at Dachau, Buchenmans
were
murdered there. T~ Museum now says
wald and Bergen-Belsen . These films are typically
presented in a way in which it is either stated or maybe it was 1 million. But what proof does the Muimplied that the scenes resulted from deliberate seum provide to document the 1 million figure?
policies on the part of the Germans. The photo- Nonel The oommunist propagandists who manage
graphs are real. The uses to which they have been the museum have put on display piles of hair, boots
and eyeglassess, etc. While such · displays are
put are base.
There was no German policy at any of those effective·progaganda devices, they are worthless

as historical documentation for "gassings" or a program of "extermination."
Meanwhile, Revisionists want to know where
those 3 million souls have been the last 45 years.
Were they part of the fabled Six Million?
Those who promote the Holocaust story complain that "the whole world" was indifferent to the
genocide which allegedly was occuring in German
occupied Europe. When asked why this was the
case the promoters usually respond by saying that
it was due to some great moral flaw in the nature of
Western man. At other times they make the absurd
claim that people did not realize the enormity of
what was happening. It is true that the world responded 'With indifference. How else should people
have responded to that which they did not believe,
and which for them was a non-event?
It is certain that if ther·e had been "killing factories" in Poland murdering millions of civilians, then
the Red Cross, the Pope, humanitarian agencies,
the Allied governments, neutral governments, and
prominent figures such as Roosevelt, Truman,
Churchill, Eisenhower and many others would have
known about it and would have often and unambiguously mentioned it, and condemned it. They
didn't! The promoters admit that only a tiny group
of individuals believed the story at the time- many
of whom were connected with Jewish propaganda
agencies. The rise of the Holocaust story reads
more like the success story of a PR campaign than
anything else.
Winston Churchill wrote the six volumes of his
monumental work, The Second World War, without
mentioning a program of mass-murder and genocide. Maybe it slipped his mind. Dwight D. Eisenhower, in his memoir Crusade in Europe, also
failed to mention gas chambers. Was the weapon
used to murder millions of Jews unworthy of a passing reference? Was our future president being insensitive to Jews?

POLITICAL CORRECTNESS
And
HOLOCAUST REVISIONISM

Many people, when they first hear Holocaust
Revisionist arguments, find themselves bewildered.
The arguments appear to make sense, but "How is
it possible?" The whole world believes the Holocaust story. It's just not plausible that so great a
conspiracy to suppress the truth could have functioned for half a century.
To understand how it could very well have happened, one needs only to reflect on the intellectual
and political orthodoxies of medieval Europe, or
those of Nazi Germany or the Communist-bloc
countries. In all of these societies the great majority of scholars were caught up in the existing political culture. Committed to a prevailing ideology and
its interpretation of reality, these scholars and intellectuals felt it was their right, and even their duty, to
protect every aspect of that ideology. They did so
by oppressing the evil dissidents who expressed
"offensive" or "dangerous" ideas. In every one of
those societies, scholars became Thought Police.
In our own society, in the debate over the question of political rorrectness, there are those who deliberately attempt to trivialize the issues. They
claim that there is no real problem with freedom of
speech on our campuses, and that all that is involved with PC are a few rules which would defend
minorities from those who would hurt their feelings.
There is, of course, a deeper and more serious aspect to the problem. On American campuses today
there is a wide range of ideas and viewpoints that
are forbidden to be discussed openly. Even obvious facts and realities , when they are politically unacceptable, are denied and suppressed. One can
learn much about the psychology and methodology
of Thought Police by watching how they react when
just one of their taboos is broken and Holocaust Revisionism is given a public forum .
First they express outrage that such offensive
and dangerous ideas were allowed to be expressed
publicly. They avoid answering or debating these
ideas, claiming that to do so would give them a
forum and legitimacy. Then they make vicious per- ·
sonal attacks against the Revisionist heretic, calling him dirty political names such as "anti-Semite,•
"racist" or "neo-Nazi, • and they even suggest that
he is a potential mass murderer. They publicly accuse the Revisionist of lying, but they don't allow the
heretic to hear the specific charge against him or to
face his accusers so that he can answer this slander.
The Holocausters accuse Revisionists of being
hate filled people who are promoting a doctrine of
hatred. But Revisionism is a scholarly process, not
a doctrine or an ideology. If the Holocaust promoters really want to expose hatred, they should take
a second look at their own doctrines, and a long look
at themselves in the mirror.
Anyone on campus who invites a Revisionist to
speak is himself attacked as being insensitive.
VVhen a Revisionist does speak on campus he is oftentimes shouted down and threatened . Campus
libraries and bookstores face intimidation when
they consider handling Holocaust revisionist materials. All this goes on while the majority of faculty
and university administrators sit dumbly by, allowing political activists to determine what can be said
and what can be read on their campus.
Next, the Thought Police set out to destroy the

transgressor professionally and financially by "getting" him at his job or concocting a lawsuit against
him . The courts are sometimes used to attack Revisionism. The Holocausters often deceptively
claim that Revisionist scholarship has been proven
false during a trial. The fact is that Revisionist arguments have never been evaluated or judged by the
courts.
Finally, the Thought Police try to "straighten
out" that segment of academia or the media that
allowed the Revisionists a forum in the first place.
It can be an instructive intellectual exercise to
identify taboo subjects, other than Holocaust Revisionism, which would evoke comparable responses
from Thought Police 01'.l our campuses.
Recently, some administrators in academia
have held that university administrations should
take actions to rid the campus of ideas which are
disruptive to the university. This is a very dangerous position for administrators to take. It is an open
invitation to tyranny. It means that any militant
group with "troops at the ready" can rid the campus
of ideas it opposes and then impose its own orthodoxy. The coward ly administrator finds it much
easier and safer to rid the campus of controversial
ideas than to face down a group of screaming and
snarling militants. But it is the duty of university administrators to insure that the university remains a
free marketplace of ideas. When ideas cause disruptions, it is the disrupters who must be subdued,
not the ideas.
CONCLUSION
The influence of Holocaust Revisionism is growing steadily both here and abroad . In the United
States, Revisionism was launched in earnest in
1977 with the publication of the book The Hoax of
the Twentieth Century by Arthur R. Butz. Professor
Butz teaches electrical engineering and computer
sciences at Northwestern University in Evanston,
Illinois.
Those who take up the Revisionist cause represent a wide spectrum of political and philosophrcal positions. They are c:ertainly not the scoundrels,
liars and demons the Holocaust Lobby tries to make
them out to be. The fact is, there are no demons in
the real world. People are at their worst when they
begin to see their opponents as an embodiment of
evil , and then begin to demonize them. Such
people are preparing to do something simply awful
to their opponents. Their logic is that you can do
anything you want to a demon.
That logic will not succeed .

•••

For those wishing to verify the truthfu llness of
statements made in this paper, you may want to
contact experts who are prominant authorities on
these matters. It's important to ask specific, concrete questions on matters of fact and receive direct
and unambiguous answers. Organizations such as
the Simon Wiesenthal Center, Hillel and the AntiDefamation League are riot scholarly institutions,
but are primarily political and propaganda organizations.
CO DOH is a member of the American Civil Liberties Union, the National Association for College
Activities (NACA), and the Free Press Association.
CODOH has no affiliation whatever with any political organization or group,

CODOH speakers are available to address student organizations and other appropriate groups
about the Holocaust controversy. For information
contact:
Bradley R. Smith
Committee for Open Debate
on the Holocaust
Tel/Fax: (209) 733 2653
PO Box 3267 Visalia CA 93278
Send $3 for the latest issue of Smith's Report,
the author's newsletter. You will also receive a
pad<et of literature addressing important questions
you may have about Holocaust revisionism.
Copies of this ad as a leaflet (postpaid):
10 copies for $2. • 50 copies for $5.
100 or more copies: 8 cents each .
Your contribution to CODOH will be ustKJ to disseminate the good news of Holocaust Revisionism.
Our o verh ead is minimal. Every donation is we/-.
come. Anyone wh o makes a substantial contribution will be offered the opportunity to monitor the
specific use to which the donation will be put. 392
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Tafolla to speak Tuesday in 'Chicano Writers in Residence' series
Omar I Rodriguez

·

•
Arts & Entertainment
Editor

As part of the "Chicanos Writers in Residence" series, Dr. Carmen
Tafolla, local writer and poet, will participate in a dramatic poetry reading
at noon, Tuesday, Oct. 6 in LA 101.
The series, which runs through October, will
highlight resident writers Dr. Ramiro Rea, Dr. Elvia
GarciaArdalani and Dr. Sylvia M. Dominguez. The
series is the modern language department's way of
celebrating .>lational Hispanic Month.
"The series is a prelude to what we (the department) will have next year," Dr. Lino Garcia Jr.,
modern languages department chair, said.
In April, the department will hold their seventh annual international
symposium focusing on Hispanic American writers, according to Garcia.
The symposium will include 50-60 speakers including Sergio Elizondo
and Rolando Hinojosa-Smith. A chicano art exhibit and book fair will also
be held.
"We hope to begin a trend for future symposiums on campus," Garcia
said. Garcia wanted to give Hispanic writers public exposure and also
saw the quincentennial of Christopher Columbus' discovery of America
a worthwhile reason for celebration.
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"I like to call it the 'celebration of 500 years of the encounter of
. adde d , "we are a11ve
· and here m
· 1992 , we nee d to
cu1tures. "' G arc1a
celebrate that."
Tafolla's reading, "La Llorona's Phone Number: A Reading of Barrio
Voices de Mi Gente," will blend barrio voices from her writings, including
works from her most popular book, "Curandera," and her latest book,
"Sonnets to Human Beings" which has won first place in the University
of California Irvine National Literary Competition. "Sonnets" has also
been translated into German and will be released in a tri-language edition
in Germany October, 1992. In addition, it was compiled with a larger
collection of her works, "Sonnets to Human Beings and Other Selected
Works," now available through the Santa Monica College Press, and is the
first critical edition of any work by a Chicano.
The poetry reading will be more than "boring" reading of prose and
poetry, Tafolla said. According to Tafolla, she and a few actors will be
reading her work with authentic dialects of Anglos, Mexicans and Blacks.
"I will be speaking in the voices of the barrio," Tafolla said. She also
added, "I like my writing to give a voice to the -community."
Tafolla explained why she chose, "La Llorona's Phone Number" as the
title of her reading.
"La Llorona is a traditional subject in a modern world, at least when I
was a child," she laughed. "I remember there was a phone number we
could call to hear La Llorona."

Tafolla has been on the literary circuit promoting "Sonnfets toPhHum~n
Bemgs
· " and a c h"ld
t ren 's boo k an d has recently returned ram
d Aftoentx,
h
1
San Antonio and a medical conference on South Padre Is an :
er er
reading, she will re-visit South Padre Island and then speak in Tucson,
Arizona, Oct. 16.
"Fall is usually heavy, internationally," Tafolla said ?f her schedule.
A noted poet, author and speaker on multicultural issues, Tafolla has
published three books of poetry, seven television screenplays, o~e no~fiction volume on racism sexism and Chicano women, th ree children s
chapbooks and numero~s short stories and articles. She has_ received
many honors, including Outstanding Young Women of Amcnca, ~oremost Women of the Twentieth Century and the Dictionary oflnternauonal
Biography. Chosen to be reviewed in the Dictionary of ~i~erary
Biography's volume on Chicano Writers, Tafolla continues to be cntiqued
within the realm of world literature.
Alex Haley, who died earlier this year, has called her "a wo rld-class
writer" and Yolanda Julia Broyles has labeled her "among the beSL"
Her manuscripts and writings have been archived by the University of
Texas Benson Latin American Collection.
Tafolla presently resides in McAllen, with her husband, Dr. Ernest0
Bernal, daughter Mari , 9, and son, Israel, 9 months, and is at work on an
epic novel, "La Gente," and a movie script based on her short story
"Federico y Elfiria."

Theatre announ~ /~st call Compagnie Claude Beauclair to perform 'Les Fables' tomorrow

for season subscnpt1ons
This is the last chance for Valley
audiences to become season subscribers at
the University Theatre.
The first
play begins
in less than
three weeks
and, according to Dr.
Linda Donahue, managing director,
subscriber seats are going fast.
"Now is the best time to order
season tickets in order to pre-reserve the best seats in the house,"
Donahue said. "Besides saving big
bucks, all season subscribers receive pre-reserved seats and never
have to call the box office for tickets. We treat our subscribers like
'family' because we appreciate their
continuing support of our efforts."
The off-beat musical comedy
◄~shopof Horrors" begins the
fall season. Director Luis Munoz
calls it "one of the most hilarious

THEATRE

-

and outrageous musical comedies
ever written." The play runs Oct.
14-18 and 23-25.
"Little Shop of Horrors" features a
man-eating flytrap as the "star" of
the play, and is sponsored by Allen
Floral by Betty, of Edinburg.
All University Theatre plays begin at 8 p.m., except Sundays, when
the show starts at 2 p.m.
November features "Accidental
Death of an Anarchist," Nov. 18-22.
This very "black farce" is by Dario
Fa, one of Italy's most important
contemporary playwrights, who
uses the script to challenge the
authority of police and judicial systerns when they abuse power.
Directed by Doug Cummins, the
play is funny and extremely powerful.
In March, the University Theatre
spotlights "Interludes," a comedy/
farce in the commedia dell'arte style.
The play is an'English translation of
comedy sketches from Spain's
Golden Age of Drama.
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The French troupe who brought Moliere's "Le Tartuffe" to UTPA last
fall are back again. The Compagnie Claude Beauclair of Paris will
perform Jean de la Fontaine's "Les Fables," an adaptation of Aesop's
universal fables at 4:30 p.m., tomorrow in the LRC Media Theater.
The French-speaking troupe, consisting of director Claude Beauclair
and actors Emile Delignat, Fran~oise Mojeret and Sandrine Poscka"i, will
perform re-writings of "The Turtle and the Hare," "The Cricket and the
Ant" and "The Wolf and the Lamb." In all, 18 fables will be acted out.
Fontaine was born in 1621 and died in 1695. A native of the
Champaigne Region of France, he was unknown in the literary world
until the age of 37. He was 47 when he wrote the first part of "Fables."
According to Dr. Diane Glazer, modern languages and literature
lecturer, Fontaine was the prime satirist and morality writer of his time.
Glazer said Fontaine was a "fakelorist." She explained folklore is
"created by the people" and given to the world where Fontaine created
After opening at the University
Theatre, Donahue, the cast and crew
of "Interludes" will travel to El Paso
to present the play in an annual
international play festival at the
Chamizal National Theatre.
"Interludes" is partially funded by
grants from the Association for Hispanic Classical Theatre and from

the Texas Commission on the Arts.
The final play of the University
Theatre season will run April 28May 2. Royalty rights are still being
secured, so more information about
the title will be available soon.
"Little Shop of Horrors" tickets
are on sale. Tickets are priced at
$10, and may be reserved by phone

his own folklore and gave it to the people of France and ultimately the
.
modern popular culture.
- d ," GI azer sat·ct. "He sat·ct he was
"Fontaine
. ,s wntmg
- - 1s
. ttg
• h t an d sty1tze
lazy but his work is so meticulous, he was not lazy."
Glazer said the troupe's first stop on their international tour will be
UTPA.
"They will perform here before Houston, UT-Austin, Wesley and
Middlebury," Glazer said. From here, the troupe will go to Washington
D.C.
The hour show will include several costume changes and will be
performed entirely in French. Sets and scenery are by Dominique
Changnaud, costumes by Fran~oise Mojeret and live music by Jacques
Lappartient.
The free performance will be sponsored by the College of Arts and
Sciences, University Program Board, Department of Modern Languages
and Literatures, the UTPA French Club, UTPA Center for International
Studies and the McAllen French Club.
All students and faculty are welcome to attend.
and picked up on the night of
performance. All other play tickets
are priced at $8.
Season subscriptions to all four
plays are available for only $30.
Season subscribers receive reserved
seats o_the shows on the night of
their choice.
The theater is still offering Pan

Am Nights where UTPA students
and faculty, along with a friend, can
see a free show on one ID MondayWednesdays. Only one person can
enter per ID after Wednesday.
For more information on season
brochures, Pan Am Nights or reservations, call the University Theatre
Box Office at 381-3581.

Reproductive
Services
(l 15
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Sl·-.ame l>rin· \\'e-.t • llarling<.·n, TX 78550

In association with Adoption Affiliates
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Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

20% OFF Back to School
Shoes, Stethoscopes,
Lab Coats and Uniforms
1800 S. Main, Ste. 460
Main Place Shopping Center
(Next to Solo Serve)

~

•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

McAllen

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth

630-0804
2301 Ed Carey Dr., Ste. 4
Harlingen

(512) 428-9009 ·

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage )
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administratfon - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh Flowers
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RESTAURANT
House Specialties
FAJITAS AL CARBON
Grilled fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onion, rice and beans

5,95

HOUR
EYEGLASS
SERVICE

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to l p.m.
Saturday

CHICKEN FAJITAS AL CARBON
Grilled chicken fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onions, rice and beans 5.95

(4) special tacos with your choice of beef or chicken fajitas served with
cilantro, chile serano and onion, guacamole and charro beans
4.95

TACOS DE FAJITA
(3) your choice of chicken or beef fajitas served with
rice, beans and salad

ENCHD.ADAS cheese or beef

1012 South Closner • Edinburg
Orders to Go! • 38t- t 011

• COMPLETE EYEWEAR SERVICE
• LARGE FRAME SELECTION
OVER 3000 FRAMES IN STOCK
• SOFT CONTACT LENSES IN STOCK
• ON PREMISE LABORATORY
STUDENT DISCOUNT ON SELECT FRAMES
Now accepting UT Vision Insurance Plan

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • MEDICAID • MEDICARE

Two Locations

Tacos
TACOS TIO CHEMA

5.25
3.95

Vivian's Flower Shop

•VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES

C

Dr. Shawn L. Dunnigan

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman

Therapeutic Optometrist
Optometrist
1715 W. University• Edinburg 2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg

381-0904

383-5581

Opening September 29, 1992
ELSA VISION CENTER• 400 East Edinburg (on 107 at Fannin by LBJ School)• 262-3957

We Deliver
We accept all major
credit cards.

I!·

116 N. 12th St.• Edinburg
~cast side of Courthouse on the squart)

383-0871

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MasteiCard
Layaways Welcome

MINGA'S II
221 E. University• Edinburg

383-8371

!l~pn,
~&~
MINGA'SI
Eba

262-9021

MINGA'Sm
Donna

464-8870
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Valley Symphony Orchestra,
cellist to perform Tuesday
~rhc Valley Symphony OrcheStra by Alexander Borodin and "Cello
w1ll
· he Concerto" by Robert Schumann.
'
. perform at. 8 p. · m ·, o ct · 6, int
Fme
Arts
Auditorium
The
.
.. ·
concert
The next concert will be held Oct.
will feature Braz1han cellist Claudio 20 and will feature the UTPA Choir
•
Jaffe.
Ch .
nstopher Munn, conductor.
According to Dr. Carl Seale ' muAdmission charge is $2 for senior
sic department pro fess o r, three c1t1zens,
..
and S3 general admission.
pieces will be performed: "Die For more information call 381-3471.
Fledermauc; Overture" by Johann For Valley Symphony Orchestra
Strauss, "Symphony ~umber Two" information, call 630-5355.

October
1 Animal Behavior Club meeting,
activity period in IA 235.
• Organizational meeting for
Solidarity, a student democratic
socialist group, activity period in
IA 121.
• Leadership conference sponsored by American Marketing Association, Ballroom overflow.
Appli"cations available at AMA of-

fice , BA 116. All majors welcome.
• REHAB (Reach, Educate , Help,
Advocate and Broade n minds) Student club , activity period in NB 214.
For more info rma tio n, conta ct
Katrena McCullom, 381-2295.
• Memorial mass for Dr. James
Petticrew, activity perfod , Campus
Chapel,.
2 Intramural tennis entries due at
UC 320.

BAR-B-Q-KING

5 "Les Ripoux ," a French film with
English subtitles, 7 p.m. in CAS 309.
6 Student Dietetics Association,
activity period in B 123.
• Luncheon, activity period, Campus Ministry Center, one block east
of Sugar Rd. on Kuhn St.
• Anthropology Club meeting, activity period , IA 125.
7 Pizza "big slice" sale, $1 per slice,
11 :30 a.m. at IA building; spon-

Custom Smoking
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

VALLEY-WIDE

--lfd~

Sincerely Yours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

We Deliver

380-0629

1412 W. Unlversi1y • Edinburg

110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

381-8556

OCTOBER SPECIAL
THE" BIG" MEXICAN PLATEIII
••••••••• •••••••••••• • BEEF GUISADO, SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO
............... • • .... •• ••• BEANS , SALAD, TWO (2) OF EL PATO'S

HWHITE FLOUR ·

HPATOS
··---------••

TRV'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

FAMOUS FLOUR TORTILLAS AND A12oz. COKE.

ONLY $2.95!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILV

_

ICIIIIICI • PHIICI • HIIIIIICS

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McALLEN (Bua. 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McALLEN (N. 10th) .•.................................
EDINBURG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
BROWNSVILLE ...................... , ...............
MISSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO . .........................................
HARLINGEN .........................................

lllllH
CllCllH
Clllllllf

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

(E!IlD 8 ~ e :
SOUTH TEXAS BOOK &SUPPLY
1516 W. University•Edinburg
(behind Pizza Hut)

380-0345

1619 South

Closner • Edinburg

381-5661
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Make the Grade

Cliffs StudyWare course reviews are
a dynamic new way to study for
midterms and finals.
• Interactive computer software
-work at your own pace
• Hundreds of on-screen questions
• Answer explanations
• Glossary, hints,
graphs and figures
• Immediate
feedback

'W'

Flowers• Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceaflera
Accessories
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5
p.m. Tuesdays.

The Bloo■ln9 hike, BouUque

CATERING

EtPATO

sored by Anthropology Club.
• Bake sale, 8 a.m. to noon, LA
building; sponsored by Anthropology Club.
8 Psi Chi meeting, activity period,
IA 119.

'Z)otfte I'

• Sculptured Nalls • Manicures & Pedicures
• Artlflclal Nalls • Natural Nall Overlay
• Tips with Acrylic • Nall Repairs

Open

h"~/4··'••❖====·'"''""''·1' Welcome
Walk-Ins

Mon -sat t
October Special
9 a.m. ,iu 6 p.m. ~ Fullset Acrylic Nalls $40

K, w ·-:.··-::-=...-~•••wu•:.❖·•·-: •J,:::oA···.❖:❖:-.::;:::::::::-
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Mcncue UQ • f'eqicue $15
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10,. 01,c0111t
with UTPA 1.D.

Trying to go it alone?
Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest/"ob in history, didn't try
to go it a one. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do.•
"A New Concept in Ladies Fashion"

Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.

invites you to come select from our new

The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.

FALL '92
COLLECTION

You're invited to explore this
community resource.
Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N. Main St.• McAllen, Texas

Main Place Shopping Center
1800 S. Main Ste. 470

McAllen, Texas
512-li30-59S7

Monday-Saturday• 10 a.rn.-7 p.rn.

686-4241
'

Designer Casuals, Cocktail & Formal Wear

ul/. ,
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Save
Save

$$

Apple Macintosh PowerBook· 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic*II

Get over ,400 worth of preloaded software when you buy one of the
Apple®Macintosh®computers shown above at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Save

$$
Apple Macintosh LC II

$$

. Apple Macintosh Ilsi

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 - and only
at your authorized Apple campus reseller.
l!J!

8«Ym;wt:iter

&~

For further information visit

Technology Resources at LRC-116
Ask about the Apple Computer Loan
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Volleyball

Lady Broncs stay winless for season
Peter Goal-eek
Reporter
The volleyball team dropped four
more games in the Stephen F. Austin
Lady Jack Invitational in
Nacogdoches last weekend before
losing to Southwest Texas State in
San Marcos Tuesday.
The Lady Broncs' frustrating
;::~o:~:~~~:t~ 1~~;,rl~~t~t~~
and the hosts 15-0, 15-3, 15-6 on
Friday. On Saturday, the Lady
Broncs lost a five-game heartbreaker
to Sun Belt rival Southwestern
Louisiana 15-7, 12-15, 15-7, 15-9,
18-16 before succumbing to Tulane
15-9, 15-3, 15-1 in their final game.
On Tuesday, UTPA was blasted
by Southwest Texas State 15-3, 151, 15-5. Tanja Thomas had five kills
and one block, and Candice Guillen
/::: was credited with five digs for the
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C·ross country. teams
take 5th, 7th at UTSA
J

I

David Hunter
Sta.ff

The men's cross country team
placed fifth, and the women grabbed
seventh Saturday at the UT-San
Antonio Invitational in San Antonio.
Blinn College took first place in the
men's, while the UTSA's Lady
Roadrunners headed the women.
Head coach Reid Harter was
satisfied with the results of his teams.
"We've been doing a lot of
strength work the last few weeks."
Harter said. "We haven't had any
work at race pace. We've been
working through the last two races.
We won't get into racing form until
the Houston University Invitational
on October 22. We won't be be able

JZL{{en ~fora{

6y 'Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

to get a clear picture until then."
Next week the teams will see
how far they've progressed when
both will travel to Kingsville this
Saturday to run in a dual meet
against Texas A&I .
"A&I beat us in both the men's
and the women's (at UTSA)," Harter
said. "It will be good to go against
them head to head so we can see if
we've improved."
Hector Rodriguez lead all the
Broncs with a 25th place finish in a

LaZ~l~7~cts at 0-13 for the year.
In the tournament opener against
Sam Houston State of the Southland
Conference, head coach Oscar
Segovia tried to implement a
swarming defense, but State's
superior size proved too much.
Segovia said freshman Lyn Dee
Harrelsonplayed beyondheryears
and Sheree Shiflet, also a freshman

Oscar Segovia
Bronc volleyball coach
on the UTPA's loss to
Southwestern Louisiana.

"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers
for private parties. Call 383-4625.

handled the responsibility of being
the team's designated setter very
well.
Harrelson had four kills.
Later that day, the Lady Broncs
bowed out to the host team, Stephen
F. Austin 15-9, 15-3, 15-1.
Thomas had four kills and four
digs leading Pan Am.
On Saturday, UTPA lost a nailbiting 15-7, 12-15, 15-7, 9-15, 18-16
marathon to Southwestern
Louisiana. The Broncs had game
point at 16-15 in the fifth set, but
suffered crucial mental lapses.
Nevertheless, Segovia said his team
showed tremendous character and
self-discipline.
Thomas had a season-high 30
kills.
"It was a great learning experience
and no doubt our most impressive

J.A.B. Typing Service: $1.15 per
page/rush jobs available. 318-3039.

$200 • $500 Weekly. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. Free information-24 hour
hotline. 801-379-2900 copyright 3
TX19KDH.
Fast Easy Income! Earn $1000's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed envelope to: Additional Income! P. 0. Box 81416,
Chicago, IL 60681-0416.
Roommate wanted to share two

bedroom - two bath home. 3818529. $150.
Roommate wanted: Female .
Apartment available for viewing.
Monday - Thursday 4:30 - 6:30 P .M.
1 Bedroom. El Bosque #1002.

Writing Services: Essays, research
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6:00
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
Cheap! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:
89 Mercedes ............... ....... $200
86 vw.................................. $50
87 Mercedes................ ....... $100
65 Mustang....... .................... $50
Choo~ information - 24 hour hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright #TX19KJC.
Cruise shlps now hiring. Earn
$2,000+/ monlh • world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,
summer and career employment
available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call 1-206545-4155 ext. C5863.
For Rent: College girls only! 2- 3
bedroom furnished houses. No deposit required. 1 1/2 blocks south of El
Pato on 1st street. Inquire at 1018 W.
Mahl or call Mrs. Ramirez at 383-4488.

WSERS WANTED: 30 lbs. 30 days
$30.00. Guaranteed. Carrie 512-388-
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Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches · ./,
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

Typing Service: Research papers,
·reports, etc. Grammar correction. Proof
reading & editing. Over 10 years experience. Notary. Call 585-2838.
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·5500 N. McCol • McAlen, Tx. • 512-630·0307
Open: Mon. • Frl 11-9 • Sat. 11-5

West Coast Style Coffeehouse
5401 N. lOth, Suite 111 (in the Courtyard)• McAllen

687-3010
Your source for fine gourmet coffees and teas.
Serving Dell Sandwiches, Homemade Pasta Dishes,
Quiche, Soups, & the Valley's Most Unique Desserts
Also serving Exotic Italian Floats

His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool
$1,000.00, in just one week!. Plus
$100 for the member who calls!
And a FREE HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling 1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65.

the tournament. Segovia said his
team's lack of depth was definitely

4419.

Le Gourmet Coffee House

ALMA'S

It was a great learning
experience and no
doubt our most
impressive match
this year.

match this year," Segovia said.
TheBroncswereswept byTulane
of the Metro Conference to conclude

%iss j{itfaigo-Starr County 'llSJ2l
Official Preliminary to the Miss Texas USA, Miss Texas Teen USA
Independently produced by John-Albert Productions

Proua{y Presents

===---=-----,

r--=----==

Home of the ''Coffee Cooler''

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

Open 9-9 Tuesday-Thursday • 9-Midnigbt Friday & Saturday
Closed Sunday & Monday

Tanya Dunbar
Miss Hidalgo-Starr County USA 1992

.on Referendum
for proposed changes to
Student Government Constitution

Today, October ·1
LAS, CAS & SCIENCE QUAD

Reva Balli
Miss Hidalgo-Starr County Teen USA 1992

THE SEARCH FOR MISS HIDALGO-STARR COUNTY USA 1993 and MISS HIDALGOSTARR COUNTY TEEN USA has started and it all climaxes with a smash glamour
extravaganza, double pageant, at the Fine Arts Auditorium, University of Tex.as-Pan American
in Edinburg, Texas on February 26 and 27, 1993. If you are between the ages of 13-17 for
the teen division and 18-25 for the Miss division, never been married or bore children, and live
in Hidalgo or Starr County you could be the one to represent Hidalgo-Starr County in the Miss
Texas USA and Miss Texas Teen USA state pageant. The 4 runners-up will also be invited to
compete in the state competition, representing the city they are from. Prizes for the winner
of the Miss Hidalgo-Starr County USA title and the Miss Hidalgo-Starr County Teen USA title
include cash, jewelry, wardrobe and scholarships. Interested contestants may call the directors,
Albert Alaniz and Johnny Llanes, at 631-2057. Deadline for entries into the pageant is
November 1, 1992. The contestants' workshops have already begun, so hurry and call for.your
application form now! There will be a contestant search, Wednesday, October 14, 1992, from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Communication Art & Science Building on Campus. Come by and
register to compete!

JOHN-ALBERT PRODUCTIONS • P.O. Box·720334, McAllen, TX 78504
(512) 631-2057 or (512) 618-1777
Photos by Dennis Wells Photography of Weslaco
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Monterrey Tech Invitational

Men's tennis prevails despite rain Mainella reaches 4th round in Virginia

Christine Diaz
Staff
It was a short weekend for the
men's and women's tennis teams at
the Monterrey Tech Invitational
because of rain. According to a
point system, the Bronc's captured
first place and the Lady Broncs third

place. It marked the fifth year out
of seven that the men's team has
placed first.
Other teams that
competed in the tournament were
ITESM campus EDO. de Mexico,
Universidad Iberoamericana D.F.,
U.A.N.L., and ITESM campus
Monterrey.
The Bronc's stole the tournament
by defeating Monterrey Tech 7-0,

MIND GAMES

Men's tennis player Richard
Mainella advanced to the third
round of the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association's National Clay Court
Championships in Richmond, Va.
last week. The nation's top
collegiate players were invited to
compete.
Mainella received a first-round

Volleyball team
hosts Jaguars
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"The New 79C
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Jodecl
Heavy D.
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Bobby Brown
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SEX ON THE BEACH
SCREWDRIVERS
BEND-ME-OVERS
ORGASMS

lLC

Das-EFX
Hammer
Kris-Kross
SOUL SlrMlxAlot
SOUL 2 Live Crew

SOUL

69¢ QUICKIES ALL NITE

bye and crushed German Alvarez of
Korth Carolina-Wilmington 6-3, 6-1
in the second round before being
edged by Florida International's
Kuhn Buyis 4-6, 5-7 in the next
round.
"I am happy I had the opportunity
to participate in a tournament like
this one," Mainella said. "It was a

big experience to play with the
top 100 players in the nation."
Teammates Michel Fabry and
Ellen Nelissen also took part in the
tourney. Fabry lost a heartbreaker
in his first match to Bas Wild of
Clemson 5-7, 7-6, 7-6.
Nelissen lost to Tammy Hyes of
Duke 6-4, 6-3.

Cross Country tromp.6-- -

After traveling for a month to
away and neutral sites, the volleyball
team can finally fight for a win on
their home court at 7 p.m. Saturday,
against Sun Belt Conference rival
South Alabama.
UTPA succumbed to the Jaguars
earlier in the season at a Nicholls
3, 6-1.
State tournament.
Lady Bronc victories included Kim
The Broncs will be looking for
Butl.er qv~r Paulina Escobuo.
their first win.

OOSBALL • POOL TABLES• AIR HOCK
VIDEOS• PINBALL• 12 T.V. MONITORS• SATELLITE DIS
ART• MUSIC• FASHION
stFloor DANCE•GAMES• LIGHTS
18+
CONCERTS•SPORTS•SEX

U.A.N.L. 5 -0, and ITESM 4-3.
Individually for the Broncs against
Tech were Michel Fabry beating
Jose Mireles 6 -4, 6-3; Dany Joly
defeating Javier Perez 7-6, 6-3 and
Rudy Hilpert's easy 6-2, 6-1 win
against Rene Bortoni. Mike Morse's
victory over Oscar Echanove came
in two sets of 7-6 6-3 and Alain
Fabry beat Ruben Aguirre 6 -3 6 -0.
In doubles action, Michel Fabry
and Mainella defeated Perez and
Mireles 6-3, 6-4 while Hilpert and
Joly beat Echanove and Bertoni 60, 6-4.
The Lady Broncs edged Tech 4-3
and University Iberoamericans D.F.
4-1 with the loss in that one coming
on Aranzaza Gallardo's victory over
Pan Am's top seed Ellen Nelissen 6-

time of 26 minutes 23 seconds.
"I was really happy with the way
I ran," Rodriguez said. "I'm two
minutes slower than I was last year
at this point, but last year I peaked
too early. The whole team peaked
too early. This year we should peak
right around the conference meet."
Martin Arteaga finished 27th in
26:36. Joe Robles (39th) at 26:59,
Joe Vasquez (43th) at 27:15, Roger
Gonzalez(49th)at27:36,MarkOlivo
(55th) at 28:06 and Gilbert Villareal

-•
-

(68th) at 29:00 filled out the
remaining spots.
Cathy Tanner, back in action
from a case of food poisioning,
came back and led the Lady Broncs
with a 29th place finish overall in a
time of 18:49 for three miles.
Elizabeth Ortega was 35th in 18: 58.
Close on her heels was Christine
Diaz in 19:00. Valerie Soto was 41st
and Laura Arteaga was 53th in
times of 19:08 and 20:13,
respectively.
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102 S. 2nd Street
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PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

TIAA-CREF's
Five Elsy Steps
To Building
lour Redrernmt
NestEgg

1

Look for ratings.

Check our how an insurance company has been
rated by the threeleadingraring,;analysts:AM. BC51:
Company, Standard & Poor'sand Moody's Investors Service, TIAA has earned rhe highest ratings:
A++(Superior) from AM Best, AM from Standard &
Poor's and Aaa from Mcxxiy's.

2

look for rates.

TIAA offers a guaranteed minimum rate of
3%, plus dividends (which are declared
annually). New premiums to TIAA Retirement Annuities currencly earn 7.5°/o* (guaranteed
interest plus dividends), while our "old money" earns
between 8% and 8.5%, depending on the year the
funds were received and rhe acrual investment
performance chat year.

3

Look for acombination of safety and growth.

TIAA's rradirional annuity gives you security,
while CREF's variable annuity gives you the
choice of several disrincr and diversified investment accounts. Like all variable annuities, rerums will
flucruare and are nor guaranteed.
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"
·-.oo•o for Suppl<m<ntal R«ir<m<nt Am,uities

4
S

look for reputation and resources.

TIAA-CREF has been serving the education
and research communities for over 70 years.
We can help you with all your reriremenr
needs, and you gee a full range ofproducts along with a
variety ofservices char are absolutely free.

look for low expense charges.

With TIAA-CREF, each dollar invested on
your behalf is working for you right from the
beginning. We have no sales charges of any
kind, and only a minimal expense/operating charge is
deducted each year from overall annuity assets.
Why nor find our more about us? Just fill our rhe coupon
bdowfuryourfreeinformarion kit, indudingaretiremenr
company comparison chart. We chink you'll find TIMCREF is rhe right retirement company for you.

~-----------------SEND NOW FOR A FREE KIT.

I

Moil this coupon to: TIAA CRH, 5215 North O'Connor Rood, Suite 350,

I

Nome (Please print)

I Los Colinos, TX 75039-3730 or coll l 800-842-2006.

I Address

I (i!y
lnstitutton (full name)
Tirle
D ORP Information
D TSA Information

State

Zip code

L..3i,c-:;:::;::::==========================~
---'----"-------------~
Doytime phone ( )
for more complete information, in<luding charges and expenses coH 800 842-2733 for o
prospectus. Pleose recd the prospectus c11eful~ before yoo invest or send money. CRH
certil<ates ore distributed by TIAA{REF looividuol &lllltiMiClflol Seiv1:es.

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with
value of ~00 or more.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

BEARDSLEY OPTICAL
700 S. 10th • McAllen • Acroa from Pep Boys

682-3126

-

CIC -

,..=..J
~ ill ■~:

DRS.BEARDSLEY
317 S. lnNNlwlJ • Downton Mc:AIIN

686-7435
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'\@o I take' TAe Microbioloa'I of Po+enf ia/ly
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Or The ~volu+ion of the }ifuaft~n (ornedy.'
Doi really wahf to !\\le wi+h Judy the
neat freak-99ain.! can·+ Lelieve I've
got Uhtil Mohda'/ to decide if' I'm -a Biolo3y
ol" a Theatre rnajor. Have I complete~ lost
it ? Will I ever be able to make ~ deci>io11,
again? Wait a m,hute,Juff vesferday,I waf
able to pick a phohe cOif\pany with
abso\utely ()O prohlem ...Ye5,there ir hope~
I
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designed specifically to fit your needs while you're in college. What- ~ .;C ef..~r ~ ~ first call is free'."*
ever they may be.
-~·~ ·- · ~'
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
Our Reach Our Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's easy
no matter where and when you call. Call Manager* will separate your
to make.
·

To sign up for A1U Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851.
C fQIJ2 ATIT • Th&s ,enu may n:x be Mdablf! tn r'5klena: bail5 on fOl1f a ~. )llt5l htw U'\lt od ICff ~ aDi savtt.
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Mandatory Advisement continues
through Oct. 15; contact your
major department for information

'Biological Illustrations'
lasts through Oct. 16
Page 4

Ribera leads
nation in scoring

SOCCER
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New document takes effect

Constitution referendum
passes with 88% of vote
Arminda Muiioz
Staff

Eighty-eight percent of the
students that voted last week
supported the new Student
Government Association constitution in a referendum election.
Two hundred twenty-eight
students voted for the new
constitution, while 35 students were
against the changes, according to
official results supplied by election
comissioners. After checking the
results for voter duplication,
comissioners found no discrepanices.

The newconstituition takes effect
immediately, Martin Torres, SGA
president, said.
"We are starting to move into it
(the approved constitution) as soon
as we can," he added.
New election regulations and
GPA requirements will not take
effect until next year. However,
any senatorvacanciesthatcomeup
will be filled under the requirements
of the new constitution.
In addition to the constitution
changes, students also indicated
their preference concerning the
name of the university. One hundred
and seventy-five students, or 58
percent, supported "UT-Edinburg"

while 128 students, or 42 percent,
wereinfavorof"UT-PanAmerican."
However, Torres said since there
was not a dramatic difference in the
figures, there was not enough
support for a name change
movement.
"If all the students had voted for
anamechangethanwewouldhave
done something about it." Torres
said, however, "if the (student)
Senate wants to follow up on it,
they're free to do that.•
According to Torres, there are
delays updating the two new student
courts because associates justices
have not been appointed.

MALDEF debate highlights
upcoming education forum
Trinidad Gonzales
Managing Editor
A forum to inform students about
higher education issues will be held
during activity period on Tuesday
at the UC Circle sponsored by the
Student Government Association
(SGA).

Speakers for the forum include
Sen. Carlos Truan, UTPA President
Miguel Nevarez, Dr. Jose Hinojosa,
former Rep. Juan Hinojosa, SGA
President Martin Torres, SGA Vice
President_ Rene Estrada and SGA
Chief Justice Paxton Warner.
One of the issues in higher education to be discussed is the recent
furor over funding for border schools
as a result of the MALDEF lawsuit.
MALDEF is a national, non-profit
organization that works to protect
and promote the civil rights of His-

panics through litigation, community education and leadership development.
In reference to the MAI.DEF lawsuit in LULAC v. Richards, Torres
said he felt that maybe MALDEF
should have settled with a proposed settlement by the UT and
Texas A&M Chancellors and the
State's Attorney General.
The proposal would give an estimated $1.S billion for UT schools
and $400 million to Texas A&Maffiliated schools along the border
over a 10-year period.
MALDEF has refused the offer so
far and is planning to continue
ligation beginning Tuesday when
the Texas Supreme Court starts hearing oral arguments, said Al
Kauffman, an attorney for the plaintiffs.

on the facts," Kauffman said, "and a
good case on the law."
In reasons for not accepting the
proposal, Jose Sanchez, an attorney
for MAI.DEF, cited the proposal
does not indicate where funding
will come from for the estimated
$1.5 billion.
"The proposal they offered at this
point basically," Sanchez said, is
that if those schools can come up
with money somehow they can
have the programs they want.
"They have not agreed," Sanchez
continued, " to give a penny of their
money."
Torres expressed an opposite view
because of a concern that the court
may not hand down a decision in
favor of the border schools.
"I wish it would have been settled
before it went to court," Torres said,
"because if it goes before the court,
"We think we have a good case we may not get anything."
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The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz

Erren Seale is Seymour and Maricella Perez is Audrey in the musical-comedy
'Little Shop of Horrors' to be presented by The University Theatre October 1418and 23-25. Students can attend the performancesforfreewith a validated I.D.,
and during Pan Am Nights Oct. 12 - 14, two will be admitted with one I.D.

Hearing set for Wednesday

State committee to discuss school funding
Trinidad Gonzales
Managing Editor

The State Joint Select Committee
on Higher Education will hold a
public hearing to discuss several
educational issues, including university funding, from 10 a.m. to 4
p .m. Wednesday at the Ballroom.
The committee will hear speakers
from schools that represent the
southern region of Texas. Also,
Martin Torres, SGA president, will
speak to the committee for five to
ten minutes, according to Rosendo

Villagran, executive aide to SGA.
"The main thing we are talking to
the colleges about," Rep. Garry
Watkins from Odessa and co-chairman on the joint committee, said,
"is that we want to know how the
formula funding is working for the
colleges in the different areas."
Some members in the state legislature are pushing for performance
funding to replace the current system of formula funding, Watkins
said.
Arguments over performance
funding, Dr. Ted Von Ende, director of institutional research and plan-

ning office of the president, said,
stems from whether performance
funding should be added on to a
school's budget as an incentive or
as a hold back.
An example of formula funding
bases how much money an institution will receive by credit hour
production. Credit hour production indicates how many credit hours
students are taking at a certain institution.
An example of performance funding bases the amount of money
given by a percentage of how a
school may achieve an indicator of

success established by the legislature, like how many students graduate from that school, according to
Von Ende.
The argument is whether a school
will get a percentage of its funds
from formula funding and have to
attain more funds by a certain performance, or whether the school
should get a 100 percent of its
budget by formula funding and receive more money by performance,
Von Ende said.
There will be time allotted at the
end of the hearing for the public to
address the committee.

Students use ad as learning tool
Alvaro Rodriguez
Copy Editor
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When students in an introduction
to logic course were asked to bring
in examples of informal fallacies,
"over half of the class came up with
examples from the (Holocaust ad),"
Dr. David Carter, philosophy professor, said.
Carter's class utilized the recent
advertisment, "The Holocaust Controversy", which ran in The Pan
American on Oct. 1, as an academic
tool. While other classes made a
point of studying the ad, Carter's
students brought in the ad on their
own volition.
"They really had to dig for it to get
to the center of the argument,"
Carter said. "Some of the fallacies
they found were ad hominem, abusive; and ad hominem, cirr.umsta!1-

tial; both explicit and between the
lines of the ad."
The ad hominem fallacy, according to the textbook for Carter's
introduction to logic course, "names
a fallacious attack, in which the
thrust is directed not at the conclusion one wishes to deny, but at the
person who asserts or defends it."
Another logical fallacy Carter's
students found in the ad was the
argument ad ignorantium. Carter
explained: "The ad ignorantium fallacy argues that something is true
because it hasn't been proven false,
or that something is false because it
hasn't been proven true."
"We haven't yet studied the rest
of the fallacies," Carter said. "God
knows what they (the students) will
come up with then."
Other professors, lecturers and
teaching assistants on campus used

the ad in the classroom.
Ralph Miller, lecturer in English,
plans to use the Holocaust ad in his
English rhetoric class, but he said, "I
don't know how exactly to use it in
class." Miller said his students are
studying "logical fallacies - what
to look for, to watch out for slanted
propaganda in what they read."
"The better a student is informed
in some of the logical inconsistencies that occur in reading matter,
the easier it'll be to judge the truth
of an argument," Miller said.
"Students shouldn't always believe what they read just because
it's in a newspaper, journal or book,"
he said. "Too many students are
impressed with the authority of a
newspaper, journal or book."
"If they let someone else discern
the truth for them, if they take it at
face value, they're cheating them-

selves.
"Everything written should be
examined no matter who writes it,"
he said.
Preside nt Miguel Nevarez said he
supported the use of the ad in
classrooms, but not the content of
the ad.
"I certainly don't agree with anything in the ad," he said. "But if this
is going in classes, particularly in
pointing out the fallacies in the ad,
I think it has a useful purpose."
Nevarez compared last week's
editorial to the students' examination of the ad.
"I think that what our student
editor did b y doing his homework
(on the subject of the Holocaust)
has forced students to do the same
kind of analysis. That's the best way
to attack the ad, instead of just
ignoring it," he said.

SGA president urges students to take action
ello! Is anybody out there?
Philosophers always ask, "If a
tree falls and-no one hears it,
did it make a noise?" I am not
a philosopher, but I dare to ask, if a
student speaks, but performs no action,
does he exist?
As SGA president, I have heard students
complain about everything from art labs
to parking spaces. The last two issues of
The Pan American contained letters to the
editor addressing the parking situation at
UTPA. I have heard a lot from the
students but have seen little action. I have
talked to organizations; I have written
columns in this very paper asking students
to get involved, but I see no action. Why?
Do they feel that talk alone will solve the
problem?
I remember being on the North Junior
High seventh grade football team. Yeah,
I was a Wildcat B--Teamer. There was
this monster lineman, a fellow B--Teamer,
a monster of a bully. He did a lot of

H

threatening and ridiculing. I was always
the subject of the threats and ridicule.
One day I decided to commit suicide-I
confronted the bully. I stood on my toes,
grabbed his facemask, shook it a little and
said, "Stop it." I then counted my fingers
making sure he had not bitten any of them
off, and I said my farewell prayer.
Well, that night I found myself praying
again; I was thanking God for allowing
me the opportunity to walk off the field
without leaving any of my body parts
smeared on that field. It was then that it
hit me. He was all talk. He could have
easily made me a permanent stain on the
North Junior High playing field, but he
backed down. Why did he back down?
He backed down because I responded to
him with a meaningful action.
I am not attempting to brag about my
childhood heroics; or promote violence. I
am merely setting an example to show the
results a little action can produce.
I know that, as president of the student

Martin Torres
SGA President

body it is my responsibility to try and
accomplish what I can for you, but I ask
you how much can the head perform
without the body? Not much! Do not get
me wrong. I am doing as much as I can,
but I know more can be done if we all
work together.
We, the students at UTPA, can become
a very strong force on and off campus.
We need to empower ourselves, the
operative word needs to be 'me' not 'I',
'you' or 'them' but 'WE'. WE need to do
it together. It needs to become a group
effort to be effective.
So, why are students not taking any
action? Some say because they do not
have the time. I remind these students

that there is a difference between not moon. "Now when you comin' home,
having the time and not making the time. Dad?" "I don't know when; but we'll get
One of the most important things students together then, son, You know we'll have a
can learn is to make time. I urge students good time then."
Long since college, my son moved away,
to make the time.
J
called
him up just the other day; Said,
Why else would students not get
"I'd
like
to
see you, ifyou don't mind." He
involved? Maybe because it has become
a habit here at UTPA. Students do not said, "I'd love to, Daddy, if I could find,
want to get involved. We have fallen into find time...
But the new job's a hassle and the kid's
a systematic routine. We attend classes
got
the flu, But it's been sure nice talkin' to
and go home. It has become a monotonous
cycle. We were trained and continue to you, Dad.. Been sure nice ta/kin' to you. "
And as I hung up the phone tt occurred
train others to do the same.
to
me/ He'd grown up just like me.. .
Each semester a new generation of
students comes in. We are responsible for Yeah ... my boy was just like me ...
these students. We need to take the
We must set a good example for future
initiative to impress on these students the
generations
of students. We need to
importance of taking action. We need to
set the example. Otherwise, we will be perform the actions to empower ourselves.
the ones to blame. Harry Chapin wrote a The actions now, we perform now can
song, 'The Cat's in the Cradle,' that echoes shape generations to come. If we do not
perform actions we may discover that
these same sentiments:
And the cat's in the cradle and the silver future students they have grown up just
spoon, Little boy blue is the man in the like us.
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Holocaust material
easily in abundance

A

quick glance at the texts available at nearby libraries revealed many and
varied sources concerning the Holocaust during World War II. Also, this
showed how easily it was to track down information about the
Holocaust.
This quick research shows that there can be no doubt: the Holocaust did occur,
and millions of people were killed as a result of the policies of Nazi Germany.
Here is a very brief list of books available at the Learning Resource Center on
campus: "Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka: The Operation Reinhard Death Camps" by
Yitzhak Arad "Jewish Responses to Nazi Persectution" by Isaiah Trunk;"Children of
the Holocaust" by Helen Epstein; "Nazizm: A History in Documents and
Eyewitness Accounts, 1919-1945" edited by J. Noakes and G. Pridham and "The
Holocaust and the Historians" by Lucy S. Dawidowicz.
Also, a brief search at the McAllen Memorial Public Library produced these
books: "The Holocaust: The Fate of European Jewry" by Leni Yahil, and "WW II:
Time-Life Books" by the ~ditors of Time-Life Books.
As one may conclude, books on this subject are in abundance, and they are
easily within the range of interested students. Education is the answer to get to the
truth about the Holocaust. Educating oneself about the tragedy is simple and easy.
Also, praise should be given to the professors and teaching assistants utilizing
the Holocaust ad and last week's editorial in their classes as educational tools. This
was one of the results The Pan American sought by running the ad last week.
As a concluding thought, The Pan American is printing a quote by the 1986
Nobel Peace Prize Laureate, Elie Wiesel, which was given to us by Diane Glazer,
lecturer from the Modern Languages and Literature. The quote leaves us with a
sense of hope, where the fanatic is nonexistent in our world, but also a sense of
despair, when we realize that the fanatic is very much a part of our world today.
"True education negates fanaticism. Literature and fanaticism do not go together.
Culture a nd fanaticism are forever irreconcilable. The fanatic is always against
culture, because culture means freedom of spirit and imagination. In fact, the
fanatic who wishes to inspire fear is ultimately doomed to live in fear, always. Fea
of stranger, fear of the other, fear of the other inside him or her."

Alcohol abusers can get help

A

ccording to statistics provided
by the Texas Department of
Deborah Sullivan
Health, alcohol is the most
ADAP Director
misused drug in our country. It is the most
widely used and abused drug on college
campuses today. Yet alcohol is legally use of alcohol can cause such problems as
available to anyone 21 years old or older. gastritis, ulcers or internal bleeding.
So, what is alcohol anyway?
Alcohol does not have to be digested to
The beer, wine or mixed drink that you have an affect. Once you take a drink,
might order is ethyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol approximately 20 percent of the alcohol is
is classified as a depressant. It has the absorbe d immediately into the
potential to be physically and bloodstream through the stomach walls.
psychologically addictive. Heavy drinkers The other, approximately 80 percent enters
develop a tolerance for alcohol, which the bloodstream almost as fast, once it has
means that the drinker needs more and been
processed
through
the
more of the substance to get the desired gastrointestinal tract.
effect. Dependence on alcohol leads to
The alcohol immediately acts on the
withdrawal when the substance is no brain by depres ·ng brain activity. If you
longer available; withdrawal from alcohol drink enough, you can, in essence, put
can be life-threatening.
your brain to sleep. By depressing brain
Problems associated with the use of functions, the person may say or do things
alcohol are many. If you're watching your that seem out of character. He or she may
weight and you drink, the news is not drive under the influence, become verbally
good. Alcohol contains calories; however, or p hysically abusive, or engage in
it has no nutritional value at all. These behavior that others see as inappropriate.
calories are called 'empty calories.'
Statistics have shown that 90 percent of
The long term, excessive use of alcohol all physical assaults, 50 percent of
can destroy such vital organs as the liver. homicides, and 25 percent of suicides are
Liver disorders associated with heavy directly contributable to alcohol.
alcohol use are fatty liver, alcoholic
According to the Center for Science in
hepatitis or cirrhosis of the liver. Excessive the Public Interes t (CSPI), alcohol

contributes to more than 100,000 deaths
and costs over $90 billion each year. The
National Council on Alcoholism has
reported that alcohol is more than twice
as popular as the next leading drug,
marijuana, and over five times as popular
as cocaine. Ninety-two percent of college
students reported using alcohol in a 12month period. Statistics from the Texas
Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
have shown that one out of every six
people will become dependent on alcohol.
As far back as 1950, the American
Medical Association recognized alcoholism
as a disease. Today, alcoholism is the
third leading cause of death among adults.
Drinking during pregnancy is the leading
preventable cause ofbirth defects. Ninetysix percent of all alcoholics die of the
disease and only approximately four
percent seek treatment.

advertisement which appeared in The
Pan American on Oct. 1. We agree that the
First Amendment to the Bill of Rights of
the United States Constitution allows for
freedom of the press, but the obligation to
promote truth in advertising should also
As co ncerned Jewish students a t be considered in accepting payments for
Temple Emanuel in McAlle n, we feel ads such as the one initiated by Bradley R.
compelled to respond to the recent Smith.

In stating our opinion, we have in
mind the sensitivities of not Jews alone,
but that of all those who perished in the
Holocaust and their survivors.
Communists, gypsies, h omosexuals,
intellectuals, those with disabilities, and
many from the Christian community

If you drink alone, if you need a drink
first thing in the morning, if you have
blackouts, if you are missing classes
because you're too hungover to get out of
bed, then you may have a problem with
alcohol. Please seek help before alcohol
has the opportunity to ruin your life.
Don't let chis legal yet dangerous drug
destroy your dreams.

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be sig ned and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed .
An add ress and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
••

Temple Emanuel
students:
Holocaust did occur

See Letters p. 3

• The Pan Amerlcan•October 8, 1992•Page 3

from page 2

Letters
perished alongside the Jewish
people. To the Nazis, our people
and the other victims with whom
we sympathize were seen as inhuman, perceived as vermin.
Eyewitnesses do not lie. We estimate that among those in our tenth
grade religious school class, a total
of 177 of our relatives were brutally
murdered at the hands of the Nazis.
Eyewitness after eyewitness tells
the same story of gruesome torture
and execution brought about by the
German government and by those
who complied with them. How can
so many shockingly similar accounts
from different communities, who
were never acquainted with one
another, tell exactly of the same
horrors brought about by the Nazis
during World War II?
We disagree with Smith's opinion
that the Zyklon-B gas which was
used to exterminate millions of
people was used merely to delouse
the clothing of the concentration
camp prisoners. This gas was designed for the sole purpose of exterminating the "undesirables" in
the European community.
The sad fact is thatJews and Nazis
agree with the grim truth. The Holocaust did occur, and millions of
people were exterminated intentionally. The unfortunate factor, the
Nazis lament, is that Hitler's regime
did not last long enough to reach
their goal of murdering all "undesirables." The Nazis admitted, with
such chilling glee, at Nuremburg,
that, with willing hearts, they killed
their victims intentionally and with
great fervor. The world is poorer;
for the Nazis succeeded in killing
not merely 14 million people, but
so too the victims' children and all
those who would have followed.
The 1993 Cotifirmation
Clas s of Temple Emanuel,
McAllen

ing of the misleading ad. False ads
are serious enough, but when an
editor knowingly prints them anyway, what does that mean? Simple
excuses do not absolve an editor
from responsibility.
I can only hope the student and
faculty population proves me
wrong by becoming socially and
politically active on this issue. I
hope we are not as apathetic and
naive as the administration thinks,
and I urge others to write in as
well. Lies are lies, Mr. Editor, and
yours are as noxious as Mr. Smith's.
Eric Hayes Patkowski
Political Scietice junior

ment, but any weaker response
would be ludicrous. I am not only
•
dismayed that our university news•
paper ran a paid advertisement from
a
Holocaust Revisionist, but what
.
upsets
me most is the excuse the
,- ·
editor
gave
us, the readers.
· ,•'
I
am
not
against
exposing lies and
• ·
showing them for what they are,
nor am I against allowing unpopu,•.'lar views to be aired. However,
when an editor decides to run a
controversial advertisement from an
.•·,
organization that insists the Holocaust never occurred by insisting
- ",
his intent is to educate the reader, I
,
am offended and insulted by this
, ,
apparent "I warned you about the
,'
gun, but here, play with it anyhow"
attitude. Newspapers with integrity
have refused to run this ad, and I
ask myself why our school paper
decided to allow its printing. I can
Because I once lived in Bavaria,
·:'
Germany,
a full year, all expenses
up
with
one
conclusion:
only
come
.,
economics.
A full-page advertise- paid by the U.S. Army, r decided to
,
ment costs a pretty penny these read Adolf Hitler's 'Mein Kampf
.,,,
days, college rag or not. Ihtegrity ('My Struggle') while within 100
:•,•
got sold out for money.
miles of where it was written. It is
-.~,
The only saving grace about this worth the struggle to read it, bewhole thing is that the student popu- cause it explains much.
Twice, r visited Dachau. The
lation, by and large, is politically
apathetic, if not politically ignorant. charming, unbombed village lies
This is where the excuse is weak- just 10 miles north of Munich.
ened, though. How many people
This was 12 years after World War
will read your excuse for printing II. The camp, occupied by the U.S.
the ad, understand the concepts Army then, hadn't changed radipresented, arid read the ad with a cally. The buildings, the chambers,
wary eye? When I saw the publica- the ovens stood. There were scraps
tion of the ad, many times refused of paper, in many languages, askby other newspapers, I was shocked. ing information for persons last seen
When I read the excuse for the being sent to Dachau. Near the
printing, I was blown over. Money ovens, there was a room with whitetalks - admit it. Education was not washed walls. Many visitors had
the intent of the newspaper's print- kicked those walls in anger.
ing of the ad, for we all know the
Catholic priests and Lutheran minmajority of students don't know isters, and others who spoke out,
and don't car~ about many topics. I including communists and atheists,
won't debate whether or not the also died at Dachau. But the main
Holocaust occurred, because that is victims were Jews. The Holocaust
not the issue. Motivations for the did happen.
I knew soldiers, who were serprinting of the advertisement are.
Editors have a responsibility when geants and officers by 1957, who
printing ads. When an editor knows had helped liberate those camps in
an ad is misleading, journalistic in- 1945. They said they never really
tegrity m~ndat~ that the ad not be knew what they were fighting for,
In regards to the ru~ng of the run. If said ad 1s run, however, the until they witnessed those Hitler
Holocaust ad: I am truly disgusted. editor must be prepared for any death camps.
Perhaps that--is-to strong a/$centi- ramificationsresultingfrp~tb,¥.print- _ J lHitleY I5ved ,the Big Lie tech-~-0
\~II t
.----.....
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Holocaust ad
disgusts reader

•

'

nique. He and his Nazis murdered
millions of people, millions of them
Jews. His book explains why. I
have known several people w ho
lost most of their families to Hitler.
The Pan American printed some
paid propaganda. You should be
ashamed to take the money for an
ad like that. Why don't you disown
that blood money and give it to
charity? Your disclaimers weren't
written a;, well as the clever, "Big
Lie" propaganda you printed.
JimMcKotie
UTPA staff member

Newspaper owes
apology for ad
In regards to the publication of
'The Holocaust Controversy' in the
Oct. 1 issue of The Pan American:
To print such an inflammatory, juvenile, anti-Semitic diatribe during
the midst of the Jewish high holy
days is, at best, insensitive and at
worst, ethically reprehensible.
In a period of history when 'ethnic cleansing' and 'Neo-Nazi' violence has become commonplace in
Europe, Bradley R. Smith's arguments for Holocaust revisionism
seem quaint; deliberate genocide
and anti-Semitic violence are two of
the more notoriously persistent habits of western civilization. Reputable scholars agree, based on generous and irrefutable evidence, that
the German-Nazi regime of 1933l944 engaged in both.
However, considering the increasing tide of American ethnocentric
fascism(AryanNations,DavidDuke,
Pat Buchanan, et al) and the incredible ignorance of historical fact most
young people betray (a majority of
high school graduates do not know
whom the United States fought in
World War II), it seems journalistically questionable to accept payment for publishing a race-baiting
document replete with logical fallades, sophomoric inaccuracies, ridiculous conclusions and outright
lies, the purpose of which is to
nurture sympathy for a crusade of
hatred, destruction and evil.
As for the grandiose 'Showing
them for what they are' editorial...
m thi nk th d t
t M
ch
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8 Psi Chi m eeting, activity p eriod, LA 119.

9

El Sol m eeting, activity pericd in LA 125. It will include an
informative talk on Ricardo Al-:iapc Guerra, followed by
elections.
• Salsa concert and dance , sponsored by International
Stude nts' Association and University Program Board, 8 p.m. to
11 p.m. in the Ball Ro om . Tony Guerrero y El Tiempo Latin o
will provide music. Ticke ts are available in advance from the
Women's Residence Hall or ISA members for $3, students and
faculty; $4, general public and $5 at the door.

10 Monthly meeting for Bilingual Educatibn Student Organization (BESO), 9 a .m ., Shoney's Restaurant, McAllen.

12 "La Gloire de Mon Pere," a French film with English
subtitles, 7 p.m. in CAS 309.
13 Movie "Juan Se guin," sponsored by El Sol, activity period
in LA 125; free with valid student ID. Pizza slices and soft drinks
will be sold.
• Regular meeting of Student Council for Exceptional Children, activity period in ED 217. Bring $1 for pizza luncheon.
• Society for Human Resource Management meeting and
luncheon, activity period in BA 223.
15 Movie "Juan Seguin," sponsored by El Sol, activity period
in LA 125; free with valid student ID. Pizza slices and soft drinks
will be sold.

19 "Le Chateau de Ma Mere," a French film · with English
subtitles, 7 p.m. in CAS 309.
20 Golden Z Club "get-acquainted" party, activity period, in
front of Jody Ramsey Stadium snack bar.

26 "Romuald et Juliette," a French film with English subtitles,
7 p .m. in CAS 309.

27 Society for Human Resource Management meeting and
luncheon, activity period in BA 223.
Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays.
Organizations or individuals who would like to
make announcements of events or who have suggestions for stories must drop by Student Publications, ESRH 100, and fill out a news release form.
Willingly choosing to print the fullpage ad and then facing it with a
nearly full-page rebuttal (which likens the editorial staff of The Pan
American to Frank Capra, not an
objective journalist, but rather a
purveyor of state-sanctioned propaganda!) smacks of a created controversy, a contrivance designed to
boost one's stature, a la the Dan
Rath /G
B h 'f, d I
ld
I

even say it was worthy of a certain
previous editor of The Pan American, one who was noted to have an
anti-Semitic bone or two.
An apology seems in order, not
just to the local Jewish community,
but to your readership's collective
insulted intelligence.
Phillip.Lozano
Former staff member of
TbF;

.
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National Hispanic Heritage Month
Programs
• Tuesday,October6 •
Dr. Carmen Tafolla
short story writer and poet
readings from her works

L.A. 101

Noon - 1 p.m.
• Tuesday, October 13 •
Ramiro Rea

assistant professor of modern languages
readings from his short stories

L.A. 101

PRBRBQUISITB: IDRBIILIIB

Noon-1 p.m.
• Tuesday, October 20 •
Dr. Elvia Garcia Ardalani

Drive. Intensity. Those aren' t words you're likely to see in many
course requirements. Then again, Army ROTC is unlike any other
elective. I's hands-on excitement. ROTC will challenge you mentally
and physically through intense leadership training. Training that builds
character, self-confidence and decision-making skills. Again, words
other courses seldom use. But they're the credits you need to succeed
in life. ROTC is open to freshmen and sophomores without obligation
and requires about 4 hours per week. Register this term for Army
ROTC.

lecturer in modern languages
readings from her poetry

L.A. 101

Noon-lp.m.
• Tuesday, October '27 •
Dr. Sylvia Dominguez

professor of modern languages
presenting two acts of her three-act play,
Tres Aguilas de la Revoluci6n Mexicana
(Three Eagles of the Mexican Revolution)

•••••••••••••••••

Sponsored by the Mexican-American
Studies Program, the Center for Latin
American Studies, the department of
modern languages and literatures, and
UPB

erl
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Media Theatre
Noon-lp.m.

A

$5 DooC:
For ticket information call 381-2260
Sponsored by the International Student
Association & the Universitv Program Board

Ballroom

~@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@~~~~~@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@(
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@(
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@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@:

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

For more information, contact Major LaFevers at the
Military Science Department, 2nd Floor, Southwick Hall• 381-3600
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'Little Shop of Horrors' hits stage Monday
October brings comedy, music, dance and a humongous man-eating
plant to the stage at the University Theatre.
The musical/comedy "Little Shop of Horrors" plays Oct. 12-18 and 2325. Showtimes are 8 p.m., except for Sunday matinees at 2 p .m.
The play presents the mischief that is wrought when a poor-schmoe
florist's assistant named Seymour allows his itch for fame and fortune to
seduce him into playing nursemaid to a man-eating plant named Audrey
II.

•

Strangely enough, the play is sponsored by Allen Floral by Betty of
Edinburg. ·
Lyrics to the sensational malt-shop score are a celebratory anthology of
the '50s musical idioms - from rock-'n-roll rousers to slippery Latin ripoffs and gooey ballads suitable for dancing belly-to-belly down the gym
floor.
Director Luis Munoz has chosen a talented cast, featuring Erren Seaie
as Seymour the schlemiel, Maricela Perez as his sex-pot girlfriend Audrey,
Steven F. Helsing as the florist shop owner and Nelso Flores as the sadistic
dentist.
The campy '50s rock 'n roll <loo-wop girl trio of Chiffon, Crystal and
Ronette is played by Aileen Corpos, Heather Diane Horton and Tonya
Bailey.
The voice of the plant, (favorite line: "Feed me!") is played by the very
low-baritone of Carter Robinson.
"I'm having a ball with this show," Munoz said. "If audiences aren't
familiar with the play, let me just throw out a few words to describe the

upcoming experience: hysterical, deliciously warped and delightfully
demented. After all, this is a story about a blood-thirsty venus flytrap.
Throw in a deranged dentist and a trio of dancing, singing doo-wop girls
straight out of '50s rock 'n roll and I think our audience is in for a rollicking
good time."
The set is designed by Tom Grabowski, technical director, with the
plants rented from a shop in San Antonio.
"The cost and time of building such huge props was prohibitive,"
Grabowski said. "We rented the plants, in all their various sizes of growth,
and now the puppeteers will have fun learning to work with such
unusually large props. The plants wouldn't even fit in the mini-van; we
had to use a truck to bring the111 down from San Antone."
"Liule Shop of Horrors" has been extended beyond the normal five-day
run at the University Theatre.
"Because of historical popularity of the play when it has run at other
theatres, we decided to experiment by adding another weekend," Munoz
said. "We have found Sunday afternoon matinees to be particularly
attractive to our audiences."
Tickets to "Little Shop of Horrors" and three more University Theatre
plays are now on sale. After "Little Shop of Horrors,• the theater will
present the black comedy/satire "Accidental Death of an Anarchist" in
November, followed by "Interludes" in March and "The Frogs" in April.
"Frogs" was cancelled last year due to illness.
For season brochures, more information and ticket reservations, call the
University Theatre Box Office at 381-3581.

Wanted:
Have any parting shot
photos?
then...
Rio wants them!!

• Parting shots is a
regular feature of Rio
which showcases photographic talents of
students

Moyer's 'Basics' reception
tonight in CAS Gallery

Omar I. Rodriguez
Atts & Entertainment Editor
Dr. Nancy Moyer, jewelry and
metal shop professor, got back to
basics with her recent opening of
"Basics: An Exhibition of Original
Works." The reception will be
held tonight from 6:30 p.m.-8 p.m.
in the CAS Gallery. The exhibit
has been_open since Wednesday
and will continue to Oct. 28.
On exhibit will be 20 drawings
of "basic" foods, 25 pieces of "basic" jewelry, a chess board ("the
basic game") and three muses.
"I'll be exhibiting basic jewelry
and drawings although they are
not basic by people's opinion,"
Moyer said.
The most interesting of the exhibit will be three muses Moyer
explained as being of a "bicameral
mind."
Muses, according to Moyer, are
our ancestors or spirit beings which
give inspiration. She has constructed the life-sized muses out of
papier-mache, velvetskin and eyes
of silver enamel. They are also
adorned with jewelry.
"The muses have three different
feelings, they are emotional beings," Moyer said. "They are goddesses of jewelry."
Moyer's 20 illustrations were two
months in the making and were
published earlier this year. They
represent under half of the 43
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cantu~ ~ PHARMACY

Send them to ESRH 100

clo Rio magazine editor
or call 381-2547.
Th~ Bloomln9 lcuk~l louUqu~

10% Discount on all prescriptions with Uf-PA LD.
We also accept PHS cards.

"Prescription Service with a Smile"
511 South Closner (4 blks. S. of the Courthouse)

Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quincear"lera
Accessories
rl

illustrations she has published.
Described as "the official UTPA
chess set," Moyer has constructed
a double-sized chess set with pieces
depicting UTPA faculty and administration.
"The figures are very graphic,"
Moyer said. "In a way it can be
seen as 'Liberal Arts vs. Business."'
Toe set was made out of silver and
brass.
Although Moyer has no computer graphics in her exhibit, she
has found the medium gratifying.
"I just started last February and
I like it immensely," she said.
Moyer teaches a computer graphics course once a year to juniors
and seniors but feels she does not
want to rule out prerequisites to
prevent those interested from signing up. Frank Manuella, design
professor, will be teaching the
course in spring.
Moyer's jewelry is presently represented by Sol del Rio Gallery in
San Antonio, J. Cotter Gallery in
Vail, Colorado and Selections in
Beaumont. Her work can be seen
in the public collections of the
McAllen International Museum,
Ball State University Collection, St.
Louis Children's Museum Collection and the UTPA collection.
Due to work-study scheduling,
viewing hours for the CAS Gallery
are 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Monday-Thursday.

Edlnburg • 383-1239
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We Deliver

1412 W. Unlversi1y • Edinburg

381-8556
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Sinc~ours

BEARDSLEY

GfJtJnias ~tJautp GfJh~p

Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

Student Cut $4

Regular Cut $6

Open Monday-SOturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

380-2239
EDINBURG VISION CENTER
Dr. Shawn L. Dunnigan
Therapeutic Optometrist

1715 W. University • Edinburg

And Because You're Special to Us

We're offering....
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$

00

381-0904

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
Optometrist

OFF

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with retail
·
value of $125 or more.

I
1
1

Coupon not valid with any other offer.

:

2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581
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Expires 10-31-92

•VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. • Saturday

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with retail : ·,
value of ~00 or more.
1
Coupon not valid with any other offer.

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • MEDICAID • MEDICARE

NOW OPEN
ELSA VISION CENTER
400 East Edinburg (on 107 at Fannin by LBJ School)
262-3957

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

BEARDSLEY OPTICAL
700 S. 10th • McAllen • Acroa from Pep Bop

682-3126

- '.iijc

I
J

DR, BEARDSLEY

DRS.BEARDSLEY

317 s. Broadwa, • Dow1itoww Mc:An..

686-7435
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Tafolla proves her literary worth
Omar I. Rodriguez

"If I locked myself in a room, I could finish the novel in six to nine
months," Tafolla smiled, "but I want co have contact with people. That's

Arts & Entertatnment Edttor

"important to me."
The audience laughed uncontrollably. The woman on stage paid no
Whenever she finds free time, she works on "La Gente," now 12 years
mind and continued her Tex-Mex soliloquy. The crowd was at her feet in the making. They only way she finished "Sonnets to Human Beings,"
and both were enjoying the performance.
an award-winning collection of poems and short stories, was by hiding
She is Dr. Carmen Tafolla, chicana poet and in cubicles at her local library.
writer, and she roused the house to a standing
In the beginning, Tafolla had teetering confidence in her writing until
ovation Tuesday in the science lecture room with she discovered a new fan, Alex Haley, who died earlier this year.
her dramatic reading "La Llorona's Phone Number:
"Alex Haley called me and said 'Can we get together?' and I said sure,"
A Reading of Barrio Voices de Mi Gente."
Tafolla said. Haley came over to her house and they ate enchiladas for
Tafolla's reading was the first installment in dinner. For Tafolla, Haley's genuine interest in her work validated that
"Chicano Writers in Residence," a series celebrating she belonged in the literary world.
Hispanic writers of the area. The next speakers will
Tafolla gave a few points of advice for neophyte chicano writers, "Write,
be Dr. Ramiro Rea on Oct. 13, in LA
write and write some more," she
101; and Richard Santos on Oct. 15,
said.
in Media Theater Auditorium.
Writers are prophets. Theywrite what is happening
Tafolla said that every writer gets
Performing her pro-Hispanic/
better
with time as they mature. She
Feminist/education "Barrio Voices" now. Theyarethevoiceofthecommunity. Theysay
suggested new writers get constructo a group of over 100 juniors from thingsareimportantandthingsthatneedtobesaid.
tive criticism of their work but ulti11 different Valley high schools, all
Dr. Carmen Tafolla
mately ignore it in favor of the
part of the Education Talent Search
"inner voice" which shapes each
program, Tafolla found an enthralled
individual's style.
audience. She jumped from a spiteful old woman to a spriteful first-grade
Because some writers are apprehensive to join the arts and entertainchild in seconds with an easy flow a veteran actress would possess. But, ment Hispanic bandwagon of recent years, Tafolla feels Hispanic writers
for Tafolla, such talents are superfluous. Her writing comes first.
should not worry about ethnicity.
"My main 'mission' in life is to be a writer," Tafolla said, still dressed in
"If your stories gets published, they get published," Tafolla advises.
a patchwork outfit made of blue jeans, a skirt and unitard, after her hour- "The reason for (the stories being published) is their (publishers')
long performance. "I use the voices to capture the audience."
problem." She wants young writers to get published.
An easy parallel to Lily Tomlin's one woman show, the 41-year-old
Her last suggestion was not to "put the cart before the horse." According
Tafolla felt honored to be compared to her. If the opportunity did arise, to Tafolla, create first and then revise so as to not face writer's block.
she said she would like to act in a small part in a film. The opportunity
"Writers are prophets. They write what is happening now. They are
recently knocked at her door.
the voice of the community," Tafolla said with conviction. "They say
"I talked to someone from Hollywood who got a $20,000 grant to do things that are important and things that need to be said."
a movie based on one of my short stories ("Federico y Elfiria")," Tafolla
If this is the criteria for a true writer, Hispanic or not, Tafolla is the
said. "We met, and in three days we knocked out the basic plot."
consummate writer.
Tafolla thought it was a great idea to do a movie, but at the time, she
Tafolla's latest book, "Sonnets to Human Beings and Other Selected
was engaged in writing a novel, "La Gente."
Works," is available through the Santa Monica College Press.

PAGES
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Dr. carmen Tafolla as the Professor in "La Llorona's Phone
Number: A Reading of Barrio Voices" which she presented
Tuesday as part of UTPA's "Chicano Writers in Residence."

Two women, two voices, two albums, one driving force
Alvaro Rodriguez
Copy Editor
Su:zanne Vega

"99.9 F 0 "
A&MRecords

When Suzanne Vega let it be known a few months
back that her next album, "99.9 F0 , " would sound like
Nine Inch Nails, the listening public dropped its
collective jaw and ·winced in expectation of some
brutal, atonal mess from someone they considered to
be a lk ~ - Could the woman who softly
croon abou child abuse on "Luka possibly take a
dive into industrial music? And, secondly, what on
earth would it sound like?
Luck would have it that Vega's latest album is both
experimental and safe, bounding back and forth
between industrial thun~er and folk rain. The result is
an astonishing fourth album, which showcases some
of the best of Vega's work, an artful voice and a gift for
songwriting.
"99.9 F°" opens with "Rock in this Pocket (Song of
David)," immediately establishing the experimental
avenues Vega has been walking down. With definitive, lead-pipe percussion clanging in the background
and some notable guitar work from Los Lobos' David

Hidalgo, Vega sets off to conquer some new ground.
The songs "Blood Makes Noise" and the title track
follow that direction with a true vigor and anticipation
of a newer, louder Suzanne.
But just as surely as she jumps into a deeper river of
noise, Vega also skirts the edges of the well-known
shores, singing softly and sweetly on tracks like "In
Liverpool" and the album's lullaby close, "Song of
Sand."
"99.9 F°" is Vega's most daring, original album since
her self-titled debut. As a talented songwriter, she
continues to explore tales with fascinating imagery.
This time around, she tells those stories with a little
more kick when it's needed.

Tori Amos
"Crucify"

Atlantic Records
She stole back the piano from a steadily-soggying
Elton John and wowed the western world with "Little
Earthquakes," a powerful album full of religion-based
angst and bitterness, sweetened intermittently with a
coquettish playfulness.
As if out to prove her own talents by exposing a
taste of her influences, songstress Tori Amos has
released "Crucify," a five-song EP that showcases two

Afiss 1-liaalgo•Starr County 'l1S5l
Official Preliminary to the Miss Texas USA, Miss Texas Teen USA
Independently produced by John-Albert Productions

Proud{y Presents

----=========i

of the best songs on "Little Earthquakes" and includes
three terrific cover tunes.
It's the three covers that make this EP worthwhile,
even though the title track is a funkier, almost danceable
remix of the album ve~sion. The covers are the Rolling
Stones' "Angie," which has all the ramifications of Patti
Smith singing "Gloria;" Led Zeppelin's "Thank You,"
which allows Amos to walk in the shoes of one of her
longtime idols; and Nirvana's "Smells Like Teen Spirit,"
a grunge paean now converted to a deep, dirge-like
song of true funereal power.
While often compared to art rock diva Kate Bush,
~mos' style and substance, are notably less airy than
her farmer's, relying on memories of childhood, the
terror of rape, and the simple need to be loved to form
the basis of her songs.
While "Little Earthquakes" remains a strong piece of
work, it's fascinating to see how Amos handles herself
on these covers, how she makes them uniquely her
own.
While many don't see the piano as a particularly
dangerous instrument, Amos could very well be the
first performer with whom the piano could be registered as a deadly weapon. Once dismissed from music
school for her unorthodox playing style, Amos is now
having one big last laugh, and one iliac her audience
can appreciate.

Tori Amos
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with the Coolest T's Around
100O's In Stocki
Posters • Jewelry • Caps • Zippos

11"\

702-1363

IT\
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El Centro Mall

\(I),'

500 N. Jackson• Pharr

(next to Dollar Cinema)

Y&S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

Hamburger

Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX

*
ACOA
1205 S. Closner

STARS
Tanya Dunbar

Reva Balli

Miss Hidalgo-Starr County USA 1992

Miss Hidalgo-Starr County Teen USA 1992

THE SEARCH FOR MISS HIDALGO-STARR COUNTY USA 1993 and MISS HIDALGOSTARR COUNTY TEEN USA has started and It all climaxes with a smash gla~our
extravaganza, double pageant, at the Fine Arts Auditorium, University of Texas-Pan Amencan
1 Edinburg Texas on February 26 and 27, 1993. If you are between the ages of 13-17 for
~e teen division and 18-25 for the Miss division, never been married or bore children, and live
· Hid Igo or Starr County you could be the one to represent Hidalgo-Starr County in the Miss
and Miss Texas Teen USA state pageant. The 4 runners-up will also be invlt:d to
te in the state competition, representing the city they are from. Prizes for the wmner
f thpeMl Hidalgo-Starr County USA title and the Miss Hidalgo-Starr County Teen USA title
~ 1 ~ :Sh Jewelry wardrobe and scholarships. Interested contestants may call the directors,
Alaniz and J~hnny Llanes, at 631-2057. Deadline for entries Into the pageant is
November 1, 1992. Toe contestants' workshops have already begun, so hurry and call for your
a lication fonn now! There will be a contestant search, Wednesday, October 14, 1992, from
l~a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Communication Art & Science Building on Campus. Come by and
register to compete!

;c::::stsA
Al~~rt

JOHN-ALBERT PRODUCTIONS • P.O. Box 720334, McAllen, TX 78504
(512) 631-2057 or (512) 618-1777
Photos by Dennis Wells Photography of Weslaco

· Edinburg

383-5388

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
If you.grew up in an alcoholic family,
then you are an ACOA. The Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Program (ADAP) is offering
on-going support groups for ACOA's.
The group meetings are open to any
interested student and are confidential.
For more information, stop by UC 303 or
call 381-3669.

Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa• MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches .r:
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.
•...7 }
\.~

5500 N. McCol • McAlen, TX.• 512-630-0307
Open: Mon. - FrL 11 ·9 • sot. 11 ·5

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh Flowers

Vi11ian's Flower Shop
We Deliver
We accept all major
credit cards.
116 N. 12th St.• Edinburg
{wt ride of Courthouse on the "luan:)

383-0871
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Bronc soccer player ranked
as NCAA Div. I scoring leader
Frogs halt
Bronc streak
in double OT

University of Virginia sports information director Michael Colley
confirmed Tuesday that Bronc soccer player Mario Ribera is currently
leading the nation's NCAA Division
I schools in scoring with 32 points.
Colley, who keeps official soccer
The soccer team had its six-game statistics for the NCAA, said Ribera
winning streak broken last week- is two points better than Ben
end after losing a double-overtime
against Texas Christian 3-2 Saturday. But the Broncs bounced back
the following day posting a 9-4
thumping against Texas Lutheran.
Both games were played in San
Antonio.
UTPA ups its record to 7-1.
Bronc freshman sensation Mario
Ribera scored Bronc goals against
TCU. He scored on a breakaway
and a soft tap past the goalie.
The Bolivian scored five goals
and the assists in a wild 9-4 win over
Texas Lutheran.
Jesus Tavarez added two goals
and one assist, Victor Ramos tallied
a goal and an assist and Arnold
Cardenas tacked on a goal.
The Broncs next play Incarnate
Word in San Antonio Sunday.
UTPA's first home game,scheduled
for 3 p .m. Wednesday against St.
Edward's, has been cancelled.

Crowley of Virginia and Tamir
Linhart of George Mason.
Ribera, a freshman from Santa
Cruz, Bolivia, was pleased when
heard of the news.
"Ifeel happy," Ribera said. "When
I first got here (to UTPA), I thought
about Oeading the nation in scaring), but I didn't think I would get

it so soon."
Ribera scored seven goals and
three assists in two games last weekend in San Antonio-a 3-2 loss to
Texas Christian and 9-4 victory
against Texas Lutheran. He tallied
both goal in the loss to the Horned
Frogs.

Both the men's and the women's
cross country teams lost to Texas
A&I in a dual meet in Kingsville last
weekend.
The Javelinas brezzed by the
Broncs by the score of 16-51. The
A&I Alumni, who also furnished a
team placed third with a score of
74. The Lady Broncs were edged
out by the Lady Javelinas with a
score of 24-31.

Reid Harter said. "But in looking at Ortega with a time of 19 minutes,
Ellen Nelissen captured two
it, I can see that we are improving 59 seconds. V.alerie Soto outleaned matches for the tennis team in the
and from that stand point, I'm her teammate Christine Diaz to consolation bracket last weekend
pleased.
grab sixth place ; both in 20:15. at the Intercollegiate Tennis
"In the women's team we ran well Laura Arteaga grabbed the tenth Association's Southwest Regional
but when you only have five run- spot in 21:11.
SinglesandDoublesChampionships
ners it's a definite disadvantage."
A&I's Iris De La Rosa led all held at the UT-Austin campus.
Elizabeth Ortega led the Bronc runners in 19:21
After defeating a player from the
women with a third-place finish
University of Houston (6-4, 6-1)
running the 5-kilometer course in
The men's team were headed by and Texas A&M (6-2, 7-5), Nelissen
19 minutes, 35 seconds.
Joe Robles in fifth place. He ran the fell to regional rival UT-San Antonio,
"Liz ran a strong race," Harter five-mile course in 21:13. Finishing 6-3, 6-2.
"I was hoping that the men's race said.
second behind Robles, was Gilbert
TheonlyotherLadyBroncvictory
Cathy Tatmer;f)le~ fif~~hi~d - Vtllarea1'ih' 'Zi: t8'. •J• IJ •.J h,; ,.., ' h ' was secuv.r;ect1:>y''tt~clii:(ir6dHguez
wWu1.& be a lot dbser';"-tiefo''toach
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The men's tennis team claimed three of the four singles semifinal
spots in the 11th annual Pinewood Collegiate Invitational in Be~umo?t
last weekend, with Bronc Michel Fabry winning the championship
match on Sunday.
Fabry, the defending champion and No. 1 seed in the tournament,
dominated his opponents by allowing only 14 games in five matc~es.
His 6-0, 6-2 championship victory was over Sun Belt Conference nval
Greg Wood of Southwestern Louisiana, the No. 2 seed.
"This was the best team performance in my tenure (at UTPA)," tennis
coach David Cross said. "Michel is the first player in the history of the
tournament to repeat as champion. He worked incredibly hard the
week before and played his absolute best tennis throughout the
tourney."
En route to the final, Fabry posted wins over Shan Koth of Southwest
Texas State, Matt Berry and Nick Lorenzini of Rice University and
teammate Dany Joly.
Cross said freshman Joly was the surprised of the tournament. After
a first-round win over Matt McDowell of Lamar, Joly captured a huge
split-set victory over the No. 3 seed Juan Lavalle of Rice 6-1, 1-6, 6-4.
He added a win over Mike Richard of Southwestern Louisiana before
falling to Fabry in the semifinals, 6-2, 6-1.
"Dany's game is drastically improving every match he plays," Cross
said. "This was a tremendous tournament for him."
The final Bronc semi-finalist was Richard Mainella, who posted wins
over Manuel Aragon of Lamar, 6-1, 6-2, Pascal Hos of Rice, 1-6, 6-4, 64, John Philips of Southwestern Louisiana, 6-2, 6-3, Greg Zyola of
Southwestern Louisiana 6-3, 6-3. Mainella lost in the semifinal to Wood
6-2, 6-1.
Rudy Hilpert was defeated by Rice's Willie Dann 6-1, 6-0 in the third
round. Hilpert posted victories against Bob Capitano of Southeastern
Louisiana (6-3, 6-3) and Reon Pelser (7-5, 6-4).
Alain Fabry lost to Matt Berry of Rice in the second round, 1-6, 2-6.
He defeated Gonzalo G. Martin, of Southeastern Louisiana, 6-3, 7-5 in
the opening round.

Nelissen wins 2 matches in Austin

A&I defeats UTPA in Kingsville

J

Fabry sucessfully defends
Pinewood Invitational title

was down 2-0 in the second set,
then down 5-4, add out. She hit a
forehand down-the-line winner to
save the set and went on to win the
match."

over Sam Houston State, before
losing to Tulane 6-1, 6-2.
"All the ladies were intimated on
the first day of competition,"
Anthony Hampton, assistant tennis
coach said. "The best players in the
Southwest compete at this
tournament.
"Ellen had two very solid
performances. Against A&M she

All of the Lady Broncs who
participated in the tournament lost
in the first round of the singles
championship bracket.
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Reproductive
Services
(ll ., Se-.ame l>ri\'l' \\'e-.l • llarling(·n, TX 78550

In association withAdoption 4ffiliates
Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
.-i1v/ AIDS Testing
SID Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

Providing choices in Reproductive Health care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services

.,•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5~39 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)
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HWHITE FLOUR

HPATOS
..••·---------TRV'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE,' El\ll !

BEEF GUISADO, SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO
BEANS , SALAD, TWO (2) OF EL PATO'S
FAMOUS FLOUR TORTILLAS AND A 12oz. COKE.

ONLY $2.95!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) •••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
McALLEN (Bua. 83) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
McALLEN (N. 10th) ••••••••••••••••••••••• ·••••••. . • • • •
EDINBURG ..........................................
BROWNSVILLE ...•................................ ..
MISSION ........•...•............................. , .
WESLACO ...•. ........•.....•......................
HARLINGEN ...••... .......•.......... ...............

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-<>241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

"The New 79¢

Sandwich
.
The familiar burger with that great SUBWAY taste,,
size

All Week Lona
,.,., . 13ee.., :s 1~C)f}
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House Specialties
FAJITAS Al CARBON

P.•' ·m ·.'....

Grilled fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onion, rice and beans

5.95

CHICKEN FAJITAS Al CARBON
Grilled chicken fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onions, rice and beans 5.95

:;. -,:;

Tacos

S1.~()
7 p;.m. - Close

TACOS TIO CHEMA
(4) special tacos with your choice of beef or chicken fajitas served wlth
cilantro, chile serano and onion, guacamole and charro beans
4.95

.. ...•.•:

TACOS DE FAJITA

(:()me in & enio~
the best Prices around?
lf>ll'.J w. Unlve.-sib' - ~dlnbun, - 3Sl-()f>24
3()00 ~- Mc::Coll - M«Allen - t3S2-f;M3

FreshFood

e'.1l;I~J;L'i
h t , ~ ~ ~-

102 S. 2nd Street
(across from UTPA)
Edinburg • 380-2625
N. 10th, McAllen • 630-4376

(3) your choice of chicken or beef fajitas served with
rice, beans and salad

5.25

ENCHll.ADAS cheese or beef

3.95

1012 South Oosner • Edinburg
Orders to Gol • 381-1011
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Volleyball team drops 14th
siana today at Lafayette, La.The
Broncs played the Lady Cajuns two
Reporter
weeks ago at the Mazzio Classic,
Vince Lombardi, legendary coach but came up a bit short in the fifth
of the Green Bay Packers, once set 18-16. Segovia said if the Broncs
coined the phrase, "Winning isn't stay mentally prepared, they have a
sure-fire chance of posting their
everything, it's the only thing."
No one wants to win more than
first-year volleyball head coach
Oscar Segovia; however, he realizes his team must learn to crawl
before they can walk.
The Lady Broncs suffered their
14th consecutive setback Saturday
when they succumbed to South Melisssa Downey
Alabama at the Fieldhouse 15-9, 15- Sta.ff
5, 15-10 in the Sun Belt Conference
Students who prefer to get a jump
opener for UTPA.
on
the flu season can do so beginSegovia knew his team was in for
ning
Monday, Student Health Sera difficult match because it had lost
vices
Director Mary Ann Gordon
to the Jaguars earlier this year at the
said.
Sugarcane Classic in Louisiana by a
SHS will start giving out flu vaclopsided 15-4, 15-6, 15-4 margin.
on a walk-in basis at 9 a.m.
cines
Segovia desperately wanted to
and
will
continue until 4 p.m. every
offset USA's distinct height advanday
as
long
as supplies last.
tage by employing an aggressive,
Also,
this
year is the first time
physical offense. The team's main
faculty
and
staff
can receive the
strategy was to keep USA off-balvaccination,
Gordon
said. It will be
ance by spraying balls cross court,
available
to
them
on
Fridays
only, 9
down the line and up the middle.
a.m
to
4
p.m.,
to
give
students
Senior Tanja Thomas led the Lady
Broncs with 11 kills and five digs. priority.
The charge is $5 for students, $10
Sheree Shiflet had 13 assists.
Segovia said the Broncs are fi- for faculty and staff.
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz
A vaccination will not prevent
nally developing chemistry, but just
UTPA volleyball player Candace Guillen misses a shot
flu, Gordon said, but it can reduce
need to stay focused.
during action Saturday's loss to South Alabama at the
UTPA's next contest will be a its effects. However, she said, stuField House. The Lady Broncs stand at 0-14.
rematch against Southwestern Loui- dents should remember the vac-

Peter Goal-eek

first victory.
The Lady Broncs will participate
in the Louisiana Tech Tournament
this weekend. The next home
matches are scheduled for Oct 1617 when they face McNeese State
and Texas Southern.

IM racquetball,
volleyball forms
due at UC 320
Intramural racquetball entries
are due Oct. 16 and volleyball
entries Oct. 23. at UC 320.
Tennis games are held 1-4 p.m.
every Friday at the tennis courts at
the P.E. Courts, located west of
the Field House.

Flu shots

SHS begins daily injections
cine is only good for this year's
strains of flu: A -Texas, A -Beijing
and B -Panama. Therefore, she
recommended getting the vaccination every year.
However, pregnant women,
people allergic to eggs or who are
running a fever should consult a
doctor before they receive the vaccine, according to a pamphlet by
the Department of Health and Human Services.
Gordon also noted that side effects of the vaccine-muscle aches,
fever or soreness at the location of
the injection-can occur in anyone.
Although children and the elderly are usually considered the most
susceptible to flu, Gordon said,
SHS offers vaccines to students "because they get run down easily,
therefore their chances of getting
the illness are greater."
Ifa student comes in soon enough
with flu symptoms, she said, the

drug amantadine is available at SHS
and will reduce the chances of
getting a full-blown attack.
According to the pamphlet, side
effects of the drug can involve depression and difficulty sleeping.
Flu symptoms involve high fever,
sore throat, headache, hacking
cough, body aches and lack of
energy, the pamphlet states.
The best prevention, Gordon said,
is getting enough rest and exercise,
drinking lots of fluids, eating properly and coping with stress.
Although people can get the illness anytime, Gordon said, flu epidemics are most prevalent in the
Valley between October and March.
Therefore, students should be vaccinated as soon as possible.
SHS has 350 doses ready, which is
double the amount from last year,
Gordon said.
If the demand is great enough,
SHS will order more, she said.

Search for engineering chair underway
With the formal beginning of the bachelor of science degrees in enrollment in the engineering program.
mechanical, manufacturing and electrical engineering th1s fall,
Nationally, female enrollment in college engineering programs is about
administrators have many details to look into -faculty, students, classes, 20 percent. Women in the engineering workforce, though increasing, is
equipment, laboratories and the search for a chairman for the new at two to four percent of the total, he said.
department of engineering.
"We would like to get more female students involved in our program,"
"We're doing a national search for chairman," said Dr. Ed LeMaster, LeMaster said.
"Of the 62 engineering scholarships that were awarded last year, 17
director of the engineering program. "The earliest date at which the chair
would be hired would be January 1993. At the latest it would be were to female students," he said. "That makes up more than 27 percent
September 1993."
of out scholarship awards.
Two new faculty members specializing in mechanical and manufacturing
"We are aware of some agencies that will provide funds to encourage
engineering, from about 140 applicants, should be on board this month, women to enter the the field of engineering, he said. "We plan to pursue
joining the four current faculty members-Dr. Fred Hudson, Nick Kiritsis, those funds so we can have a special class of incentives - scholarships,
.... piaybe peer tutors and other special efforts to encourage femal~ students
LeMaster, and Dr. Fred Rolsten.
o s is the-presen~1~~oear-~ k !Jo , exerutive a d earch to enter our program."
Work continues on the engineering department's four new laboratories
assistant to the chancellor, on loan from the University of Texas System
Chancellor's Office to help with planning, equipment, and recruiting in a 7,500-square foot addition to the Physical Plant.
faculty and serve as a guest lecturer.
"The slab is poured, the steel frame is up, and they're in the process of
"With the 320 students we had enrolled in the program last year and putting the skin on," LeMaster said.
only four faculty members, it was a monumental task - advising,
In the meantime, the department has ordered almost $200,000 in
scholarship administration, and all the associated activities like the equipment for the new engineering laboratories, half funded by grants
engineering clubs, LeMaster said.
secured by Rolsten and Kiritsis from the National Science Foundation and
New classes added to the curriculum this fall include manufacturing the Society of Manufacturing Engineering and the other half paid in
processes, thermodynamics, sophomore- and junior- level engineering matching funds from a special state budget line item.
The NSF's $89,500 grant is for fluid mechanics lab equipment, and the
for mechanical and manufacturing engineers.
"I project that there's going to be 385 to 400 students (this fall)," he said. Society of Manufacturing Engineering donated $17,500 for the
"It's continued growth."
manufacturing engineering laboratory to purchase a robot and the
Last year, about 14 percent of the pre-engineering students were associated software and equipment, to be used with the department's new
female. LeMaster said the program plans to work to increase female numerically controlled lathe.
More than $96,000 in computer equipment donated by the Intel Corp.
has already seen this summer by the junior high and high school students
in the Texas Pre-freshman Engineering Program (TexPREP).
The Texas Legislature appropriated $1.9 million to fund the program in
OOSBALL • POOL TABLES• AIR HOCK
the
current biennium, which ends in August 1993.
V
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Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool
$1,000.00, in just one week!. Plus
$100 for the member who calls!
And a FREE HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling 1-800-932-0528, Ext.
65.
"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers
for private parties. Call 383-4625.
J.A.B. Typing Service: $1.15 per
page/rush jobs available. 318-3039.

11

$200 - $500 Weekly. Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. Free information-24 hour
hotline. 801-379-2900 copyright 3
TX19KDH.

Fast Easy Income! Earn $1000's
weekly sLuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed envelope to: Additional Income! P. 0 . Box 81416,
Chicago, IL 60681-0416.

11

For Rent: College girls only! 2- 3

bedroom furnished houses. No deposit required. 1 1/2 blocks south of
El Patoon 1st street. Inquire at 1018
W. Mahl or call Mrs. Ramirez at 3834488.

IND GAME

I •

LOSERS WANTED: 30 lbs. 30 clays

$30.00. Guaranteed. Carrie 512-3884419.

Typing Service: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Notary. Call 5852838.
Writing Services: Essays, research
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after' 6:00
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
Cheap! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:

891~ercedes .. ,.........., .....•..$~9()
86 vw..................................$50
87 Mercedes....................... $100
65 Mustang........................... $50
Choose information - 24 hour hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright #TX19KJC.
Cruise ships now hiring. Earn
$2,000+/ month - world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, summer and career employment available. No experience
necessary. Foremploymentprogram
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C5863.
Layout Artist/ Pasteup. Full or
part-time. Individual needed for retail sign store to do layout and
pasteup. Art graphics background
helpful. Computer graphics a plus.
We will train right person. Interested
applicants please call Willard Moon
at 618-5054, Thursday or Friday afternoon, from 1-5 p.m.

:.--,;;:~~~J}$s~~~~Ef ~ ~

,,,.

1tatu "' 'Z)oftte,

Fallmt'6 'BCIJWt>Jt Sleep

• iculptured Nalls • Manicures & Pedicures
• Artificial Nalls • Natural Nall Overlay
• Tips with Acrylic • Nall Repairs

Joe • Bobby • Omar
Rottier Hairstyling

~=-i=-w,wo

c!"tiutm
Open

9

Weatlt~•~~~-

,=o·xx;,·;

L:October Special
.

I

Wak-rtl

Welcome
Fullset Acrylic Nalls $40
10'1. Dlsc0111t
Mancue \lQ • P,Qlcue $1S
(l wtll UTPA I.D.

j

• ~~~.b.w,»;¼~»-~::::.S

501 E. Cano• Edinburg• 383-9012
Call for appointment • Walk-ins Welcome

BAR-B-Q-KING

SPOTBURGER, INC.
X-OTIC FRIDAY

LADIES
NIGHT OUT
CHEAP SEX

69¢

SEXONTHEBEACH
SCREWDRIVERS
BEND-ME-OVERS

FUNK FRIDAY

"Where Our Food Hits the Spot"
319 E. Cano • Edinburg • 383-9093
#4j!f!_!llfi .
r- -

I
I
I
I

SOUL

Guy
Jodee!
HeavyD.
Boys II Men
Bobby Brown
Cypress HIii

TLC
Das-EFX
Hammer
Kits-Kross
SOUL SlrMixAlot
SOUL 2 Live Crew

SOUL

CATERING

Chkke:&:bo $2.79 -

Custom Smoking

Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

2 pieces chicken, fries, salnd,
jnlapeiio & lnrge coke.

Burger Combo $2.59
Burger, fries & lnrge coke.

380-0629

with this coupon only

110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

69¢ QUICKIES ALL NITE

NO COVER CHARGE
~:L~f~
TILL 10:30

SUNDAY NIGHT flsi=D

!(u'!l,try
Kitchen
.
:-····.

...

LIVE ON THE 1ST FLOOR

BO GARZA
& Young Blood

99¢ BUYS ANY DRINK 8 TILL 9 P.M.

Look for our daily specials!
Come by and visit us.

,-------------------7
I
I

L __

Student, Staff and Faculty Special!
Free Ice Tea with purchase of any sandwich on

I
I

ourdineinmenu. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J

Meetings Catered • Deli Trays • Prices Vary
Dine In• Take Out or Delivery • Monday- Friday 10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
For faster delivery service call orders early!
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'\@o I take 'TAe Microbioloay of Potehfial/y,
Pathogenic Befa -Hernol'I+ ic ftreptococci.
Or 'The /;volu+ion of the }ifuafion Comedy.'
Do I really waht to .H\le with Judy the
ne'at f reak-~9aio. I can·+ believe !Ve
got Uh+il MohdO'y to decide if I'm a Biolo9y
of" a Theatre rnajor. Have I CoN\pletely los+
it ? Will I ever be able to make ~ decirion,

again? Wait a rninute,juf f yefferday, I waf
able to pick a phohe company with
abso\utely no prohlem ...Y@s,+here ir hope:

ith AT&T, choosing a phone company is easy. Because
~ - AT&T Long Distance calls from the ones your roommates make.
when you sign up for AT&T Student Saver Plus, you can
And the AT&T Calling Carel makes it easy to call from almost
anywhere to anywhere. Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your
pick from a complete line of products and services
first call is free:*
designed
specifically to fit your needs while you're in college. What"
ever they may be. .
And with AT&T, you'll get the most reliable long distance service.
Our Reach Oue Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,
AT&T Student Saver Plus. It's the one college decision that's easy
to make.
no matter where and when you call. Call Manager* will separate your

To sign up for A1Bcf Student Saver Plus, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 851.
Cl992 ATIT • ThiJ le"VR my DOlbt Nibble in imdenct halls on l(llf WllplS. r.t.lSl hM tnir: odl t o n e ~ and service.
• •b'll ~ < f t l JATELD. C«ti6a.ar~ 10 22 mirurtsddift!rt-diutd. cout·to-cout. nlfiit 1nd~calli,-.buedont111es dlecti-,e6/8/'J!. YOIO)Uld ~ moreorfter111iruusdepntingonwhMorwlwn )Oil call.Offs limiledklentmti~ ~studi!nt.

AT&T

·Arts . ,&._·_Egt1J.liJ;,g!iJ@Ol!lil1l:l: j:j: 1: :1: 1j: :j::jjilil:!:1jil::j::jij/:j::::jj:jj:j::j:j::::/:j::j:i:1:•1:: : :j : : :!1!1i!!!i!il1.j!:j.jij;::j:j:j::::li:
11

'Little Shop of Horrors'
strong start of fall season
Page 4
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Counseling center
continues study skills sessions
Page 5
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Phone registration starts Monday
start Nov. 4-20. Undeclared majors
and entering freshmen will be advised by the counseling and advisement center.
Students can register anytime after their appointment until Nov. 20
however, students will not be able
to register before appointment times.
The ASSIST computer will be available for registration 8 a.m. to 6:30
p.m. Monday-Thursday and 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Fridays.
Payments for registration will be
accepted from Oct.19 - Dec. 11.
Students who register with ASSIST should expect a bill or state-

Arminda Munoz
Staff
Early phone registration for eligible students by last name and
current classification begin Monday
through Nov. 20 for the spring semester.
Special graduates, graduates, special students and seniors will begin
registering Oct. 19th - Nov. 22.
Juniors begin registration Oct. 2328 and sophomores on Oct. 28Nov. 3. Freshmen appointments
times for phone registration will

ment of account the last week of
November with a Dec. 11 payment,
according to William Morris, assistant to the vice president for academic affairs. Students should contact payments and collections at
381-2715, if they do not receive the
notice before the deadline.
Students who are eligible but do
notregisterwithASSISTwill have to
register at arena registration Jan. 12
and 13, and will pay a $5 late
charge. Students who do not make
payments by the Dec. 11 deadline
will be dropped from classes.
Students need their personal iden-

tification number (PIN), the school's
action code and their social security
number to activate the registration
process.
Help with ASSIST registration is
available Monday - Friday during
regular business hours in the Office
of Admissions and Records 108 or
students can call 381-2211.
Students are advised to check
prerequisites in the university's catalog before registering.
For more information on registration, call the Office of Admissions at
381-2206.

Students express concern

Snackstand hurting club profits
Arminda Munoz
Staff
Although the consession stand
located in front of the Science Quad
has brought relief to students, several student organizations are suffering because of a loss in bake sale
revenues.
Organizations that have been affected since the installation of the
concession stand include the Anthropology Club. According to Paula
Lange, president, the club has noticed a significant loss in bake sale
profits.
"Last year we made anywhere
from $300 to $400. This year we
only had $140 for our first bake
sale," she said.
The concession stand was first
installed in late spring of 1992 to
extend the snack bar services to
students, according to Tom Flanders,
director of auxiliary services. However, several student organizations
have noticed losses in their
fundraising revenues since the installation.
During a Council of Student Organization (CSO) meeting last
month, 25 organizations voted that
CSO look into the matter. The

executive committee of CSO will
send a memo to the food service
committee next week.
Because some organizations do
support the concession stand, the
memo will suggest that no more
concession stands be installed 1thout notifying CSO, according to
Dale Russell, vice president of CSO.
The food committee has not yet
convened at this time, according to
Santiago Villanueva, director of
housing, and has not selected a
chair.
Other organizations have also
noted a decline in fundraising profits. The American Marketing
Assoication (AMA) has had a 30
percent decrease in fajita taco sales
. accordingtopresidentRobertCantu.
Many organizations depend on
these monies to sponsor field trips,
conferences and guest speakers and
to host special events.
Errol Glazer, vice president of
Honors' Society, expressed concern.
"That thing (concession stand)
out there has cut into our profits,
(maybe) we won't be able to hold a
banquet at the end of the spring
semester for our graduating members," he said.
Juan Manuel Zamora, Alpha
Kappa Psi, assistant pledge master

said the stand has also affected his
fraternity's fundrasing efforts.
"It (concession stand) has affected
profits, (we) used to make $500 a
day selling fajita tacos and now the
most we can expect is half that
amount. Fajita taco sales used to be
our major fund rasier. (The concession stand) makes it difficult to
sponscr field trips and conferences."
Although students on campus
think the concession stand is a great
idea, many are concerned with the
organizations' fundraising losses.
Martha Sanchez, Mission education junior, pointed out the convenience of the stand's location since
her classes are close by. Also, she
suggested that clubs notify students
of bake sales.
"They should announce them
ahead of time and locate (them) in
different parts of school. People
tend to go where it's closer and
more convienent."
Elena Rodriquez, Mission education freshman and occasional user
of the stand said the stand was a
great idea.
"I think it's quicker, for in between classes. The snack bar is
crowded, I can come here anytime."
She suggested that the clubs do

something to increase their sales.
"They should do something else.
Buy one get one free, something to
attract our attention," she said.
Andy Garcia, member of Premed/Bio-Med Club said the concession stand is very convenient for
hungry students.
"It makes it a lot easier, I don't
have to walk all the way to the
snack bar. I can just get the food
here," he said.
As a member of an affected organization, Garcia stated the down
side.
"We do have fundraisers here for
the Pre-Med club and it does hurt us
but what can we do? We don't have
bake sales all the time and when we
do, there's competition."
Organizations have look_ed into
other fundraising options such as
drawings and selling non-food items
such as scantron forms and other
school supplies. Arranging car
washes, recycling and hosting benefits outside the university have
been considered by the affected
organizations.
These options, however present
problems to some organizations.
"It's a real hassle. The simplest
way (to raise money) is to have
bake sales," Glazer said.

'Alcohol awareness'
kicks off Monday
"BYOB: Be Your Own Boss," marks the theme next week as several
campus departments and organizations recognize National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week (Oct. 19-23).
Variations on BYOB will fill the week with activities ranging from a
pledge sheet to a bubble-blowing contest. Monday, under the "Be Your
Own Boss" theme, students can sign a pledge sheet and pick up a button
and balloon at tables set up outside the UC building and in front the
library, sponsored by the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program, the Office of
Student T)eveloproe.nt and the Bronc athletes.
Tuesday, students can purchase a brown bag lunch for $1 while
watching a peer educator group, Fast Forward, perform. This is sponsored
by ADAP, Delta Zeta Sorority and Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity.
Wednesday, awareness week organizers will sponsor a bubble-blowing
contest noon to 1 p.m. at the old cafeteria. T-shirts
be awarded to
winners in this event sponsored by ADAP and Alpha Phi Omega.
Thursday, Bring Your Own Banana day, sponsored by University
Program Board and ADAP, encourages students to enjoy a banana split.
Organizers will provide banana splits at tables set up around campus.
The BYOB week will conclude with "Be Your Own Boss" when
awareness week organizers pass out literature for "Party Smart." Student
GovernmentAssociation joinsADAP on the last day of alcohol awareness ..
Tables will be set up throughout campus for the various activities.
Students should be on the look out for tables in front of the LRC and
outside the UC.
Anyone seeking information concerning alcohol or drug abuse can
reach the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program at UC 303, or by calling 3813669.

will

Funds for border schools
Debate sparks mixed reaction lacking, forum panelists say

Presidential race

Alvaro Rodriguez
Copy Editor
Campus reaction to the first in
a series of three scheduled presidential debates and the only vicepresidential debate has been
mixed.
Noted political analyst and cqnstitutional law specialist Dr. Jerry
Polinard, political science professor, invited students to his
house to watch the first presidential debate Sunday.
"In general, Perot probably
seemed to make the biggest impact," Polinard said. "He hasn't
been campaigning for three
months so his responses seemed
fresh. But that spontaneity is misleading. Had Perot been there
the last three months, reaction
would be the same (as reaction to
Clinton and Bush)."
"In short, Perot won the battle;
but in the long run, Clinton won
the war," Polinard said. "The
question was whether or not Bush
would seize the momentum of
the campaign or whether Clinton
would make a mistake to lose the
momentum. Neither happened."
"If there was a winner, it was
Perot," Polinard said. "If there
was a loser, it was Bush, not
because he lost the debate, but
because he didn't do what he

needed to, or can't. Clinton didn't
make the kind of mistake Republicans hoped he would make."
Rosendo Villagran, president of
Young Democrats, said, "As far as
one-liners, Ross Perot looked the
best. He tried to communicate with
mainstream America with simple
talk ... notto seem like a politician."
But, Villagran added, Perot has
been in"'.oh'.ed in politics before,
although not as an elected official.
Villagran said Perot had a hand in
dictating the policy for t,,'l.e TECAT
under Gov. Mark White and executed the mission statement of
policy of drugs during Gov. Bill
Clements term, among others.
"Perot won the first debate," Jeff
DeGroot, vice president of Young
Republicans, said. "BuSft came in
second, with Clinton a close third.
"I think Clinton came off stiff and
robot-like," DeGroot continued.
And, he added, "Bush should have
been more aggressive."
In Tuesday's vice presidential
debate, Vice President J. Danforth
Quayle squared off against democratic challenger Sen. Albert Gore
and independent candidate Ret.
Admiral James Stockdale.
Villagran commented on Quayle's
debate record. "Back in 1988, Vice
President Quayle didn't sell himself
too well. (Then democratic vicepresidential candidate Sen. Lloyd)
Bentsen won that debate hands·

down."
DeGroot saw an energetic, vibrant Quayle in Tuesday's debate.
"Quayle hit a home run," he
said.
Villagran pointed to Gore's
speaking qualities. "Gore is an
outspoken, eloquent, and presentable speaker," he said. "Gore
has the best advantage of defending Clinton's policies."
Libertarian presidential candidate Andre Marrou would not
appear in any of the scheduled
debates, despite inclusion on voting ballots in all 50 states.
Villagran said, "Maybe something just didn't get clarified
enough. Maybe he (Marrou)
should be there. What it boils
down to is money. Perot has been
in the mainstream and has received backing and money.
Marrou hasn't made himself much
of a visible candidate."
DeGroot agreed that Marrou
should have participated.
"I think he should have been
invited since he was listed in all
50 states," DeGroot said. "But to
me, that's not much of an issue."
The second presidential debate,
to be held in Richmond, VA, is
scheduled for tonight at 8 p.m.
The final presidential debate, to
be held in Lansing, MI, is scheduled for Monday at 6 p.m.

Trinidad Gonzales
Managing Editor
Border schools have been funded
inadequately by the state and prospects for increased funding in the
future seem bleak, according to ·
speakers at a forum on higher education held this week on campus.
The MALDEF lawsuit has shown
that "this part of state does not have
the same opportunities (for higher
education) as other parts of the
state," UTPA President Miguel
Nevarez told an audience of approximately 40 people.
Gov. Ann Richards acknowledged
in a Sept. 22 memo to Nancy Atlas,
chairperson of the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, that
state universities and colleges should
not expect more funding next year.
"As we begin our work on the
Texas budget," the memo states,
"our starting point for institutions of
higher education will assume no
additional money from what was
spent in 1992-93. Given the severity of the budget situation we cannot guarantee even this funding
will be available, but it offers a more
realistic starting point than the formulas."
There are some difficulties the
university has in acquiring money,
Nevarez said, pointing out that dif-

ferent disciplines receive more•
money then others. He said, for
example, liberal arts programs receive less money for student credit
hours than science programs.
Also, he said master and doctorate programs receive more money
than their undergraduate counterparts. Nevarez proposed to attack
these problems by diversifying the
curriculum and adding master and
doctorate programs to the university.
If the state happens to acquire
extra funds, Nevarez said a proposal called the South Texas Border
Region Development has been created to address the needs of border
schools.
If this plan is implemented it will:
• increase efforts in ongoing programs such as engineering;
• meet financial aid needs of $22
million by giving out $1.2 million in
aid every year for 10 years;
• launch a major campaign to
receive money from the private
sector for the engineering department;
• enhance and accredit already
existing programs;
• increase faculty research to
match federal funds in research;
and
• add new programs.
Nevarez said his main priorities
are to "defend what we have" and

to seek to "have the same (educational) opportunities as the rest of
the state.-"
Rep. Roberto Gutierrez informed
the audience that the state's defense
in the MALDEF lawsuit was presented to the Texas Supreme Court
Tuesday morning.
Two points were made by the
state for its defense, according to
Gutierrez.
"Nowhere in the constitution can
you find that the state has to provide a first class university in all
regions of the state," Gutierrez said.
The other part of the defense is
that "4.3 million Hispanics or Mexican-Americans live out of this area
(south Texas) and that only 3.4
million live in the border region."
Also, Hispanics and minorities living outside the border region have
the opportunity and access to higher
education. It is only the minorities
living in the border region that do
not have equal access to higher
education opportunities, Gutierrez
said.
Another aspect of higher education discussed was performancebased funding for institutions of
higher learning.
Performance-based funding depends upon the university meeting
certain goals the state sets. The

See FUNDS p. 5
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Rabbi decries ad as affront to everyone
o two words elicit more stirring emotions from the heart
and soul of a Jewish person
than the Holocaust. The atrociti~s perpetrated by the German government duri ng World War II shall remain
deeply embedded in the collective psyche
of Jews for all generations to come. The
Holocaust was one of many persecutions
suffered by the Children of Israel, but by
far the most extreme. What renders the
Holocaust unique in the history of our
people's oppression is not merely the fact
that six million of our brethren, including
one and a half million Jewish children,
were brutally murdered. The technology
which was utilized by the Nazis to exterminate European Jewry was superior in its
day. Furthermore, the atrocities captured

N

by the lenses of cameras and the celluloid
of motion pictures are the first to be
documented in such detail. These photographs and videos will remain long after
the last survivors of the Holocaust have
died.
The recent advertisement by historical
revisionist ·Bradley R. Smith which appeared in the Oct. 1 issue of The Pan
American is an affront not only to Jewish
people in the Rio Grande Valley but all
over the globe. Smith's erroneous interpretation of history is offensive to many
others, too. Communists, homosexuals,
those with disabilities and millions of
non-Jews, people who did not fit the
German vision of "perfection," were targeted for extermination by a regime led
by misguided psychopaths.

Rabbi Brian S. Daniels
Temple Emanuel, McAllen
It is sad to think that the anti-Semitism
which is manifested in Smith's advertisement is a continuation of the racism and
utter hatred which was exalted and brought
to new heights by the Nazis. Indeed, the
Nazis did not 'invent' anti-Semitism. They
built upon centuries of pre-existing antiJewish sentiment in Europe and perpetrated public concern that the Jews were
conspiring to control the world. Ironically, it was the Nazis, through their
depraved methods, who desired to rule
the entire planet.
Each of Smith's ill-conceived percep-

tions of the facts of the Holocaust is easily the Jewish community and our feelings in
refutable. The discerning student can eas- the wake of the Oct. 1 publication, I hope
ily see past the historical inaccuracies of and pray that, if confronted with the
Smith's assertions. It is alarming to see the opportunity to print similar racist materi~I
disrespect Smith has for college students. in the future , the editors of the paper will
Does he really think that university stu- refuse to publish such lies.
The Jewish community has just ended
dents would believe his malicious and
its
observance of Yom Kippur: the Day of
fallacious diatribe?
Atonement.
On this most awesome of
While I do respect the need for respondays,
we
are
obligated to forgive those
sible journalism in an era when tabloid
who
have
wronged
us, and to seek forheadlines seem to be in vogue, an adverthose
against whom we
giveness
from
tisement such as Smith's has no place on
have
transgressed.
I
am,
indeed, forgiving
the pages of any respected newspaper or
of
the
offense
that
I
have
felt from the
regarded periodical. A newspaper with a
publication
of
Smith's
advertisment.
I, in
proud history of dependable reporting
turn,
hope
that
those
involved
in
printing
like The Pan American is above the lies
presented by Bradley Smith. Though the it will seek forgiveness from all of the
staff at The Pan American has shown a Jews, and all of the non-Jews, who were
great deal of respect for, and deference to, hurt by the decision to publish it.

I

Holocaust ad sparks
needed discussion·
hen The Pan American published Bradley R. Smith's advertisement
regarding the Holocaust two weeks ago, the newspaper did so
with definite objectives in mind.
While weighing the decision to run the ad, as editor I fully
intended to meet with Rabbi Brian Daniels of Temple Emanuel in McAllen once
the ad had been published. Also, I extended an invitation to Rabbi Daniels to
submit a guest column, which is published at the top of this page.
Just two weeks after the ad was published, we have already witnessed a spark
in discussion and interest surrounding this issue. Professors in the English, political
science and philosophy departments have used the ad and the editorial in their
classes. Also, a Valley high school publications adviser informed us that the ad and
the subsequent letters would be utilized in a classroom setting.
By the same token, these editorial columns have heard from students and
members of the community expressing their dismay and outrage at our decision to
run the ad.
With this criticism in mind, we know that we have definitely shed light on this
issue. However, the outrage should be directed to the content of Smith's ad, not to
the decision to run the ad in a university newspaper.
I acknowledge that by printing the Holocaust ad, I have caused distress and pain
among the Jewish community, particularly those with family caught in the Holocaust. For this, I can only extend my sincerest apology.
However, I urge the Jewish community, and anyone who disagreed with the
decision to run the ad, to consider another aspect of the issue. •
We live in a time when hate is still being preached in the world, in the country
and even in our own community.
The answer is not to ignore it.
We say again and again that we must not forget the Holocaust.
But that is not enough.
Not only must we never forget, we also must never stop talking about the crimes
American has committed a moral disseragainst humanity committed by Nazi Germany. Indeed, their crimes were so
vice to ma ny. First, it has taken money
abhorrent that a new word had to be coined - genocide - to describe what they
from the advertiser knowing full well its
did.
intentions to lambaste him on the facing
In my mind, that is the primary issue here. We must not ignore the fact that such
page. Secondly, while claiming to uphold
hate is very much alive today. One needs only read about "ethnic cleansing" in the
the public's right to know, The Pan AmeriBalkans to realize the fact that this hate still exists today.
can, as vehicle for the advertiser, has
In running the ad, I made a decision to combat this problem of hate. That hate
Recently The Pan American faced a breached the ethical standards of "truth in
exists, we cannot deny.
moral dilemma - whether to run the advertising." Thirdly, and most unfortuBy exposing this hate, I believe we are taking the necessary steps to eliminate it advertisement, "The Holocaust Contro- nately, by pandering for the absurd and
from society.
versy" by Bradley Smith and CODOH mendacious writings of a sick mind, The
(Committee for Open Debate on the Ho- Pan Ame rican has desecrated the victims
locaust) or not. Apparently Mr. Smith of the Holocaust, both living and brutally
approached the powers that be at the murdered. For money, the newspaper
newspaper with the request to run the has aided racism. Faced with the moral
advisement, he. was charged a fee , and dilemma of whether to run the advertiseThe Pan American has received, or even- ment, The Pan American has most misertually will receive, remuneration for its ably failed.
Ralph Miller
services. Herein lies the crux of what is
Department of English
extremely disturbing in the matter. Smith's
article or advertisement was published as
just that, an advertisement. It was not
presented as a letter to the editor or a
guest column, thereby eliminating the
legal incertitudes of First Amendment
rights. The editorial and the companion
cartoon on the facing page exposing "the
number of inconsistencies" and "misleadI am writing in regard to the letter from
ing and suggestive interpretations" in the
essay were commendable; apparently, Karen Kennedy Lawler appearing in•The
The Pan American attempted to reveal Pan American on Sept. 24. I say congratuHolocaust Revisionism for the nefarious lations to her. It is about time students
::;::i:f ::;:;{:\:?tt\\ti}?::::::::\::/1
.. ..: ·:::::::::-::.}:\::::
exercise in distortion and anti-Semitism started standing up to this administration
that it is. However, the acceptance of the and de manding their rights.
_v,~n~in1'.❖;J;ri.#ll:;;,::· t. essay in the form of an advertisement was We students pay a large portion of the
funding for this school and we should
reprehensible.
Assuredly
it
is
the
right,
even
the
moral
have a say in how it is spent. The article
=·;::::::=:=::=:
=:=:=-=i:==\~\(::i\=
::::::::::::i_=,I.!_,_i:_·!i_\:.
.
obligation, of a newspaper in a free soci- in The Pan American on Sept. 17, en titled
ety to publish controversial and opposing 'More parking not a priority, chief says,'
viewpoints, thereby, contributing to the shows that we have little say where our
citizenry's right to be informed. That is money goes. Students were offering solunot the question. The qu estion is whether tions for the parking problem and the
a newspaper should receive compensa- (interim) chief of the university police
tion for publishing a discourse which it (Arnold Trejo) just said that the ideas
believes to be misleading, false, and of- might be worth looking into at a later
fensive. When a newspaper allows an date, but right now there are more impororganization or individual to advertise in tant things. If the students are asking for
its publication, it is aiding and abetting, more parking, that is the only thing to be
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
through recompense, that entity's cause. looking into.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed .
That is the purpose of advertising. ThereAs Ms. Lawler said, the incompetency of
An address and phone number should be includ ed for verification. Letters should be no
and
editorializing
are
fore,
advertising
this
administration is abominable, but that
more than 11 /2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
things,
a
distinction
which
two
different
not
the only problem. The bigger prob is
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
The
Pan
American
has
sorely
missed.
lem
that
the students of UTPA face is a
guest columns can be edited for style , length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
under
the
guise
of"free
speech"
Cloaked
of
sympathy.
The administration
lack
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
and
the
public's
right
to
examine
this
seems
to
care
nothing
about the students.
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
diatribe
"under
the
light
of
day,"
The
Pan
They set times and dates for such things as
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
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Newspaper fails
in moral dilemma
with Holocaust ad

Administration
lacks sympathy
for students

·

.: : : iPll~::m,nl!~:: ;: : : :

financial aid disbursement and phone
registration to suit their convenience not
necessarily that of the students.
This sort of indifference has got to stop.
It is the students who keep this school
going, not the administration. If this continues, sooner or later the students will
figure out that this does not happen at
other schools, and those who can will
transfer somewhere else. Then, where
will this school be?
Terry Essary
Engltsb sopbomore

Student demands
parking place
I had a hard time swallowing what
Arnoldo Trejo, traffic and security, had to
say about the campus parking situation.
I do agree with Mr.Trejo that this university needs to hire more faculty and staff
to meet the educational needs of the
13,000 plus students, but not at the expense of parking lots! This university
needs to seriously look at constructing
more parking lots for us, the students!
You see, Mr. Trejo, we pay $12 a year
for a parking permit that entitles us to a
parking space! And guess what? It is the
university's responsibility to provide us
with one!
Your suggestions about car pooling or
taking the bus are not feasible suggestions! Besides, instead of wasting so much
time and energy on those suggestions,
why not come up with something that will
benefit the students!
Let me point something out to all the
students who have paid $12 for a 'nonexistent' parking space: The people over
at traffic and security are selling more
parking permits than there are parking
spaces! Isn't this against the law or something? We are paying for a service that
cannot be provided! Perhaps some state
representatives o r senators would like to
hear about this!
Wake up students! If you pay for a
parking space, you have absolutely no
reason to park your car on the street!
Sandra Torres
Education sentor
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CLASSIFIEDS
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool

$1,000.00, in just one week! Plus
S100 for the member who calls! And
a FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just
for calling 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers
for private parties. Call 383-4625.

J.A.B. Typing Service: $1.15 per page/

Typing Service: Research papers,
reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Notary. Call 5852838.
Writing Services: Essays, research
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6:00
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.

rush jobs available. 318-3039.

Cheap! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:
Assemble
products at ho me. Easy1 No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. Free information-24 hour
hotline. 801-379-2900 copyright 3
$200 - $500 Weekly.

TX19KDII.

Fast Easy Income! Earn $1000's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed envelope to: Additional Income! P. 0. Box 81416,
Chicago, IL 60681-0416.

89 Mercedes ...................... $200
86 vw............... ................... $50
87 Mercedes ....................... $100
65 Mustang ........................... $50
Choose information - 24 hour hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright #TXl9KJC.

For Rent: College girls only! 2- 3
bedroom furnished houses. No deposit required. 1 1/2 blocks south o
El Pato on 1st street. Inquire at 1018
W. Mahl or call Mrs. Ramirez at 383-

Reward: Edinburg 91 Silver Class

4488.

Ring. Lost vicinity of PE Complex
or field Victor Mares engraved inside. 381-1840.

Need help with research papers? Essays? English Lit? Qualified Tutor B.S.M.A. 630-3492.

Counseling center
offers study sessions
Missy Mata
Reporter
At least once every semester, the
Counseling/Advisement Center offers sessions to help students improve their study skills.
The study sessions will be held
free of charge every Thursday from
noon-1 p.m. during activity period
until Nov. 19 at the SS 144. Because
of the increasing amount of work
which includes advising students
prior to registration, the study sessions will only last six weeks.
"These sessions are part of the
services that are offered by the
Counseling/Advisement Center,"
said Mary Herrera, counselor and
academic advisor. "We provide

UTPA INTRAMURAL
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
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them every semester and the materials needed are provided as well."
"A lot of students were coming in
and asking if we had anyth ing to
offer them to help them with their
test-taking or note-taking skills,"
Herrera added. "So far we already
have 14 students interested and I
hope to have more."
The study sessions will provide
students with more information on
listening skills, test anxiety, notetaking, reading textbooks, time
management, test taking skills, and
memory and concentration.
According to Herrera, the purpose of these study sessions is to
give students the opportunity to
participate and develop better study
habits.
"These sessions have proven Lo
be successful," said Herrera. "All
they (students) have to do is show
up and listen."
For more information, contact
Herrera at 381-2529.

Mandatory Captains' Meeting
October 23 • 2 p.m. • UC 320
Entry forms at UC 320
for more Information, call:
381-3673 or 381-3439

in LA 125; free with valid student ID. Pizza slices and soft drinks will
be sold.
• Movie: "The Courts and the Constitution," activity period in
LA 101; free admission.
• "South Texas Native Plants and Their Many Uses," lecture by
Starr County rancher l3eniLo Trevino, and general meeting of Frontera
Audubon Society, 7:30 p.m., S13 Al.
• Mass, noon in campus chapel.
• Animal Behavior Club meeting, activity period in LA 235.
• Planned Parenthood "First Things First Project," noon, UC
Circle. Organizers will survey students, answer questions on sexually
transmitted diseases and Leen pregnancy, and distribute condoms.

16

Planned Parenthood "First Things First Project," UC
Circle. Representatives will survey students, answer questions on
sexually transmitted diseases and teen pregnancy, and hand out
condoms.

17

VilmaMaldonado,entertainmentreporterforTheMonitor, to speak for the Rio Grande Valley Writers' Guild, 1: 15 p.m., third
floor cafeteria of First City Bank, 200 S. 10th St., McAllen. Guests may
bring writing samples fora critique session following the meeting. Call
968-9498 for more information.

19

"Le Chateau de Ma Mere," a French film with English
subtitles, 7 p.m. in CAS 309.
• Prize giveaway fundraiser for Men's Residence Hall Association, 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m., third floor lobby of Troxell Hall.
0
Reception, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m., FA 135, in conjunction with senior
BFA exhibit, "Graphic Designer/ Biological Illustrator Tied Into One,"
by Trisha Quintanilla, FA 135. Exhibit runs through Oct. 23.

20

Golden Z Club 'get-acquainted' party, activity period, in
front of Jody Ramsey Stadium snack bar.
• Lunch for $1, activity period at Campus Ministry Center,
one block west of Sugar Rd. on Kuhn St.
• "Anti-Alien Feeling in Germany: Again or Still?," lecture by
Dr. Angelita Soldan, activity period in LA 111; sponsored by Philosophy Club.

Male, Female,
Co-Rec Division
Entries Due October 23
Games Begin October 27

October
15 Movie: "Juan Seguin," sponsored by El Sol, activity period

Christian Science
Healing Records
Since 1866

21

Last day of exhibit, "The Blessings of Liberty: the US
Constitution," LRC second floor.
• International Students' Association meeting to organize the
Great Pumpkin booth, 6 p.m. at Women's Residence Hall.

McAllen
Christian Science
Reading Room
A Bookstore &
Library Combined

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays.

'WV

Th• Bloo111ln9 hlk•l Boullqu•
Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceanera
Accessories

911 N. Main St.
McAllen, Texas
Open Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m. - 3 p.m}
Inforn\ation
686-4241

Sinc~ours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

We Deliver

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

1412 W. Universi'ly • Edinburg

381-5661

381-8556

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

TIAA-CREF's
Five&JJ!Steps
To Building

OR

BEARDSLEY

Your Retirement
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...

Nest Egg
I

.. \,;
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Look for ratings.

Check out how an insurance company has been
rated by thethree leadingracin~analyst~: A.M . Best
Company, Srandard&Poor'sandMoody'slnvestors Service. TIAA has earned the highest ratings:
A++(Superior) from AM Best, AM from Standard &
Poor·sandAaa from Moody's.

2

Look for rates.

TIAA offers a guaranteed minimum rare of
3%, plus dividends (which are declared
annually). New premiums co TIAA Retiremenr Annuities currently earn 7. 5%• (guaranteed
inrerest plus dividends), while our "old money" earns
between 8% and 8.5%, depending on the year the
funds were received and rhe actual investment
performance chat year.
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illiil

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"'

~- .ool\1 for Surp!t'mcntJI Rt'tirt'mC'nt :\n1rnitic.-s

For more complete ruoITT1Jtion, including coorges and expenses call 800 842·2733 for a
pmsped\Js. Please reoo tre prospectus careful~ before yc,.1 11vest or serd rooney. (REF
certificates ore disrributed by TIAA{Rff lndividuol Klnstin,tionol SelVices.

And Because You're Special to U

We're offering....
- - - - - - - - - - - _liI•19K•1S
1------------,

00

Look for lowexpense charges.

With TIM-CREF, each dollar invested on
your behalf is working for you right from the
beginning. We have no sales charges of any
kind, and only a minimal expense/operating charge is
deducted each year from overall annuity assets.
Why not find out more about us? Just fill out the coupon
belowforyourfreeinformacionkit,indudingarecirement
company comparison chan. We ch.ink you'll find TIAACREF is the right retirement company for you.

Look for acombination of safety and growth.

TIM's traditional annuity gives you security,
while CREFs variable annuity gives you the
choice of several distinct and diversified investmenc accounts. Like all variable annuities, rerums will
Aucmme and ,lfe not guaranteed.

~
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Look for reputation and resources.

TIAA-CREF has been serving the education
and research communities for over 70 years.
We can help you with all your rer.iremenr
needs, and you get a full range of products along with a
variety of setvices chat are absolutely free.

I

Moil this coupon to: TIAA cm, 5215 North O'Connor Rood, Suite 350,
Los Colinos, TX 75039-3730 or coll l 800-842-2006.
Name (Please print)
Address
City
State
Zip code
Institution (full name)
Daytime phone ( )
TiMe
:l ORP Information
:l TSA Information

.
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OFF :

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with retail
value of $125 or more.

I

Coupon not valid with any other offer.

- - - - - - - - - - - -liI•Iij

i•JSt-----~ ------ !8
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r-------------sENo NOW FOR A FREE KIT.

I
I
I
I

Expires 10-31-92

Exprres 10-31-92

OFF . !

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with retail I
value of ~00 or more.
I

J

Coupon not valid with any other offer.

ONE HOUR SERVICE!
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BEARDSLEY OPTICAL
700 S. 10th • McAllen • Acrou from Pep Boys

682-3126

DR. BEARDSLEY

'

~C

CIC -

~

\ill ~

DRS. BEARDSLEY
317 S. Broadway • Downtown McAIIH

"'

686-743s

j
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'Little Shop' sprouts big laughs
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Either it's a big risk or a nicely
planned piece of strategy. Regardless, "Little Shop of Horrors" is a
great escape
- - - - - - - from the norm
THEATRE ofsoggysongs

i■I ;r.Q: i~~

To start out
a season with
a somewhat demanding script and
prop list (a huge man-eating plant
named Audrey II) can either be
seen as a smart move on the University Theatre's part, a production
with which they can hit the ground
running, or a production success
they can never hope to reclaim as
the season progresses. And a success "Little Shop" is.
The Howard Ashman-Alan
Menken musical has a doo-wop
aire to it which adds a nice touch,

especially in the musical numbers,
which number 16 in all. Sixteen
songs in two hours could be taxing,
but the fast-paced hit-and-run jokes
make the two hours enjoyable. The
cartoonish musical uses the old ragsto-riches plot, yet finds ample room

As in "The Wind in the Willows,"
Maricela Perez shines brightly in
the role of the squeaky-voiced, leopard skin-wearing Audrey, the consummate bombshell. Regardless of
the role, Perez never fails to entertain.

- "Little Shop of Horrors"
Directed by Luis Munoz
Starring: Erren Seale, Maricela Perez and Steven F.
Helsing
Playing: Tonight, Friday and Saturday (8 p.m.),
Sunday (2 p.m.)
to insert a love triangle, a "semisadistic" dentist and Audrey II, the
blood-sucking plant from greenhouse hell.
The power and energy of the cast
nearly make Audrey II obsolete.
Plot-wise, the plant is supposed to
be the star; production-wise, she's
merely a supporting cast member.
Audrey II should be nice for youngsters, though.

BAR-B-Q-KING
CATERING

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

380-0629
110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

Not far behind is Erren Seale as
the world-class nerd, Seymour.
Perez and Seale click together as
lovers-soon-to-be in the cute number, "Suddenly Seymour," one of
the few highlights in the slower
second act.
Something to look forward to is
the duet between Seymour and his
boss, Mushnik, played by Steven F.
Helsing. "Mushnik and Son" works,

Do

.,.

wad

not only because of Seale and
Helsing's teetering choreography,
but their ability to keep the musical's
momentum churning, a task the
cast carried out to maximum satisfaction opening night. One of the
highlights of the night was Nelson
Flores' performance as Orin, the
"sadistic dentist."
True, there can be only one Orin,
immortalized by Steve Martin's portrayal in the movie version of "Little
Shop," but Flores held his own. Big
shoes were filled with Flores' numbers, "Dentist!" and "Now (It's Just
the Gas)."
Kudos go to Tonya Bailey, Aileen
Corpos, and Heather Diane Horton
who sang with bright conviction as
the Urchins, a rough and tough
gang of vixens.
Supporting the cast are Sandy
Pollock and Thomas Green, who
assist nicely with the roles given.
Albeit some mechanical problems
in the Monday night performance,
the Audrey II manipulation crew of
Jose Luis Gonzalez, David Kotzur,
John Paul Farris, Pollock and Mario
Morado made due with a bulky,
uncooperative plant. Carter
Robinson's vocalization of Audrey
II gave a southern twang to the
usual blues city, soul voice seen in
the movie adaptation. Yes, there
are a few differences between the
movie and the stage production:
The theater's production has no
masochistic patient for Orin nor
does it have the predictable, happy
. Hollywood ending.
A professional set design donates
ample space for actor blocking and
consistent flow of slapstick.
Overall, "Little Shop" is a great
production for youngsters and
laugh-deprived persons, a solid
start for the fall season.
"Little Shop" will run up to a
Sunday matinee at 2 p.m. on Oct.
18. Students with IDs may still enter
free of charge, space permitting.
For more information call the Uni;versity Theatre Box Office at 3813581.
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• Sculptured Nalls • Manicures & Pedicures
• Artiflclal Nalls • Natural Nall Overlay
• Tlps with Acrylic • Nall Repairs
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SPOTBURGER, INC.

"Where Our Food Hits the Spot"
319 E. Cano • Edinburg • 383-9093

r- -
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chlcke;Co:.:-;;19 2 pieces chicken, fries, salad,
jalapefio & large coke.

Burger Combo $2.59
Burger, fries & large coke •
with this coupon only

[(.u-µtry-Kitchen·•·R~~n,.'fl..f.~?k'n
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Meed...

Pregnancy Testing
Famity Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
9

•
We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services

IND

ME

OOSBALL • POO

Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)

V

S• AIR HOCKE

PINBALL• 1

• SATELLITE DIS

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)

I •

'
Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)
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TOMORROW, Friday, October 16
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MALE DANCERS
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RESTAURANT
FAJIT-"-S AL CARBON
5.95

CHICKEN FAJITAS AL CARBON
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Grilled chicken fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onions, rice and beans 5.95
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Tacos
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TACOS TIO CHEMA

t-

(4) special tacos with your choice of beef or chicken fajitas served with
cilantro, chile serano and onion, guacamole and charro beans
4,95

TACOS DE FAJITA

Come in & enjo-y
the best Prices around!
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House Specialties
Grilled fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onion, rice and beans
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(3) your choice of chicken or beef fajitas served with
rice, beans and salad

5.25

ENCHILADAS cheese or beef

3,95
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1012 South Closner • Edinburg
Orders to Gol • 381-1011
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6:30 till 10 p.m. • Ladies 18+ ONLY
EVERYONE WELCOME AT 9:30 P.M.

X-OTIC FRIDAY

LADIES
NIGHT OUT
CHEAP SEX

69¢

sE:c~~0~~,~~~fH

Guy

~

FUNK FRIDAY

SQ UL

!!:
z
TLC

3:

ITI

Dos-EFX

Z

Hommer
Rovs II IVIP11
Kris-Kross
flo!JIJy Rro.-.r· SOUL
SirMrxAlol
Cy;)re55 Hi I
SOUL 2 l ivG Crew
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Jodee,
ll0wyD.

SOUL

69¢ QUICKIES ALL NITE
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BENg~~!;,~~ERS NO COVER CHARGE •
Till 10 H,1
Tl LL 10:30
~
-t

DEAD OR ALIVE

::a

IN CONCERT Wednesday, October 21

z

YOU SPIN ME ROUND• MY HEART GOES BANG
BRAND NEW LOVER • LOVER COME BACK TO ME
SOMETHING IN MY HOUSE • BABY DON'T SAY GOODBYE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR ONLY
DOORS OPEN AT 8 P.M. • 18+ WELCOME

~

3:
ITI

z-t
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ITI

z
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• NOLANA & BICENTENNIAL • McALLEN • 631-6968 •

Bronc
leads
---r nation
Soccer hosts
Schreiner
Mario Ribera, of the soccer team,
is now tied for the national NCAA
Division I lead in soccer scoring
with Ben Crawley of the University
of Virginia.
Latest statistics show Ribera leading the nation with 16 goals and
four assists for 36 points. Crawley
has 14 goals and eight assists to
match the 36-point total. The leader
is based on total points.

The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Mario Ribera dribbles the ball during practice Tuesday
at the soccer field. Ribera currently is tied for the
nation's scoring lead with 36 points.
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BUSY CORNER DELI ~~~~
208 E. CANO

EDINllURG, Tx. 78539

~
Look for our daily specials!

r------- ---

-------7

I
I

Student, Staff and Faculty Special!
Free Ice Tea with purchase of any sandwich on

L __

ourdineinmenu. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
Meetings Catered

• Deli Trays

•

I
I

Prices Vary

Dine In - Take Out or Delivery • Monday• Friday 10:30 a.m. • 1:30 p.m.
For faster delivery service call orders early!

I

Ribera has done this the hard
way-all on the road. The_Broncs
will play their only home match of
the season at 4 p.m. Saturday against
Schreiner College of Kerrville.
Another UTPA home game had
been scheduled here Wednesday
against St. Edward's University of
Austin, but St. Ed's canceled because of a lack of travel money,
head coach Eloy Moran said.
A freshman from Santa Cruz, Bolivia, Ribera stands 5-6 and weighs
only 145 pounds. But he's a true
soccer slugger. He amassed his 36
points in eight games to Crowley's
12.
The Broncs have an 8-1 record.
Ribera missed one game because
he a got a red-card ejection for a
sliding tackle from behind, which is
legal in Bolivia, but not in the
NCAA.

Volleyball charts win No. 1
UTPA sweeps Centenary at Louisiana Tech Tourney
Peter Goal-eek
Reporter
The volleyball team flew home on cloud nine this
weekend after sweeping Centenary College Saturday
in straight sets 15-7, 15-9, 15-9 at the Lousiana Tech
Tournament for their first win of the season.
Head Coach Oscar Segovfa said he and the team
were relieved to finally get the "monkey off their
backs."
Senior Lady Bronc Tanja Thomas was named to the
all-tournament teain. Along with Thomas, Misty
Luersen of Louisiana Tech, Dee Dee Carlock of North
Texas, Brooke Nicholas of North Texas, and Christie
Hulsey of Centenary were selected to the all-tourney
team.
Segovia also said Candace Guillen executed the
offense and defense exceptionally well. In addition,

Sheree Shiflet continued her unselfish play and also
chipped in with four aces.
Segovia said it was an overall team effort and he is
really proud of his girls with the character they have
shown thus far this season.
The win breaks a 17-game losing streak this season.
UTPA lost games to Louisana Tech (15-3, 15-3, 15-2)
and North Texas 05-9, 15-11, 15-1) before beating
Centenary.
The Lady Broncs drop to 1-17 overall and are 0-3 in
Sun Belt Conference play.
Last Thursday, Pan Am was defeatedbySouthwesten
Louisiana for the second Lime in two weeks by a score
of 15-5, 15-1'1, 15-12.
Segovia said USL was extremely well prepared and
played flawlessly 'in front of their raucous crowd.
UTPA hosts Texas Southern and McNeese State at 1
and 5 p.m. Friday at the Field House. Sun Belt foe
Lamar plays the Lady Broncs 7 p.m. Saturday.

Golfers return to Huntsville
David Hunter
Sta.ff

The golf team traveled to the
Elkin Lake Country Club in Huntsville to take part in the Sam Houston
State Invitational.
On Wednesday, the Broncs competed in qualifying rounds. Today
and tomorrow they will play two
rounds of 18 holes.
For the Sam Houston Invitational
Head Coach Tony Guerrero is looking for the team's younger members co come around.
Yoakim Peterson, Genaro Davila,
Jason Auramenko, Patrick Tobin
and Steve Bazan fill the the traveling team.
"It's hard to bring freshmen around
to play at the university level/' head
golf coach Tony Guerrero said. "I
just hope they do better than they
did last time."
Two weeks ago, the golf team
moved up two spots from the back
of the pack in the final round at the
Sam Houston Intercollegiate Invitational held at The WoodHinds TourI

nament Players' Course near Houston. The team was able to finish
16th with a score of 654.
The Broncs edged out UT-San
Antonio and New Orleans.
"They didn't do so well," Guerrero
said. "They really got into the numbers (scored high). Its the first of the
year and the Woodlands is one of
the best courses in the country, but
I'm not offering that as an excuse.
They just did not perform the way
they should have. It's a very individual sport and no one can perform for you."
Texas A&M won the Woodlands
tournament with a 601 score. Sun
Belt Conference members Southwestern Louisiana and Lamar placed
fourth and seventh, respectively.
Bazan and Davila led the Broncs
as they tied for 40th place with
scores of 159. Peterson tied for 55th
with a score of 162. Freshmen
Anders Mankert and Auramenko
both tied for 89th with scores of
181.
Mat Moonlak of Stephen F. Austin
grabbed the individual title with a
score of 143, which was two strokes

Reproductive
Services

ational Hispanic Heritage Month

better than Lamar's Brett Snortland.
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from p. 1

controversy regarding this funding
is whether it should be added on to
a school's budget or be a part of it.
"There is no president of a university in the state that wants this
funding as a hold batj<," Gutierrez
said.
One of the proposed indicators
for performance-based funding is
the number of Hispanic, AfricanAmerican and Native-American U.S.
citizen graduates.
In the latter part of the forum,
SGA President Martin Torres spoke
about higher education.
"There is a fat cow called UT-Austin feeding on Grade-A grass,"
Torres said, "and there is a horse
here at UTPA having to feed on
what ever the cow chooses to ignore. I think that cow needs to be
milked."
During Nevarez' speech, six demonstrators, some in wheelchairs silently held up signs calling for equal
access for students with diabilities.

.f2L{{en :F{ora{

6y '13etty, Inc.

In association with Adoption Affiliates

1320 N. Closner

Edinburg, Texas

Programs
• Tuesday, October 20 •
Dr. Elvia Garcia Ardalani
lecturer in modern languages
readings from her poetry

L.A. 101
Noon - 1 p.m.

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

(512) 383-8611

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy f.ounsellng
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment

@PARADOX@

Family Planning/Birth Control f.ounsellng
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department ofHealth

with the Coolest T's Around
lOOO's In Stock!
Posters • Jewelry • Caps • Zlppos

IT\
702-1363
IT\
l<JY El Centro Mall l<JY
500 N. Jackson • Pharr
(next to Dollar Cinema)

EDINBURG VISION CENTER

• Tuesday, October 27 •
Dr. Sylvia Dominguez
professor of modern languages
presenting two acts of her three-act play,
Tres Aguilas de la Revolucion Mexicana
(Three Eagles of the Mexican Revolution)

Dr. Shawn L. Dunnigan
Therapeutic Optometrist

· 1715 W. University • Edinburg
381-0904

Media Theatre
Noon - 1 p.m.

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
Optometrist

2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Sponsored by the Mexican-American Studies
Program, the Center for Latin American Studies,
the department of modern languages and l~teratures,
and UPB

Kock-n-Koll thru the 90's
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NaturalTouch"
.........
Soft Contact l.cnsc~ •$
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•VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES ·
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. • Saturday
MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • MEDICAID • MEDICARE

NOW OPEN
ELSA VISION CENTER
400 East Edinburg (on 107 at Fannin by LBJ School)
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Netter gets to 3rd round in Volvo IM flag football winds down
Christine Diaz
Staff
,\.1ichel Fabry advanced to the
third round Volvo Tennis Collegiate
Championships in Austin this past
weekend before being eliminated
by Robbie Wendell of Washington,
4-6, 6-4, 6-1.
Fabry, a senior, defeated Jorgen
IIaldorscn of Nevada 6-2, 6-2 and
Chris Milliron of Texas Christian, 6-

7, 6-4, 6-4 in the first and second
rounds.
Freshman Dany Joly was the
only other Bronc to advance past
the first round after Henrik Rosvall
of California-Santa Barbara defaulted. Joly then lost to Chris
Robinson of Clemson 6-2, 6-1.
Other Broncs competing included
Alain Fabry, who lost to Mark
DeMaine of Washington 6-4, 4-6, 76; Mike Morse, w ho was defeated

Sweet 'Temptations

MINGA'S II
221 E. University• Edinburg

Homemade:
• Soups
·
• Breads
• Sandwiches _;,
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

383-8371

~aJe,,,p,,r,
?lte,e,&~
MINGA'S I

MINGA'S m

Flaa

Donna

262-9021

464-8870

.
r,_1 ,

\.~

5500 N. McColl • MeAlen, Tx. • 512-630-0307
Open: Mon. - FrL 11 ·9 • Sal. 11 · 5

&tPATO

by John Amos ofBall State 7-6, 6-4;
Brad Tidwell lost was pummeled
by Gene Highfield of Tyler 6-0, 6-1;
Richard Mainella was edged by
Bret DeCurtius of Cincinnati and
Rudy Hilpert lost to Oscar Ochoa of
UT-Arlington of 7-5, 6-4.

Y & S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh Flowers

Attention Health Career Students

..,.......,...~

NEW LOCATION!

-~;:.::.:JL.:;~'.~d:;

ViPian's Fluwer Shop

at super disc.aunt prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

~-

..
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We Deliver
~' We accept all major
credit cards.
of Courthouse on tho •~uarc)

383-0871

"The New 79¢
Sandwich.

TheJamiliar burger size with that great SUBWAY taste,,

THE" BIG" MEXICAN PLATE!!!
.

~i.. PATOS

BEEF GUISADO, SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO
•
BEANS , SALAD, TWO (2) OF El PATO'S
FAMOUS FLOUR TORTILLAS AND A 12oz. COKE.
I

··-------~
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EIVI!

~
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Be Your Own Bossi Sign the pledge
sheet and pick up your button and balloon. Day
is being sponsored by ADAP (Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Program, Office of Student Development),
and the Bronc Athletes.
Tues.,. Oct. 20 Buy Your Own Bag for only $1.00. A
healthy (and yummy) brown bag lunch to eat
while you watch FAST FORWARD (Peer Educator
Group) perform. Music will be provided in the UC
Circle (sponsored by UPB). Day is sponsored by
ADAP, Delta Zeta Sorority and Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity.
Wed., Oct. 21. Blow Your Own Bubbles! Come and
participate In the bubble blowing contest (Old
Cafeteria, 12 Noon to 1 p.m.). Tee shirts f or t he
winners! Day Is sponsored by ADAP and Alpha
Phi Omega.
Thur., Oct. 22
BringYourOwn BananalThat's right,
you bring the banana and we' ll turn it into a
banana split. Day is sponsored by UPB and
ADAP .
Fri., Oct. 23
Be Your Own Bossi Tables will be
set up with literature available form Party Smart.
Before the week-end starts, be your own boss
and be informed. Day is sponsored by ADAP and

OCTOBER SPECIAL
.

.

Mon., Oct. 1.9

VALLEY-WIDE

••

._'.:,,=

ADAP (Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program)

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

!i WHITE FLOUR

i :~~"~;;

:,:_:,_;';:;;:-t,=,_,:r::"'_~.i:=,;_;:_:
__

Is pleased to bring you a week's activities for
BYOB: Be Your Own Boss, during this year's National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. Come and participate In all of the activities and fun! A different
event planned everyday!

116 N. 12th St • Edinburg

( cast side
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210 E. Cano• Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality

the Silver Bullets starting at 4 p.m.
today on the field located east of
the track.
The winners of each game will
play each other and determine the
only undefeated team of the tournament.

In other intramural action:
Results from last week's flag football games include: Starr County 25,
Silver Bullets 28; The Regulators 19,
Unknowns 13.
Air Express will play Texas Young
Gu ns and the Mustangs will play

Intramural racquetball entry
forms are due tomorrow in UC
320. Next Friday is the deadline
for volleyball entry forms and a
mandatory meeting for team captains will be held at 2 p.m. in UC
320.

ONLY $2.95!!!
HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOM EM ADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

SGA.
NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
McALLEN (Pecan) ......... . .... .. ...... .. ......... . . .
McALLEN (Bua. 83) • .................• . ... . ...........
McALLEN (N. 10th) .•... ............. '. .... . . . . . . . . . . . .
EDINBURG ..... . ........ ; ............ . ..... . .... . ...
BROWNSVILLE ...................... . . . . . . . . . ..... ..
MISSION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ... . .. ...................... . ..... . ..... ..
HARLINGEN .............. ... ..... . . .. .. . . . . . ..... . ..

I

••

••

••

■■

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

n

Don't let the wee~ pass you by!!!
FreshFood

102 S. 2nd Street

Be sure and watch for upcoming activities for

h t . ~ ~ ~-

(across from UTPA)
Edinburg • 380-2625
N. 10th, McAllen • 630-4376

For information, stop by UC 303 or call 381-2260.

~ll) ;!l,iJ;ri
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Red Ribbon Week (Oct. 26-30, 1992)

••

Astronaut to Speak Here Friday
Francis Andrew (Drew) Gaffney, M.D., of Nashville, Tenn.,
Professor of Medicine and Director of Clinical Cardiology at
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in Nashville.
A colonel with the Medical Corps of the U.S. Air Force and a flight surgeon,
Col. Gaffney was payload specialist on Spacelab Life Sciences I, the Space
Shuttle Columbia from June 5-14, 1991.
Col. Gaffney is fluent in Spanish, is married and has two children.
He studied at the University of Madrid, Spain, Education Abroad Program
of the University of California in 1966-67 and earned his bachelor of arts
degree in 1968 from the University of California Berkeley, majoring in
psychology and pre-medicine. He received his M.D. degree from the
University of New Mexico in Albuquerque in 1972.

I

In 1986, Col. Gaffney was named a distinguished graduate of Aerospace
Medicine from the Primary Course School of Aerospace Medicine at
Brooks Air Force Base in Texas.

••

From 1987-89, Col. Gaffney was Visiting Senior Scientist in the Life
Sciences Division at NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and from
1984-92, was associate professor of medicine at The University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center at the Southwestern Medical School at Dallas
where he is now a tenured full professor.
Col. Gaffney' s visit to the Valley is sponsored by the Heart Clinic, Inc., of
McAllen.
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Col. Francis A. Gaffney

■

Payload Specialist
Space Shuttle Columbia

•

10:30 a.m. • Friday, October 16, 1992
Media Theatre

■

Sponsored by U.P.B. - Office of the President
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Came,4,~ . N.•.·.-..,-,
Dr. Sylvia Dominguez to present
'Tres Aguilas de la Revoluci6n
Mexicana' noon Tuesday in LA 101
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Soccer team
stomps Schreiner 16-0
Page 6
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Election li92

Vote mobile coming to campus
Arminda Munoz
Sta.fl
Students who live in Hidalgo
County will be able to participate in
early voting Monday from 7 a.m. to
7 p.m. when a mobile voting booth
arrives on campus.
"We're going to set up a regular
voting poll and anyone who lives in

this county (Hidalgo) can vote. If
you live in Weslaco, you can vote
there at the University," Billy Leo,
county clerk, said.
According toJayTorres of Admissions and Records, 10,947 out of
13,043 enrolled students are Hidalgo
County residents. Eighty percent of
the student population will be eligible, if registered, to use the early
voting booth.

Students do not need to have
their registration cards when voting, but Leo recommends them.
"It's a lot easier if (students) do
(have them), we will process you a
lot faster,• he said.
Although the mobile voting booth
will only be on campus Monday,
early voting which has replaced
absentee voting, will continue
through Oct. 30. There are several

early voting sub-stations throughout the Valley including the Hidalgo
County Courthouse. These services
are being extended to the public
through the vote mobiles.
The early votes will not be opened
or counted until election day, Nov.
3. The results of the early votes will
be combined with the election's

See Vote p. 7

Carnival of the Great Pumpkin

October 22, 1992

Phone
Registration
Schedule
Special graduates, graduates, special, and seniors
R-Z

Oct. 22, Thursday

Juniors

H-N
A-G

Oct. 23, Friday
Oct. 26, Monday
Oct. 27, Tuesday

0-Z

Sophomores

Clubs line up to book booths
Arminda Munoz
Staff
The Chemistry Club camped out
for 18 hours Sunday at the University Center to insure registration for
the booth they wanted for the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin on Oct.
31. Because of regulations set by
the University Program Board restricting booth availablity to a first
come, first served basis, several
organizations decided to camp out
at the UC to get first pickings Monday morning.
Booth entries for the Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin are still being
accepted with a $30 fee until noon
tomorrow at UC 205. The late
registration fee is $35 for applications submitted after Friday at noon.
Robert !verser, president of the
Chemistry Club, agreed with the
regulations..
"If everyone has the same
(booth), you're not going to make
money," he said.
Alex Galindo president of International Students did not mind
camping out at midnight by the UC.
"This is the on ly way you can get
(the booth) you want," Galindo
said. "We're trying to win the $200
pnze fo r best booth."
The Oct. 23 deadline has bee n set
lo give the physical plant eno ugh
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz
umc to supply the outlets for the
Organization members camped outside the UC Sun- booths that re quire e lectricity.
Traditionally, booths are o nly
day night to sign up for game and food booths for the
available to o rganizatio ns on fi rst
Carnival of the Great Pumpkin on Oct. 31 .
come, first served basis and no

booth duplications are allowed.
This year, d epending on
availabilty, UPB will be giving a
free booth space to any organization that is interested in the extra
space. However, all booths must
be manned by organization members and second booths must be
different from the paid booth.
For example, if the Chemistry
Club has a cotton candy stand
and wants the second booth, they
would have to set up a game in
the free space.
No gambling or alcoholic beverages will be allowed and only
ten food booths are permitted.
Clubs should provide their own
tables and chairs; however, if
these items are neede d, they can
be rented through the Physical
Plant for a fee. For more information, call the gene ral services supervisor at 381 -277/i.
Organizations can set up their
booths from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. O ct.
31, at the UC parking lot. Cle anup
for booth areas starts at midnight
and everything must be removed
by 2 a.m.
A 50 percent refund is available
if an organization cancels 48 hours
before the eve nt or can not participate on the rain date, Nov. 7.
According to Sandy Rodriguez,
coordinator o f camp us activities,
booths will probably be li mited
10 the first 50 clubs.
"So far we've had about 19
o rgani zatio ns a pply, and most of
them arc taking the free booth
spaces," she said .

F- I
A-E

Oct. 28, Wednesday
Oct. 29, Thursday

ASSIST Number 381-3000
Action Code 733932

Higher Education
committee confronts
funding problems
Trinidad Gonzales
Ma,iaging Editor

The main argument presented to
the State Joint Select Committee on
Higher Edu cation by presidents of
border universities claimed universities in South Texas could cre ate a
larger midd le class if given more
funding, saving the state money in
the long run.
"ln South Texas we are creating
an individual that will earn double
what their parents do," Sen. Roberto
Gutierrez said.
This comes at a time when the
commiLLee has asked unive rsities to
pre pare for a five to six pe rcent cut
in state funding because of an expected defi cit of five to six billio n.
''Thal is just a nu mber," Gutierrez
said, in reference to how mu ch the
budget deficit may be, and people
shou ld not panic until the legislature meets
In an effort to deal with the de ficit, Cutie rre z wants to streamline

programs and reduce programs that
are offered at two different universities that are close to each other.
"What I am pushing for is to do a
study," Gutierrez said, " to streamline universities and see what programs are being doubled."
In response to the committee's
question on taking a five to six
percent cut, UTPA President Miguel
Nevarez said that restricting admissions for students may be a choice
in dealing with the cut in funding in
the long run. But that limiting
summer school is a more like ly
choice if the university has to undergo a five to six percent cut in
funding for this next biennial.
"I am not saying we are going to
do away with summer school altogether," Ne varez said . UTPA w ill
continue Lo offer some classes but
let UTPA students have fi rst preference ove r stude nts fro m other univers ities.
The admissio ns comrrnltec has

See Committee p. 7
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Wake up: Read between the media lines
ince you have to start somewhere, let's start with the radio.
We let its puckish face into
our homes, warmed up to its
tales ofThe Shadow and Sherlock Holmes,
the sweet swing numbers of Benny
Goodman, even Walter Winchell-types
relating the news.
It came into our lives like it was always
there; it probably was, in the form of a
storyteller or a fireplace.
Then the same carapace of the radio
became commonplace, antiquated. We
wanted motion, we wanted the frenzied
coupling of sight and sound. We wanted
ZOO TV.
And as the saying goes, don't ask for
something or you might get it. No one can
deny, like a jolly good fellow, what television has done for education.
Sesame Street has formed a lot of minds,
as has National Geographic and The Discovery Channel. Because after we got
tired with the networks, we created cable
TV-HBO, Cinemax, Playboy Channel,

S

CNN, The Nashville Network, The Weather
Channel, Ted Turner's multiplex, and,
inevitably, MTV.
Each channel blurs into the next. M'IV
looks more and more like CNN, except
distorted through one of those funhouse
mirrors where you look tall or short or fat.
What matters is that reality is blurred. The
lines between them dim to nothingness.
In this election year, MTV has presented
a presidential forum (with Bill Clinton)
and a ·vice-presidential forum (with Al
Gore). The Republicans were invited, but
Bush reportedly dismissed it. At a stopover rally, Bush poked fun at a radio
conversation Clinton had with the
bandrnembers of U2. The lines have all
but disappeared.
More importantly, the ·subtext hasn't
disappeared. Whatever channel you're
watching 0ike Bruce Springsteen's song
says), there's nothing on. Nothing on the
surface, that is. It's hidden, and you have
to look for it. But when you find it, you
know it's there.
Take, for example, the MTV forums.

Alvaro Rodriguez
The Democrats have taken advantage of
a media avenue that opens into the world
of the 18-24 year-old voter, an age group
in which they have a lot of support.
The claim comes from the veejay's lips:
An invitation stands to the Republican
candidates to appear in such a forum, but
they have refused. Read: Bill Clinton and
Al Gore care about the 18-24 year-old
voter; Bush and Quayle do not.
MTV News also does its part to present
a certain bias; i.e. objectivity is arcane. For
example, MTV News made rapper Ice-T
into a veritable bleeding martyr for his
fight to retain his freedom of speech with
his sweet ditty "Cop Killer1 " and the trouble
that ensued.
In other words, MTV News champions
artistic freedoms, something which is commendable to do in this increasing police
state. But under the guise of news, such

cover gives only a glimpse's worth of
information. That is an image that lingers
in the brain· in the two seconds it takes to
look at that photo, your brain has already
stored those images, those thoughts, those
politics.
Whether you choose to believe or follow them is another story but, undeniably, they are there.
Similarly, the close-up Clinton cover
seems to peer deep into Clinton's eyes.
The question mark stirs up a paranoia,
"President Clinton?" as if Bush's continual
query "Can you trust Bill Clinton?" is being
asked on the cover of a major magazine.
Like the Zapruder film, all these covers
are images that burn themselves into the
brain with varying degrees of depth.
Only by questioning Everything, even
this scatterbrained column, can you arrive
at the truth. This is a college campus: Ask.
Post Script: The legend of the vampire
says that the undead bloodsucker cannot
enter your home unless you invite it in
first.
You already have.
0

What about Bush's character?

CHOOSE Your MAN
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Nowhere is Now Here

slanted reporting is charged with self~
serving politics.
And MTV isn't the only guilty party in
this manner. Check out the last few covers
of Newsweek magazine.
Remember the cover that featured Ross
Perot ("The Quitter")? Recent issues include another Perot cover ("Ego Trip"),
suggesting that Perot had a lot of "nerve"
to put himself back in the race; a cover
with all three presidential candidates under the headline "The Bush Campaignj
Running Out of Time," which featured a
smiling Clinton looking directly into the
camera, the back of Perot's head and a
profile of Bush.
The latest issue is a grotesque close-up
of Clinton (count his eyebrow hairs) with
the title "President Clinton? How He Would
Govern."
On each cover, the reader ls given
certain symbols to interpret. The "Running Out of Time" issue suggests Bush is
lagging behind, struggling to recapture
some momentum. Whatever informatiorl
that is based on (polls, debates, etc.), the
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For months the Republicans have been
hammering on the importance of characNancy Fitzgerald
ter. More importantly, they have been
English Senior
staging relentless attacks against the Democratic candidate Bill Clinton because, according to them, Clinton lacks the charac- did have knowledge of it.
ter that is necessary for the president of
Also, the Republicans have been harpthe United States to have.
ing on Bill Clinton's draft record. This is
The American Heritage Dictionary de- confusing.
fines character as "the moral or ethical
There were roughly 38 million male
structure of a person or group; moral baby boomers in this country (those in the
strength, integrity; reputation."
age group that served in the Vietnam
If we listen to the Republicans, George War). At the peak of the war, there were
Bush possesses these characteristics and 543,400 Americans in Vietnam. That acshould be re-elected for another four counts for just over half a million of the
years because of his impeccable charac- men of draft age. These figures are rough,
but where were the other 37+ million that
ter.
What about George Bush's character?
did not serve in the war?
He says that he knew nothing about the
Many of them were out doing exactly
Iran-Contra affair. It does seem strange, what Bill Clinton (and Dan Quayle) were
h.9wever, _that b~f9{e becoming Ronald __doiog, goin/ to collea_e (if they were
Reagan's -vice president, Bush-was head-::· ucky)jo.it)ing-the- ati.onal Guard (so that
of the CIA, an organization krrown lorits' at mo ·
ey ma
:ave to quell some
covert (secret) and subversive activities. state's racial unrest), or fleeing to Canada.
Isn't that an inappropriate place for a Vietnam was an unpopular and undeman of "character" to be?
dared war and a lot of young men chose
As the Iran-Contra investigations con- not to serve. [f Bush is going to point the
tinue, it will be interesting to see how finger, he better aim it toward a bunch of
Bush will "waffle" if it is confirmed that he others who lack character, including many

Former president
criticizes new
SGA authority

student government that had its problems
but, at the same time, had the guts to go
for the goal.
Mr. Torres and Mr. Estrada: This is a
wake up call. Give your noses a rest and
let's get to it. We, the students, are not
interested in the lyrics and excuses to
your nightmares. We want action.

What is going on with SGA this year? It
seems that the student president is more
concerned about finding ways to blame
the student body for his own inabilities to
Carlos G. Berlanga
perform. What has SGA done under the
Former SGA presuletlt
supervision of Martin Torres? Well, it's
true they have just passed a new
constitution. Let's put the cards on the
table, Mr. Torres. The constitution was
already half-finished by the time our new
SGA took office. They tried changing our
university's name and found out it is a
little harder than just a snap of the fingers.
The Disability Act of 1990 secured equal
Our new SGA did not realize that the
name Pan American already had roots access to all public places for people with
that run deeper and stronger than those of disabilities.
Here, at UT-Pan American University,
a handful of capricious fools arguing that
changing the name of our university will that law has obviously been overlooked.
We have numerous students that have
solve all our problems.
Last year SGA administration, under disabilities ranging from difficulty walkformer president Carlos G. Berlanga, ing long distances to students in wheelaccomplished quite a few things. Yes, I chairs.
However, there aren't adequate handiam the first to admit that there were some
problems but overall I think the student capped spaces: Lot D has been closed for
body profited the most from the over a month and no handicapped parkaccomplishments. Those accomplishments ing was made accessible to students with
in which our (now) new preside nt Marlin disabilities; Lot U was in such unsatisfacTorres was a senator that had very little tory shape that a student cannot possibly
time to volunteer because he had other maneuver a wheelchair without hazard.
things to do. While he was absent, SGA Please don't overlook the masses that
managed to install a music system in the park in these spaces illegally and are
cafeteria, persuaded administration to turn rarely cited.
I am a handicapped student here at Pan
on the ·1v in the library and to leave it on
Am,
and I was ticketed for parking unlawall day until closing, had more lights
full
y
in Lot C. They had closed down Lot
installed for safety, helped organize rallies
D,
and
had not made parking accessible
in our university an<l in our state capital
to
handicapped
students, so I did not
against tui tion increases, helped voice the
have
an
abundance
of choices al the
inadequacy of handicapped standards in
moment.
I
appealed
the
ticket, and the
our university (a problem that still needs
assistant
chief
of
the
campus
police demore all<.:1111011), and the reduction of Lhe
partment
dismissed
it
because
of the cir11:izardous seven-root wall which, no
n1rnstanccs,
yet
nothing
,ivas
done lo
tlta nks tu Mr. Torres, la:;t year's association
COl'l'Cd
the
problem.
I
contacted
thc
dean
and th e students ' support and
o
r
stuJents
and
she
said
nothing
could
be
dcternunallon, is now a bench. It is 1101
done.
It
was
up
to
the
contractor
to
open
just any bench, it is the signature of a

Closing of lots
hinders access for,
the handicapped

The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages. double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run . Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style. length, libel, grammar and punctuation. but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 1 00 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive. ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

of his own supporters and top ranking
staff.
Bush has continually accused his opponent of deception. This is interesting in
light of an Associated Press article that
came· out in Saturday's Monitor. According to the article, the Bush campaign sent
messages all over the country for their
people to declare victory in Thursday's
debate. The problem with that is the
directive was given before the debates
were held! In a three-page document,
Republican publicity people around the
country were being told to lie by saying
that "tonight was a clear win... Bill Clinton
came in a cautious and weak third place"
when tonight hadn't even happened yet!
New investigations about possible illegal loans to Iraq during the Bush administration may also prove to be interesting
te.:5y of character. ,Tht_releptles.~ attempts
the Bush. campaign to misrepresent
Bftt-Clinton•s character have'tSecorne reckless as is usually the case when what goes
around finally comes around.
Maybe George Bush should have
cleaned out some of the skeletons in his
own closet before criticizing those in
someone else's.

oy

Lot D. Could someone please explain?!?
We need to hold the administration
accountable. If we as a student body
commence to fight for our rights, these
inequalities will be halted.
Pe,;fecto Garza
Sentor, soctology

Club president
encourages new
memberships
More than 10 years ago, a group of .
foreign students and faculty founded an
organization on campus named the ,
International Students' Association. Their
purpose was to make themselves noticed
as part of the UT-Pan American student
body and share ideas with people from '.
around the world. I've been part of this '
organization for a couple of years and I
currently hold the position of president. :
We want to make the student body :
aware of the different cultures that exist :
on this campus. Our socie ty as well as the .
University of Texas-Pan American is ·
becoming multicultural; therefore, we :
should take a step forward and as my .
friend Rina Roberts says, "Try to learn ,
from our international friends what the
books cannot offer us." The International
Students' Association believes that we can
learn more about other cul tu res (traditions
customs, fashion, celebrations) by sharin~
our experiences with others.
We want to make you feel at home if we ·
can. Our activities have started and all
students should participate. We tried to
contact all the international students, but
some students have not updated their
file.'>. Once you update your file, you'll be
notified about our activities. 1 strongly
encourage you to join this organization
which b rings the w orld within our reach.
Aleja11dro Gali11tlo
Presidellt, 1,,1enu1lio11,i1 Studems'
Associallon
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Interim chief offers tips, suggestions
Omar R. Gonzalez
Reporter
Arnold Trejo, polk--: chid interim, :Hh·iscd that students be more
aware and considerate of the problems surrounding CTPA's campus
grounds.
Trejo asked that students please
not violate handicap parking areas. "~ol only is it wrong, it's
terribly incom·enient for those folks
that arc really incapacitated," Trejo
said.
"I've talked to these students
that need those parking slots .. .

It's vcr>· annoying to me that people
willfully violate those parking slots
and we hear all sorts of excuses.
'\X'cll I was just going to drop off a
thing or 1,vo,' or ' I was just going to
make a phone call.'
"Don't leave your personal things,
whether it be purses, backpacks
(or) books, behind. Take them with
you even if you're just going to gel
up for a few minutes," Delma
· Lopez, crime prevention officer,
said.
Lopez also said that if you go into
the bathroom, make sure not to
leave your personal items behind.
"If you go into the bathroom, don't

leave them (personal items) in the
lobby. Take them with you into the
stalls," Lopez said. "If you leave
them out there, (someone is) going
to steal them."
"This morning (Tuesday), we had
reports that somebody had been
throwing rocks and dirt in our
bleachers. That is why we close
the track at night," Trejo said.
"We were just having some vandalism done in those areas, and (it)
is very expensive to replace what··
ever has been damaged."
"On the track field we can arrest
people," Lopez said. "They are using the track when it is locked up.

. .•

t\ccording Lo the sign posted. you
arc not to enter this area after the
hours given (or) charges will be
filed. That is a posted notice lD
people , and according to Texas
laws, that shou ld be enough to
take action on the people who use
it when they're not supposed to,"
added Lopez.
According to Trejo, more reserved
parking spaces have been made
available in lot B because of the
more "/\" stickers there.
I le said for students not to worry.
This will not affect any of the
parking presently available for the
students.

Campus police gathers student crime reports
Sept. 16 - A student reported that his vehicle was broken into al lot

Value of the items stolen was given at $ti5.00.
Sept. 2 - /\ student reported a ceramic body cast stolen from Fine
,\rts Annex, room 102.
A student reported two ceramic trimming tools and twenty pounds of
clay stolen from Fine Arts Annex, room 102.
Sept. 3 - /\ student reported his vehicle had been broken into at lot
·c. Taken were two text books. Value of the two books was given at
S86.00.
• A student reported the rear license plate to her vehicle stolen from
parking lot 'I.'
Sept. 8 - A delivery man for the Coca-Cola Company reported that
all the Coca-Cola machines on campus were being opened with a key.
Money was stolen from the machines.
• A student reported his vehicle stolen from lot 'E'. Value of vehicle
was given at $13,000.
Sept. 9 - A student reported some unknown person(s) damaged her
vehicle in parking lot 'B'.
Sept. 12 - A female UTPA student was kidnapped on Saturday night
by her boyfriend at the women's dorm service drive.
Sept. 14 - A student reported being assaulted by another student at
the L.A. and tennis courts.
• A student reported his wallet and $60.00 in cash stolen from inside
a locker in the H&PE II, men's dressing rooms.

'C'. Taken were a briefcase, $ 100.00, and a calculator, $150.00.
Sept. 17 - A student reported that an unknown person went into her
room at the women's dorms and stole $38.00 in cash.
Sept. 18 - A student was struck by a vehicle while the student was
walking behind the vehicle. The student was not injured.
Sept. 20 - A student reported $21.00 in cash stolen from inside her
dorm room .
Sept. 21 - A female was arrested on an arrest warrant. The warrant
was for the offense of theft which happened on Sept. 2.
Sept. 23 - A female student filed a complaint with the justice of the
peace against another male student for the offense of disorderly
conduct.
Sept. 24 - A student reported that some unknown person(s) broke
into his vehicle and stole a radar detector from lot 'C'. The value was
given at $40.00.
• A student reported 100 tamales stolen from the kitchen area at the
women's dorms. Value of the tamales was given at $45.00.
• A student reported 80 enchiladas stolen from inside the kitchen at
the women's dorms. Value of the enchiladas was given at $30.00.
Sept. 25 - Three male students were caught with alcoholic beverages
in their possession at the south side of the Ballroom.
Sept. 30 - A student reported the rear license plates to his vehicle
stolen.
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American Marketing Association general meeting, ac-

tivity period, BA 116. De tails will be discussed about the Great
Pumpkin and cellular phones .

23

Last day of senior BFA exhibit, "G raphic Designer/ Bio-

logical Illustrator Tied Into One," by Trisha Quintanilla, rA 135.

•

"Little Shop of Horrors,'' musical presented by UniversityTheatre, 8 p.m., CAS. One free admission on a validated ID as
space permits. Tickets arc $10 apiece.

24

"Little Shop of Horrors," 8 p.m., CAS. One free admission

on a validated ID as space permit~. Tickets are $10.

25

"LittleShopofHorrors," 2 p.m., CAS. One free admission

on a validated ID as space permits. Tickets are $10.

26

"Romauld etJuliette," a French film with English subtitles,

7 p.m. in CAS 309.

Sept. 1 - Student reported a portfolio stolen from inside the L.R.C.
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•

Co-ed flag football game, 5:15 p.m. to 7 p.m., open field

north side of Troxell Hall.

27

SocietyforHumanResourceManagement meetingand
luncheon, activity period in BA 223.
•

Anthropology Club meeting, featuring a demonstration

by Dr. Vack Keller on arrowhead making and flint napping.

28

La Manzana Macintosh Users Group, Inc. (IA MUG)

meeting, 7 p.m., cafeteria meeting room. Charlie Klingberg of a local
printing and office supply store will present a graphic arts program
with a Halloween twist. Handouts and Halloween candy for all who
come.

Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays. Organizations or individuals who would like to make announcements
of events or who have suggestions for story subjects must drop
by Student Publications, ESRH 100, and fill out a news release
form.

OFF CAMPUS COMPUTER LAB
Offering Services that include:

Computer Rentals
Laser Printouts
Resumes
Fax Service

Typewriter
Software Classes
Tutoring w/ Rental
Dot Matrix Printouts

Research Papers Typed
Copier
Typing Service
Vax Access

Software available includes:
Wordperfect 5.1, Lotus 123, Dbase III+, Quickbasic, and others you can request

CATERING

Custom Smoking
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET • SAUSAGE

380-0629
urg

We CAN answer your questions, but hurry, space is limited.
Mon.-Thurs. • 6 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Fri. • 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
1406 W. University Drive
Sat. • 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Edinburg
• Sun.• ll.a,m. to2 a.m.
, .. -N~~_t(_> ~oa~way_Inn.
. ..•.·,•.·..::-::·:··.:-·•.···•··················:::·:...
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UP8 CA~NIVAL
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G~EAf PUMPKIN

AUDIENCE P

Showing

Friday, October 30 &
Saturday, October 31
9 p.m. & Midnight
UC Ballroom
UC PAf?KfNG SA,.• OCf. 3f.1992 8 P.M.-MIDNlGHf

$3.50 with student I.D.
$4.00 General Admission

Costume Contest
after each showing.

Bl<ING YOU!< PUMPl<IN

BANDS PLAYING

Lonesome Dove & Holy Smoke
Costume Contest

{with student I.D.)

Best Booth Contest

Quintanilla shoots for real world, starts with exhibit
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Trisha Quintanilla's exhibit, "Trisha Quintanilla: Graphic Designer,
13iological Illustrator Tied Into One," closes Friday. The exhibit is in the
Fine Arts Gallery. For hours, call 381-3480.
The exhibit consists of over 50 pieces of art
ranging from pen and ink, scratchboard, mixed
,,,,,,,,,,,-,,c:c,,="-"'' ' ' ' ' .,., -·
media, ceramics and photographs. The three main
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..__ _ _ _ _.... winning works are also on display.
The 1986 graduate from Sharyland High School, Quintanilla is an
accomplished biological illustrator and advertising artist. She will
graduate in December with a bachelors in ad art and a minor in marketing,
a wise marriage for a budding artist according to Quintanilla.
"Business is really important," she said. "It helps in promoting (my)
work."
At age 23, she feels mature enough to enter the real world of art and
money although inexperienced.
"I'm going (out there) to get experience," Quintanilla said. "I'm eager."
· After graduation, she sees herself sending resumes to nearly 30
advertising firms and hopefully finding acceptance in a Houston firm. In
actuality, the first thing she will do is contact a medical center in Galveston
which hires bio illustration majors for work in textbook and manual
publications.
According to Quintanilla, ad art can get monotonous and boring, thus

Music Discovery

World touring Meisenbach
to perform Sunday in FAA

Dream Pop finally explained
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Undulating guitars, soaring in a space
bordered by blackness, whaling and crying
like a broken man. Sound and thought
keeping time in this sea of chaos and a
single female voice, totally unintelligible, is
lost and tossed in the conflict. That is
"Blow, " the debut LP from U.K. dream
poppers, Swallow-Louise Trehy and Mike
Mason. To comprehend the gloominess and
eccentricity of "Blow," know the concept of
dream pop, a "new" genre in alternative
rock.
Established during the '60s by bands like
the Velvet Underground and the Byrds,
dream pop has been a placebo of sorts giving the listener a taste of psychedelia
without the drugs. This is zone-out music,
20th century expressionism, stuff people
wince at and utter, "Whuzzdat?" Britishborn dream pop is music for the college

student who would like to get high but feels
he shouldn't risk his GP A for a few minutes
of euphoria. Keeping to the tradition,
Swallow administers a loving dose of tiedye dreams.
Dream pop is really nothing new. Obviously commercial oriented, dream pop is
only a baby genre given birth by the avantgarde masters like the late John Cage and
Cincinnati-based composer, Donald Erb.
Lately, it has been reined in by My Bloody
Valentine, Cocteaus, Julee Cruise and now
Swallow.
Side two of "Blow"-that's where the
magic takes place. "Lacuna" and "Oceans
and Blue Skies" teleports the soul to a place
of angry love and frustration marked by
desire too unsure to describe. It's like a girl
falling in love for the first time.
Unlike My Bloody Valentine, Swallow
offers just a bit of surrealism in an industry
of tiring "luvie-duvie, I-want-to-hold-yourhand" music.

Guest artist Megan Meisenbach, ment for the Arts Solo Recitalist
flutist, will be presented by the Award winner, has studied with
UTPA music department at 3 p.m. James Galway in Lucerne, Switzeron Sunday in land and has received extensive
the Fine Arts training from world renowned flutAuditorium.
ist Rampa! for five summers at the
:•:-:•:::;:;::;:;:=::;:;:;:::::::;::::::::;::;:;:;:::;:;:::::•:;:-:•:•····
Her pro- Academielnternationald'Ete in Nice,
gram will France.
consist o f
As a solo performing Meisenbach
"Sonata in G has toured extensively in Europe,
Minor" for including concerts in Copenhagen,
flute and key- Milan, Rome, Perugia, Assisi, Brusboard by Bach; "Sonata" for flute sels and Frankfurt; and throughout
and piano by Jindrich Feld; "Look- Mexico in Guadalajara, Monterrey,
out!" for solo flute by Robert Dick; Morelia and Mexico City.
and a "Sonata" for flute and piano
Meisenbach has also served as an
by Cesar Franck (transcribed from adjudicator for several Texas State
the violin by Jean-Pierre Rampa!). UIL Solo and Ensemble Finals.
~TPA _fac It; member! . naft--G J.r.al Adr~wsi~~ is $3; stuRa1mo, will ace·
any on p
• ·
enii>J C1t1zens $2. B
Meisenbach, a National t:n ow- urtl-ier information call 381"='3471.
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Reproductive
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llarling<·11, TX 78550

In association with.Adoption Affiliates

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
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We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082

her enthusiasm for bio illustration.
"With computers, everything is faster and hand-drawings are o~solete,"
she said. "Although computers are faster, the human factor is more
important. It's still the mind that creates it (the artwork)."
According to Qu1ntanilla, if she somehow fails in the field, "It wouldn't
be a bad idea to teach bio illustration (here at UTPA)."
Atone point Quintanilla was up in the air juggling between a marketing
degree and an ad art degree. It wasn't until she took Dr. Norman A.
Browne's, design and bio illustration professor, bio illustration class that
she realized what she wanted to do.
"When I got into bio illustration I just loved it," she said. "I enjoyed the
fact of drawing replicas of something that I could see." And what of ad
art?
"I don't feel I'm good enough for advertising," Quintanilla said. "I don't
want to be a hustler. When it comes to studio art, it's rough. Either people
like (your art) or not."
Quintanilla started her art career in a "funny, really funny" way at a very
early age. She used to draw her family in particular poses, like a portrait
she did of her sleeping father.
"I used to draw my family all the time," she said. "I owe my family a
lot because they were very, very supportive when I started out. Some
families would say, 'ad art?"'
Unlike studio artists who stretch for world exposure, Quintanilla is not
concerned with fame.
"Wherever I go I want to establish my name there and be known," she
said.
Between graduation and a possible job in Houston, Quintanilla will
begin painting and will refine her porrfolio for future joh interviPWS.

(216 N. 12th)

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)
Mission - 585-4575 (120 1 Conway)

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg
383-5388

Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

EDINBURG VISION CENTER
Dr. Shawn L. Dunnigan
Therapeutic Optometrist

1715 W. University • Edinburg
381-0904

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman
Optometrist

230 l S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581
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9 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to l p.m. • Saturday

UTPA INTRAMURAL
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT
0

Male, Female,

Co-Rec Division
Entries Due October 23
Games Begin October 27
Mandatory Captains' Meeting
October 23 • 2 p.m. • UC 320

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • MEDICAID • MEDICARE

NOW OPEN
ELSA VISION CENTER
400 East Edinburg (on 107 at Fannin by LBJ School)
262-3957

Entry forms at UC 320
For more information, call:
381-3673 or 381-3439
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Astronaut's shuttle
R.E.M:
flight to benefit science

out of fear comes 'Automatic' bliss

Lydia Puente
Reporter

Sharon De La Garza
Sta(/

R.E.M.

A lecture and first-hand account of the 1991 NASA Spacelab Life
Sciences I nine-day orbit in the Space Shuttle Columbia was attended
by a crowd of about 80 people Friday.
Col. Francis Andrew Gaffney, M.D., a payload specialist on NASA
Spacelab Life Sciences I, briefed UTPA students on the Columbia's
mission encompassing medical studies on the human body in space.
Gaffney opened Lhc presentation with a slide exhibition and a video
of the space journey as he elaborated on the Spacelab Life Sciences
1 objectives. Theories of what happens to the human body in space
we_re _addressed with significant discoveries in cardiovascular activity,
fluid intake and release, and bone/muscle deterioration to name a few.
One surprising discovery was the decrease in the body's blood
volume, Gaffney explained. The body's system seems to decrease in
production levels while in space.
Gaffney explained to the audience that these discoveries appoint
the need for further study of bone and calcium loss.
Also mentioned was Space Adaptation Syndrome. The phenomenon simply means "you get sick and barf," Gaffney said.
In more serious discussion, Gaffney elaborated on the problems of
budgeting for more advanced space exploration.
The problem with the budget is basically a the lack of commitment
to a particular budget for space exploration, which "just wreaks
havoc," according to Gaffney.
Consistent goals and objectives by our leadership in funding are
essential for the progress of future space exploration, Gaffney said.
As a Professor of Medicine and Director of Clinical Cardiology at
Vanderbilt University School of Medicine in Nashville, Gaffney shares
his experiences with students to profess the opportunities and benefits
of a sound education.
"To study in space and do experiments is typical of what an
Pducated person gets to do. That is to me the best single motivator."
he continued.
" I think it's a tremendous opportunity to give back what I got, in
terms of an excellent education from a public system ... so I feel very
strongly, like Sid Gutierrez, who does the same thing to schools, to
encourage people to stay in school and to learn," he said.
Gaffney is also an associate professor of medicine at UT Southwestern Medical Center at the Southwestern Medical School at Dallas
where he will participate in two more space flight experiments. Albeit
not flying them, he and his colleagues will use the data collected
during the missions for further studies.
The Dallas branch of the university is currently trying to set up a lab
with a student training program that will enhance their studies in
biomedical engineering, physiology and medicine through further
understanding of space physiology. To date, NASA has six full-time
scholarships a year throughout the country as well as a minority,
summer student, summer work and post graduate programs at high
school and college levels as well as programs for post doctorates.

"Automatic for the People"
Warner Bros.
Ah ... another album from R.E.M .,
which will be both revered and
despised depending on whom you
ask, the critics or the die-hard "alternative" fans. In their 11-year career, R.E.M. have moved from total
obscurity to worldwide acclaim.
With the plaudits, however, have
come cries of commercial sellout
and greed. Questions have been
raised more than once about the
band. Have they lost touch with
their audience? Have they the vitality of their past? "Automatic for the
People" should dispel most of the
doubts still harbored about the band.
"Automatic" is the group's most
introspective, mature work to date.
The album begins with "Drive,"
a defiant yet subdued anthem of
youth, which includes strings arranged by John Paul Jones, exbassist for Led Zeppelin. As on their
previous album, "Out of Time,"
R. E.M. effectively incorporates
strings into their music. For those
who love the band's more wacky
side, R.E.M. offers "The. Sidewinder
Sleeps Tonite." Although you can
never tell with Michael Stipe, the
lyrics imitate a person who is trying
to wake someone from sleep ... go
figure.
The next cut, "Everybody Hurts,"
luckily leaves little room for misinterpretation. The song both melancholic and reassuring, is the most
formulaic song on the album, yet
of the best. "Misery loves company" is the message of this lament,
which draws heavily on the influence of Simon and Garfunkel. Almost overwhelming in its sadness,
"Sweetness Folllows" reflects on
mortality and its affect on people.
Grief almost wins out in the end

until the protagonist realizes he has
the strength to move on.
R.E.M. does not completely abandon its political side, as seen in the
guitar-driven "Ignoreland," a searing look at the '80s and the Reagan
Era. A note to listeners, if the chorus
to the surreal "Star Me Kitten" sounds
a little different, that's because it is.
Leave it to R.E.M. to bypass the
stickering laws.
"Man on the Moon" finds Stipe
speaking to infamous and dead
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MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
: ' =\:..Every Friday
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THE " B I G " MEXICAN PLATE!!!
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TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

"Prescription Service with a Smile"
Edinburg • 383-1239

BEEF GUISAD0, SPANISH RICE, RANCHER0
BEANS, SALAD, TWO (2) OF EL PATO'S
FAMOUS FLOUR TORTILLAS AND A 12oz. COKE.
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ONLY $2.95!!!
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IND GAME

ART• MUSIC• FASHION

RESTAURANT

FAJITAS AL CARBON
5.95

CHICKEN FAJITAS AL CARBON
Grilled chicken fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onions, rice and beans 5.95

Tacos
TACOS TIO CHEMA
(4) special tacos with your choice of beef or chicken fajitas served with
cilantro, chile serano and onion, guacamole and charro beans
4.95

TACOS DE FAJITA

ENCHILADAS cheese or beef

1012 South Closner • Edinburg
Orders to Cio! • 381 -101 t
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House Specialties

(3) your choice of chicken or beef fajitas served with
rice. beans and salad

1st Floor DANCE"•GAMES•LIGHTS
18+
CONCERTS•SPORTS•SEX
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. .

541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224
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Grilled fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onion, rice and beans

..

OOSBALL • POOL TABLES• AIR HOCKE
VIDEOS• PINBALL• 12T.V. MONITORS • SATELLITE DIS

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

r&f"ni

Come and check out our· old western atmosphere and
country hospitality.
Enter our l'ool tournamenl on Tuesdays or learn lo
two-s tep on W c,l n,~sda ys with 0111" free ,Janee lessons
from 7-9 p.m.
Weekends ... wcll, wc'1·1· not goi ng to tell you about
that ... you rn·cd to see it youn,elf.
Dinner is on llS every Sunday from 7::H> till IO p.m.
Party or meeting room avai lab le.
Call for 1·c1ic1· vatio111;: (,B7 - I IO(, 01· 711 1-2029

... ·,:· . =::.:;:::.· >· . :.

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

CARNES
at CARBON
~- ,c?· . ---~·:!f. ·;~ .?' . . . f; ... -~ ..: ~:-. .
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HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

BROWNSVILLE ••••••••.••••••••.•••.•••..•••..•••...
MISSION . . . . . • . • . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ...•...•.•.......................... . , ....
HARLINGEN ....•.••....••.••..•.....................

6000 N. I 0th • McAllen
HILLBILLY HEAVEN,
A Country Music Lover's Paradise!

:Eri@4 ibf~k~~ $.4149:=
Fiied:Fi;h $4~9;;
\tf,lt l :t~g~t(l,l>les

McALLEN (Pecan) ........................ . ........... 682-3176
McALLEN (Bus. 83) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 687-8269
McALLEN (N. 10th)...................... ............. 682-1576
EDINBURG . . • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 383-0725

ACLUB WITH BALLS! .

;

HJi'

OCTOBER SPECIAL

================================· HWHITE FLOUR
••

511 South Closner ( 4 blks. S. of the Courthouse)

JI

VALLEY-WIDE

501 E. Cano• Edinburg • 383-9012
Call for appointment • Walk-ins Welcome

10% Discount on all prescriptions with Uf-PA LD.
We also accept PHS cards.

\
•

finds the strength and courage to
face it, and let go of the past.
On "Out of Time" R.E.M. focused
on the topic of relationships. On
"Automatic," the band branches out
into topics such as life and mortality. The overall theme of the music,
however, remains the same. For
R.E.M. growing old can be hard,
letting go of one's youth is scary. No
matter how rocky the road of life
may be, one must always have
hope.

!
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comedian Andy Kaufman.
Backboned by Peter Buck's slide
gu itar, the song brings in such unusual characters as Moses, Charles
Darwin, and St. Peter.
A decidedly uncharacteristic ballad, "Nightswimming" features bassist Mike Mills on piano. The disc
ends with "Find the River," a sublime song of personal illumination,
telling the tale of a man who looks
longingly at the past, but afraid to
look at his future . Eventually, he
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SEX

SEE IT FIRST

CHEAP SEX

69¢

SEX ON THE BEACH
SCREWDRIVERS
BEND-ME-OVERS
ORGASMS
TILL 10 PM

FUNK FRIDAY

TLC
~eel
Das-EFX
Heavy D
Hammer
Boys II Men
Kris-Kross
Bobby Brown SOUL
SirMlxAlot
Cypress Hill
SOUL 2 Live ere'!'
Hi-Five
House of Pain
Mary J. Blige
Mad Cobra
EPMD
Luke

SOUL
SOUL

69¢ QUICKIES ALL NITE
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NO COVER CHARGE
~z
TILL 10:30
~
X-CLUSIVE TUESDAY
~

~ ALTERNATIVE MUSIC .;.
=
z
~
50¢ BAR DRINKS & WINE TILL 11
~
~

NO COVER CHARGE FOR ANYONE

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
5.25
3.95

•
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UNCENSORED
COSTUME PARTY
WIN CASH AND PRIZES

~
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Broncs climb all over Mountaineers, 16-0 Goiters
~

Ribera leads onslaught

W,,~,!~~!j!h~~~!~:o~~v~u~:~~~~

player for UTPA, scored six goals
and six assists Saturday when the
Broncs outclassed Schriener
College, 16-0 at the soccer field .
The 5-foot-6, 145-pounder from
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, added 18 points
points to jump his total to 54 and
put him atop the NCAA Division I
scoring race. Ribera started the week
tied with Ben Crawley of Virginia
with 36 points.
Ribera riddled Schrenier as his
teammates fed him the ball
repeatedly. He missed seven good
shots at goal, including two which
bounced off the corner post.
The Broncs improved their record
to 9-1, while Schreiner's
Mountaineers fell to 1-12.
Goalie Robert Way of Schreiner
fell and dislocated his knee during
the first half, which ended with
UTPA ahead, 8-0. Sub goalie Randall

16

goals as the Broncs peppered the
goal repeatedly.
Schrcinerneverto9kashotatthe
goal and missed one long-range
indirect penalty kick.
Ribera scored late on a penalty
kick after he was knocked sprawling
in the penalty area. His first goal
came with two defenders marking
him closely in front of the penalty
area.
Jorge Cavazos added four goals
in the rout. Also scoring goals were
Abraham Adriano, Jesus Tavarez,
Rafael Cardenas, Mike Santos, Victor
Ramos and Javier Loya-Fano, each
with one goal.
The Broncs will end their regular
schedule against Schreiner at 11
a.m. Saturday in Kerrville. Then the
Broncs go the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament in Mobile, Ala. Nov. 57.

tie for
13th
David Hunter

Staff
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Last week at the Sam Houston
Invitational held at Elkins Lake
Country Club in Huntsville, the
golf team finished in a tie for 13th
place with St. Mary's University
with a score of 312.
The tournament, which was
originally scheduled for two days
was rained out on the 13th hole of
the second day. The second-day
totals were wiped out, and the
final results are based on the first
day of competition.
Stephen F. Austin fired a 290 to
take the first place spot. UT-San
Antonio placed sixth with a score

See Golfp. 7

Player of the Week

Ribera garners third SBC award
· ~ ::.!,

__ ..._,.._
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Mario Ribera (5) dribbles the ball for the Broncs during a 16-0 rout of Scheiner
. .
.
College Saturday at the soccer field. The Bohv,an freshman scored six goals and
added six assists en route to collecting his third Sun Belt Conference Player-of-theWeek award of the season.

Tracksters journey to Houston
David Hunter
Staff
Later this afternoon, the cross
country teams will run in the
University of Houston Invitational
at"µie T(;lfllS NatiQnal ,Golf,~urse
in Willis.
, <,
•')b
The men's team will run a fivemile course at 5 p.m., and the
women will journey through a threekilometer path at 5:30 p.m.
North Texas, UT-Arlington and
Houston are the three top
contenders.
Coach Reid Harter is looking
for the teams to show they're ready
for the Sun Belt Conference meet,
which is scheduled for Nov. 2 in
McAllen.
"I look at it this way it's kind of

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh Flowers

Vi11ian's Flower Shop
We Deliver
' ' We accept all major

a tune up meet for conference,"
Harter said. "We are going to try to
make any adjustments between now
and the time that conference comes ,
around. I think the teams practices
have been good. We have a few
problems 1· buu-.1.J don'(b l'.IDfl.k ~
anything thattantt beta~tN:ate-~1F
I've started to see some of the
people come around."
Elizabeth Ortega has been on,e
of the more consistent runners for
the Lady Broncs.
Ortega said the hills on the
course would be difficult, but the

training the team has done will
come in handy.
"I feel that this meet in Houston
is going to test us," Ortega said. "Its
going to be a hilly course and we're
not used to that. We went out to Rio
Grande City and ran hills, so I guess
we'll seeTif) that helped."
Mario Estrada said he hoped
the speed work the team was doing
will help the Broncs ..
"Before we just did distance,"
Estrada said. "We've been doing a
lot of repetitions at race pace Lo
work on leg turnover for speed."

Super freshman Mario Ribera of the soccer team
seized a 10-point lead atop the NCAA Division I
national scoring race, while earning Sun Belt_Con_ference Player of the Week honors for the third time
Monday.
Ribera scored six goals and added six assists Saturday in a 16-0 rout of Schreiner College. The Broncs
improved to 9-1 record.
He will end his regular schedule Saturday at 11 a.m.
against Schreiner's Mountaineers on their home field in
Kerrville.
The Bolivian bomber exploded with a great individual effort. His teammates fed him the ball repeatedly but he was marked and fouled often while
amassing 18 points in one game. Soccer players get
two points for a goal and one for an assist.
Latest national stats from the University of Virginia
0

show Ribera leading the nation with 22 goals and 54
points. He's also second in the nation with 10 assists,
five behind! Iilmar Bjornsson of North Carolina-Greensboro.
Ribera widened his lead over No. 2 scorer Rob
Ukrop of Davidson, who has 44 points. Last week
Ribera was tied with Ben Crawley of Virginia with 36.
Chasing the top pair are Crawley, 39 points; Tamir
Linhan, George Mason, 38; Eric Schmitt, Coastal Carolina, 37; Doug Tegge, Xavier; and Dave Walick, Air
Force, tied at 36.
The Broncs have the only winning record in the Sun
Belt. Trailing their 9-1 record are Arkansas-Little Rock
6-6-2, South Alabama 5-7-2, Western Kentucky 4-9-1
and Jacksonville 3-7.
The Broncs go to the conference tournament in
Mobile, Ala. on Nov. 5-7.

INTERESTED IN A
TEACHING CAREER?
BEGIN IN THE FALL OF '93 WITH

~Mf111 ~£11/A\~W
£~© ®~~~~ □ jj~ij

credit cards.

116 N. 12th St.• Edinburg
(cast side ofCowthowe on the square)

383-0871

W'

Sinc~ours
Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

THE ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
at the . University of Texas-Pan American in Edinburg, Texas offers the opportunity for college graduates to become classroom teachers.
Qualified applicants will complete 12-18 hours
this summer. An internship during the academic year
provides supervision, mentoring and support.
Interns must meet strict standards for summer
program entry:
1. a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
college or university.
2. a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4 point scale
3. enough courses in key fields to meet certification
requirements (usually 18 to 24 hours)
4. credit for college algebra or its equivalent with a
grade of "C" or better.
5. the ability to learn and the willingness to work!

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.
Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - Maste.CarJ
Layaways Welcome

Th~ Bloo111ln9 hlk~t BouUqvt

Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceanera
Accessories

We Deliver
1412 w. University• Edinburg

381-8556

Certification areas offered include:
• Elementary
• Elementary/Bilingual
• Elementary with ESL Endorsement
• English as a Second Language
• Special Education (2.75 minimum GPA required)
• Secondary
INTERESTED?
Prospective interns for the 1993-94 school year
should contact the ACP office, (512) 381-3486, to
register for one of the following orientation workshops in Room 219 of the Education Building: Oct.
23, Oct. 30 and Nov. 6 at 5:30 p.m. and Nov. 13 at
3:30 p.m.

on any complete pair of frames & lenses with
value of 8200 or more.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

BEARDSLEY OPTICAL
700 S. toth • McAllen • Acrosa from Pep Boys

682-3126

-

cs=•~illE
DRS.BEARDSLEY
317 S. Broadway • Downton Mc:An..

686-7435
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Lady
S
Broncs
drop 3

Texas Tech ouadrangfe

Lady Bronc netters defeat UTEP,
lose to Texas Tech, NE Louisiana
The women's tennis team defeated UT system rival
UT-El Paso 7-2 in the Texas Tech Quadrangle last
weekend in Lubbock.
Anthony Hampton, assistant coach who accompanied the Lady Broncs, was not expecting to defeat
UTEP so soundly.
"I have always want to play UTEP and I thought it
would be more competitive," Hampton said. "I scheduled the t.rip to Lubbock for a chance to play them, as
well as to play a Southwest Conference school."
At No. 1 singles for the Lady Bronc.s, Ellen Nelissen
came back from a 7-6 first set loss to dominate Kristina
Jarosova 6-0, 6-0.
"Ellen just decided she wanted to win," Hampton
said.
Also winning singles matches for UTPA were No. 4

Volleyball team
reeling at 1-19
Peter Goal-eek
Reporter
The way things arc going for the
Lady Uronc volleyball Learn this
season, chances are they would
have t.rouble serving the ball into
the ocean from the shore.
The Broncs suffered the indelible
hat trick last weekend by succumbing to Texas Southern, McNeese
State and Lamar in a three-match
series last weekend at the
Fieldhouse.
On Friday, the Broncs tackled
TSU. The Lady Broncs knew going
in they were in for a difficult match
because they began the season by
losing to the Lady Tigers. Once
again, the athletic, ultta-talented
Tigers overwhelmed the Broncs 158, 15-2, 15-5.
Tanja Thomas led the Broncs with
five kills, followed by Candace
Guillen with four.
Thomas and Guillen provided the
defensive leadership for the Lady
Broncs with two blocks and three
digs, respectively.
Later that afternoon, theleg-weary
Broncs played McNeese State. The
Lady Broncs hardly had time to
work up a sweat, falling quickly 150, 15-1, 15-4.

Committee tromp. 1 - - - - - Vote from p. 1
A problem UTP A faces is the
amount of time and money spent
on remedial classes.
"An obvious problem, Carter
said, is that the local schools are
not doing their jobs" in teaching
English and math.
Another important aspect to the
11

11

r

problem is that the Hidalgo County be combined with the election's
has no community college to take results to determine winners.
some of the burden off the univerAccording to Leo, a good turnout
sity, Carter said.
of UTPA students is expected for
How quickly the university should early voting. The best early voter
implement a new admissions re- turnout was in 1988 when approxiquirement is also an other factor the mately 200 students took advantage
committee is examining.
of this service.

Golf from p. s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of 299 and Sun Belt Conference
Member Arkansas-Little Rock was
one-shot back with a score of 300.
Genaro Davila and Steve Bazan
tied for 18th with Dan Sipstrom of
Southwest Texas State , Jason Daly
of UTSA and Dean Brown of East
Texas State with a score of 2-overpar 74. Patrick Tobin placed 55th
with a score of81. Yoakim Peterson
placed 63rd with a score of 83.Jason
Auramenko finished 67th with a
score of 84.
Stephen F. Austin's Brian McMyler
tied with Paul Friedlander of Oral
Roberts for first place finishing with
a 3-under-par 69.
HeadCoachTonyGuerrerowasn't
satisfied with the results of the competition.
"I was hoping for an 7.7 from
Genaro Davila, a , 74-,frQJ11. Steve
Bazan,a 73-75from YoakimPeterson

l he J-'an American/Laura K. Kertesz

Senior Lady Bronc Tanja Thomas slams a shot during
Thomas continued to be the main
bright spot, leading the squad with action against Sun Belt rival Lamar Saturday in the
four kills, while Yvonne Riojas Field House. The Lady Cardinals won 15-9, 15-6, 15-8.
chipped in three digs.
Saturday, Pan Am was defeated
by Sun Belt Conference rival Lamar
15-9, 15-6, 15-8.
The Broncs fall to 1-19 and 0-4 in
conference.
The Broncs came out strong with

Rachel Rodriguez, No. 5 Laura Gonzalez and No. 6
Robing Murphy.
All three Lady Broncs doubles duos won their
matches over UTEP.
"We beat them soundly,"Hampton said. "All performances were good despite the miserable weather-it
was 40 degrees that morning."
The Lady I3roncs faced host Texas Tech the same
day, falling 6-2. Nelissen won the only singles match
for the Lady Broncs. She defeated Jennifer Brennan
(No. 1 for the Lady Raiders) 4-6, 6-2, 7-6.
"Ellen saved a match point, and came up with big
shot when she needed them," Hampton said.
In the final dual match of the weekend, the Lady
Broncs fell 6-0 to Northeastern Louisiana, a team thar
also defeated Texas Tech 7-2.

consecutive aces by Davilla, a Thomas, hampered by an injury,
sophomore outside hitter. She led led both teams with twelve kills.
UTPA with five digs.
They travel to Florida to face
However, Lady Card's height advantage and superior depth were Jacksonville tomorrow in a confertoo much for the Lady Broncs. ence match.

I think my first three golfers would have done
a lot better if the weather hadn't gone bad.
They have a lot of experience. I think the
freshmen need more time.
Head golf coach Tony Guerrero
and around 80 from the freshmen,"
Guerrero said. "I was surprised at
Yoakim Peterson. He finished up
with an 80 and usually he's one of
my most stable boys."
Guerrero said that the weather
had a lot to do with the Broncs' high
scores.
"I think my first three golfers
would have done a lot better if the
weather hadn't gone bad," Guerrero
said. '"f:};ley all have a lot of experience. I think the freshmen need

more time. They need to play about
ten to fifteen games at this level.
Some of them can expect to play
well around their sophomore year
but most will have to wait until their
junior year."
The Broncs next meet was scheduled in San Antonio, but it has been
canceled. Instead, the team will
play next in a four-day tournament.
Oct. 29-Nov.1 at Torreon Country
Club, in Torreon, Mexico. Davi!~ is
the defending champion.
' ,;i 1

NCAAW from p.1
winner of the biggest soap bubble wonder bubbles.
activities for Red Ribbon Week next given out to those who pledge.
contest was Diane Soto. Winners
ADAP also sponsors Adult ChilAs a continuation to National week.
received a BYOB T-shirt and but- C,ollegiate Alcohol Awareness
Monday, CSO will co-sponsor a dren of Alcoholics (ACOA), a supton, bubble gum and a bottle of Week, ADAP will be sponsoring pledge drive where students will port group for those who are chilsign a pledge sheet and agree to be dren of alcoholic parents. The
drug and alcohol free for the week. group meets every Tuesday from 7A red ribbon and balloon will be 8:30 p.m.

SPOTBURGER, INC.
;f

OfJtJnias

~eautp CJfJhop

Student Cut $4

•

SPOTSURGE R

I

Regular Cut $6

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

,,,..

2 pieces chicken, fries, salad,
ja)apeiio & large coke.

Burger Combo $2.59
Burger, fries & large coke.

380-2239

"The New 79¢
Sandwich.

The familiar burger size with that great SUBWAY taste,,
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Come Celebrate tialloween Weekend
at the Most VoPular and tiiP Vlace.
102 S. 2nd Street
(across from UTPA}
Edinburg • 380-2625
N. 10th, McAllen • 630-4376

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
$100 forthe member who calls! And Proof reading & editing. Over 10
a FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just years experience. Notary. Call 585for calling 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65. 2838.
"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers Writing Services: Essays, research
for private parties. Call 383-4625.
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6:00
J.A.B. Typing Service: $1.15 per page/ pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
rush jobs available. 318-3039.

Assemble
89 Mercedes ...................... $200
products at home. Easy! No selling.
86 vw .................................. $50
You're paid direct. Fully guaran87 Mercedes............ ........... $100
teed. Free information-24 hour
65 Mustang ........................... $50
hotline. 801-379-2900 copyright 3 Choose information- 24 hour hotline.
TX19KDH.
801-379-2929 Copyright #TX19KJC.
$200 - $SOO Weekly.

r-----------Chicken Combo $2.79
I
I
I
I

Typing Service: Research papers,

$1,000.00, in just one week! Plus

Cheap! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:

"Where Our Food Hits the Spot"
319 E. Cano • Edinburg • 383-9093
4

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool

~
161<'.i w. Unive r-sit-Y - 1:dinbun! - 3S1--0624
3()()() ~- McColl - McAllen - 6S2-6g<'.)J

Part-time employment opportunities available immediately at Dick
Office Supply. Join the DOS team
and prepare yourself for a fantastic
future. Must have experience using
Macintosh Computer and understanding of Aldus Page Maker and
Freehand. Apply in person. 1807 N.
10th St., McAllen. See Marisa or
Reid.
Foe Sale: 91 Silverado pickup. Low
miles. Loaded - $11,700. Askmg
price. C.all 686-5102.
Need help with research papers? Essays? English Lit? Qualified Tutor B.S.M.A. 630-3492.

Fast Easy Income! Earn $1000's

weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed envelope to: Additional Income! P. 0. Box 81416,
Chicago, IL 60681-0416.
Apartments for Rent: 1 1/2 blocks

away from University, excellent for
college students or a couple. 1 bdrm.
1 bath; 2 bdrm. 2 baths. For more
information call (512) 682-6111, ask
for Marina .
Part-time employment opportuni-

ties available immediately at Dick
Office Supply. Join the DOS team
and prepare yourself for a fantastic
future. Apply in person 1807 N. 10th
Foe Sale: 78 Buick. Excellent condi- St., McAllen. See Marisa or Reid.
tion. Garage kept. Original owner.
$1,800. or Best offer. Call 631-1377.
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Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·.
• Sandwiches ./,
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

.

~~)
\·

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon
422 1/2 E. University

5500 N. McCol • Mc.Alen, TX. • 512-630-0307

Edinbur£

383-9035

Open: Mon. - FrL 11 -9 • sat. 11-5

1·'~ 4 z , ~ J
• Sculptured Nails • Manicures & Pedicures
• Artificial Nalls • Natural Nall Overlay
• Tips with Acrylic • Nall Repairs
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Walk-Ins
Octobe
r
Special
}
Welcome
1
Fullsel Acrylic Nails $40 ::; 1o•r.o1scount
9 a.m 1j116 P
· · ii
Moocue SIO• Peolcue $15
ii with UTPA 1.0.
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Bring your UT-Pan American
student or faculty I.D. Card to
Whataburger® and we'll give
you a FREE Bronc Bonus Card.

•

. . ... .
•

r-

•

•

Whenever you purchase a Whataburger Entree, your bonus
card will be stamped. After 4 stamps, present the card for a
FREE Whataburgere. It's an offer you won't want to skip!
Just stop by after class or anytime, 24 hours a day. Enjoy a
Whataburger® hot off the grill. Piled high with farm fresh
fixins and made just the way you love it!
And remember ... you receive FREE drink refills, another
great added value from Whataburger®! Whether you're
a student or a faculty member,
you'll grade our quality and service

,I"'

\)~ PAN 4Jl?
Bonus Cards available and redeemable only
at your Edinburg Whataburger restaurants

BRONCS

•

Whataburger®is a proud supporter of
UT-Pan American

RTABURGER.
The Genuine Article.
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'Tres Aguilas' offers
reflections of revolution

Campus political groups
endorse candidates for president
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UTPA hosts
SBC cross country meet
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Election '92

ADAP
More studen·ts choose Clinton 1n survey sponsors
drug-free
activities
■

The Pan American staff

If the campus attitude reflects
on the presidential campaign,
Gov. Bill Clinton will overwhelmingly win Tuesday's election over
incumbent President Bush and
challenger Ross Perot, according
to an informal survey this week.
Of the students interviewed,
most foresee a Clinton victory
Tuesday because of his plans for
the country and a need for change
in the president's office.
'Tm voting for Clinton because
he's trying to fix this country
first," Juan Salinas, biology freshman, said. He added that while
Bush has been a leader in world
affairs, he thought time should
now be devoted to domestic affairs.
Mari Colon, communications
sophomore from Donna, supported Clinton when she voted
early.
"I don't think Bush has done
enough these past four years, and
l don't think Perot can handle all
the pressures of being president,"
Colon said.
For another student, Clinton
seems to offer the greatest prospect for a job after graduation.
"The only reason I'm voting
(for the first time) is because
Clinton is (part oO a new generation," Juan Palomares, marketing
sophomore from Edinburg, said.
"According to his plan, hopefully
there will be a job for me after I
graduate. With Bush, I don't see a
plan."
Norma Flores, nursing sophomore from Rio Hondo, said, "I
think that we'll be looking at
something really positive - something good to look forward to in
the future if Clinton is elected as
president this year."
Javier Arzola, international business junior from Edinburg, is backing Clinton because he feels Bush

cannot be trusted. He said Clinton
will be able to lower the 9eficit
without placing the entire burden
on the American citizens.
Juan Navarro, biology sophomore from McAllen, said he is ready
for Clinton because he said Bush
has not looked out for the best
interests of the American people.
He added, "No more 'read my
lips."'
For Ann Villareal, biology junior
from Donna, education and jobs
are the keys to the election and the
reasons why she is voting for Clinton.
"Bush wants to cut education
funding. I think education is our
foundation; without it people can't
get jobs," Villareal said. "Our country has been run by the Republican
party for the past 12 years and it's
time for a Democratic change."
While support for Clinton seems
strong, there were several Bush
supporters in the informal survey.
"I like his traditional values and
I've been impressed with his last
four years," Kathy Adams, communications senior from Weslaco, said.
"I feel Bush will clean up the
economy these next four years.
"I don't think Bush has been
given a fair shake (regarding media
coverage)," she said, adding that
while Perot impressed her, she felt
that he did not have the overall
experience to garner her support.
Another Bush supporter q~estioned Clinton's plea for change.
"We all want change and change
is good, but what if change is bad
for the nation?" Diane Soto, education freshman from Pharr, said. "We
should just stick with President Bush
because he knows what is really
going on in the nation and with
other affairs."
For Roel Moralez, nursing freshman from Edinburg, combining a
Congress which is largely Democratic with a Democratic president
has caused him to support Bush.
"If Bush can change the world,
then certainly he can improve our

'

Missy Mata
Reporter
The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program (ADAP) will sponsor an intoxication demonstration during an
alcohol awareness workshop 12:304:30 p.m. tomorrow in the ballroom.
The workshop is one of several
scheduled activities during Red Ribbon Week, Oct. 26-30.
The workshop is mandatory for
all organizations. All campus organizations are required to have at
least one representative attend the
workshop.
During the intoxication demonstration, three volunteers will drink
to the .10 level of intoxication. A
Department of Public Saftety officer
will perform a field sobriety test on
the volunteers. This serves to demonstrate how the level of intoxication affects people.

Cynthia De Luna, music freshman from Mission, fills in her ballot as she votes at
the mobile voting booth Monday. More than 500 people took advantage of the
convenient booth to cast their ballot for president.

economy," he said.
For some students, Perot seems
to be the best choice while others
find it difficult to support any of the
candidates.
"I don't like any of the candidates
either, but I'm voting for Perot,"
Roland Davila, former student, said.
"He's the most qualified."
According to Noe Luevano, criminal justice freshman from Edinburg,

Clinton's campaign for change is
right, but Perot is the right man for
president.
"I believe that it is time to vote for
someone else other than the two
regular parties," he added. "I don't
agree with either party because
they no longer work for the common man - they are self-interest
groups that work for themselves."
With a week left in the election,

Fun Flicks offers added attraction
at Carnival of the Great Pumpkin
Arminda Munoz
Staff
Movie making and more than 40 game
and food booths will be available for partakers of the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin
from 8 p.m. to midnight Saturday at the UC
parking lot.
Fun Flicks, the newest addition to the
carnival, will enable students to make their
own music videos or mini movies from 6
p.m. to midnight on the first floor, south
side of the UC for a $5 fee, courtesy of the
Kramer Agency.
Also, this year the carnival extends its
festivities to children. A pumpkin decorat-

ing contest will be held in two divisions and
will award 1st-3rd place ribbons. The first
division will include children of the
university's faculty, staff and students and
the other will be opened to children from
the community. Also, two large pumpkin
pifiatas will be provided to all children.
As a part of the Great Pumpkin, UPB will
host two contests: best booth and best
costume. A panel of judges will determine
the Best Booth on the basis of Halloween
spirit, originality, creativity and effort. Prizes
of $200, $125 and $75 will be awarded to
the top three booths. Students with a
validated ID will be able to enter a costume
contest which will award $50, $25 and $15
to the best three costumes.

Musical entertainment for the night will
be Lonesome Dove, playing country hits
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. The rock'n' roll band
Holy Smoke takes the stage from 10 p.m. to
midnight.
The cult classic Rocky Horror Picture
Show will again be part of the Great Pumpkin tradition. Shows will be at 9 p.m. and
midnight tomorrow and Saturday at the UC
ballroom with a $3.50 entrance fee with a
student ID and $4 for the general public.
Audience participation is welcomed following the Rocky Horror custom.
However, to maintain order, the customary use of water guns and food props will
not be allowed. Students will be checked
at the door for hidden items.

Haunted Health Center to 'treat' students
Jaime D. Garza
Staff

The Student Health Center kicks off Halloween early as it sponsors 'Haunted Health
Center' tomorrow from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The 'Haunted Health Center' hopes to
provide students, faculty and staff with
information concerning their personal wellbeing. Beginning in November, faculty and
staff will also be eligible for health services,
a service not previously offered. Mary Ann
Gordon, coordinator of student health services, said this health fair is a kick off to the
ervices to faculty and staff
"We want to make the campus aware of

our services," Gordon said.
According to Alicia Ramon, registered
nurse, SHS hopes to show students what
they are "really made of' and provide a
'spooktacular' price at the same time.
Offered to all students, faculty and staff.
a 10 percent discount will be given on all
tests offered by the SHS. In addition, the
center will offer a special $20 low rate
package (Executive Profile Testing Package) which includes tests for glucose, potassium, calcium, chloride, triglycerides,
sodium, protein, and cholesterol. A CBC
(Complete Blood Count) and thyroid profile are also included. Ramon said the
package is a good deal and would cost S42
if it were individually priced.

Ramon stressed that students need to fast
for 12 hours prior to any test to provide
accurate results.
Ramon said they will be providing some
giveaways for the clients. She stressed this
event will not only be testing but will, in
fact, be a 'haunted health center.'
"We're going to have fun and offer it for
a good price," Ramon said.
Those interested in taking a test can call
for an appointment. Walk-ins are welcomed as well. Ramon said appointments
are primarily being scheduled for those
who are time restricted. As of yesterday, 48
persons had scheduled an appointment.
Anyone needing more information may
call the SHS al 381-2511.

Monique James, communications
junior from McAllen, said she has
not decided who to vote for. "I
think that shows that we need
better candidates," she said.
At least one student is not voting because of the candidates.
"I wish there was another candidate because I don't like any of
them," Esther Morales, freshman,
said.

Several organizations such as Student Health Services (SHS), Campus Police, Department of Public
Safety (DPS), and the Texas Alcoholic Beverage Commission (TABC)
will hold presentations at the workshop.
Students who are not involved in
an organization and are interested
in attending the workshop may go
by UC 205 and register.
On Monday, Council of Student
Organizations co-sponsored a
pledge drive where students signed
a pledge sheet and agreed to be
drug- and alcohol-free for the week.
Red ribbons and balloons were given
to people who pledged.
Anyone interested in helping
ADAP in future activities may contact Deborah Sullivan at 381-3676.
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Campus political groups_back their candidate
Friendly drive changes
Democrat's perspectives
David Kotzur
Young Republicans President
I was asked by Gilbert Martinez to write an article
for The Pan American newspaper discussing the
reasons why I support George Bush for president.
l'm sure everyone is sick of all the political ads by
now, so I thought I would tell a story to put my views
into perspective.
Last Saturday, I had some errands to run, so I asked
my friend (a Democrat) if he would like to go with
me. After he agreed, I quickly suggested we take his
new Chevy truck, and I asked if he would let me
drive.
I didn't plan on talking about politics, but it is an
election year, and I was sitting next to a Democrat
(my friend). I slowly started pointing out the
hypocrisy of the 'Slick Willie' (Clinton/ Gore) ticket
as it related to real life.
We pulled into a bank's drive-through because I
had to make a deposit. I just started my new job four
weeks ago. But how could that be? Clinton and
Gore said unemployment is up. The way 'Slick
Willie' (Clinton / Gore) describes unemployment,
there's not a job to be found. The mere fact that I
found one ought to be enough for me, but I'm a
sensitive guy. I asked my friend, "How's your job
coming along?" He told me it was great and that he
lpved it. I was shocked. How could someone be
~appy while working? Bill Clinton said people are
working harder and making less.
The fact is unemployment is down, from 10.8
ercent in 1991-92, 7.7 percent in August 1992, and
.6 percent in Sept. 1992. Just recently, First Time
J b Claims in the week ending Oct. 10, was down
5,000 to 368,000. This is the lowest in 2 years
ccording to the Department of Labor).
My. friend caught himself with a smile on his face,
d yeah, yeah! Then he realized he was happy, and
s pporting Bush. He quickly pul on his democratic

*

Young Democrats: Clinton
offers choice, tax breaks

frown and pointed out a Clinton/Gore sign on the
side of the road.
We then stopped at a new Diamond Shamrock
store next to a new Burger King, in front of a new
Wal-Mart out side of Sharyland on our way to
McAllen. I commented to my friend how amazing
all this growth was, considering how bad the
economy is. We were driving on Expressway 83
between McAllen and Pharr when my friend noticed
another 'scary-no-growth' Clinton/Gore sign. It was
near the new Target, next to the new shopping
complex, next to the new Golden Corral, next to the
new Whataburger, and well you know the rest.
Then we were on our way back to Edinburg. I
pointed out to my friend how Housing Starts in 1992
in August were up 12. 75 percent. I wanted to show
my friend a beautiful new home that was being built
off Dove Road north of McAllen. We both noticed
all the new homes being built. Then my friend
noticed another Clinton/Gore sign, under a huge
billboard with the call letters of a new radio station
in the Valley, KIKA, all oldies, all the time ....
When we got back to Edinburg, we noticed the
new McCoy's. I asked my friend how different
Edinburg looks as compared to a couple of years
ago. I asked him if he remembers what it looked
like across campus when there was no bank, South
Texas Book Store, Subway, Taco Bell, Whataburger,
Gourmet Shop, Domino's Pizza, not even a Dairy
Queen (and they're everywhere!). Then I turned off
the beaten path. I drove north of campus to Chapin
Road.
I showed my friend the most beautiful building I
had ever seen. The real reason behind all this
growth in the Valley. The new Esquisita Tortilla
building. I explained I must have gained more than
20 pounds during the past four years. Some growth,
huh?!
My friend then noticed how silly those Clinton/
Gore signs looked in front of a construction site. My
friend, the Republican.

Rosendo Villagran
Young Democrats President
My name is Rosendo Villagran. I am the president
of the Young Democrats at The University of Texas
- Pan American. I was asked by Gilbert Martinez to
submit a letter of endorsement in support of Democratic nominee Gov. Bill Clinton of Arkansas. I think
there are several main concerns which affect us as
college students. Some of these include the issue of
education for all Americans; the college loan plan;
the tax break on the middle class; jobs after graduation, and the issue of abortion.
First, Gov. Clinto~ feels that we should invest in
higher education because it is through education
that America will get ahead in the 21st Century. Gov.
Clinton feels education shou ld be universal. He has
been endorsed by the National Education Association because of his commitment towards education,
in the past and in the future. He was voted by his
fellow governors as the best governor in the United
States for performing •the 'Arkansas Miracle' - by
transforming Arkansas with his commitment to education.
Second, Gov. Clinton offers the college loan
repayment program for graduates which would offer
more funding for students across the nation. By
establishing this plan, students who repay their
loans will be contributing to a fund which would in
turn benefit other students pursuing a degree. This
would be done by students paying their loans within
a time span of two years.
Third, Gov. Clinton's Lax plan which would propose a tax hike on individuals who make an income
of $200,000 or more to generate funds to help reduce
national deficit. This would serve as a form of tax
relief for lower-middle class families across the
country, and especially in the Valley, which has

been called the poorest area in the country.
Fourth Gov. Clinton will give small businesses a
tax break to generate jobs. He is proposing this
because 85 percent of the jobs created in the past
12 years in the United States are from small businesses that have a work force of 50 or less. Also, his
plan will give businesses a tax break if they spend
part of their yearly revenue on re-training their
employees to meet the needs of a country heading
into the 21st Century.
Gov. Bill Clinton is pro-choice and he is supportive of Roe v. Wade, the case which legalized
abortion in America. That is something he is very
clear about. While he supports the woman's right to
choose, personally he feels that an effort should be
made to reduce the number of abortions in this
country.
Gov. Bill Clinton is very modern to the times. He
has shown that he cares about the young people in
America. By appearing on MTV and talking to AIDS
victims, he is bringing the issue out in the open. In
other words, he's bringing this issue out of the
closet and he's making it an issue in thi-5 campaign.
This was made clear when the Democratic National
Committee asked two individuals who are HIVpostitive to speak at their convention in New York
City in July. Gov. Clinton is very open, intelligent,
and very honest he has never avoided the issues
during the presidential campaign. He has always
been consistent in addressing them, and he has
always been very open when dealing with the
issues .
When Nov. 3 comes around, vote for Gov. Bill
Clinton if you want America to change in the right
direction - a direction for progress, a better standard of living, a more-positive future for your
children and most of all, a country where you and
I can live in harmony. Vote for Clinton for president.

¢:olumnist dreams of Columbus, WASPs and presidential election
n Oct. 12, I had the strangest
dream. I dreamt I was sitting in
~-.W.l.i.x.tipi,,. next to the fire, celebrating the Jewish holiday ofSuccoth,
when Christopher Columbus showed up,
stuck his head through the oval door
opening, and asked if he could come in
and celebrate Canadian Thanksgiving with
me.
"Sure," I said. "Pull up a floor next to the
fire."
He stepped in, grabbed my shoulders,
kissed me on both cheeks and said, "Shalom."
In past years, I had often set up my tipi
to keep the Feast of Tabernacles, called
Succoth. The word means "booths." The
Israelites were to take boughs and
branches, build a booth, and rejoice for
seven days in the structure.
I'm always looking for an excuse to go

..

camping, so I would stay in the tipi during
theieast, and re0ect on the good things of1r,,
the year. I know that a Sioux Indi
·pi
doesn't resemble an Israelite booth made
of branches, but I figured if God has
called gentiles (which in Greek is the
word "ethnos," where we get the word
ethnic), then a tipi should be all right. It
is certainly an ethnic structure.
The logic worked for me, but this year
I was too lazy to raise the lodge. When the
12th rolled around, I looked at the calendar and saw that Succoth began on Columbus Day, which was also Thanksgiving Day in Canada. The cultural conflicts
overwhelmed me, so I decided to meditate on the implications, but I fell asleep.
Back in the dream, Chris sat crosslegged
across the fire from me. The flames
danced in our eyes as we inspected one
another. After a while he asked me where

A Voice in the Wilderness
sru'ce ~eterson
I was from.
"I'm a WASP," I said.
"What's that?" he asked.
I explained that the acronym stood for
white Anglo-Saxon Protestant and his
reply was, "What's a Protestant?"
I could see that, though we had both been
blamed for the exploitation and oppression of the world, we had some cultu ral
differences to work out. It was late into
the night by the time I had brought Chris
up to date on the state of the modern
cosmos.
I explained how the WASPs had won
the battle of the centuries and were now
in control. The other ethnic groups believe that the wealth and power the WASPs
have should be divided equally, but the
greedy WASPs won't let go. "To the victor
go the spoils," they say.
Chris told me he knew something was
up when he found that no one wanted to
celebrate his 500th anniversary. He had
even heard of an Indian chief who said
that celebrating Columbus Day would be
like the Jews celebrating the Holocaust.
He didn't know what the holocaust

was, and he said, "Some of my best
friends a Jews ar.tni;idjans!" ,
"
..-!,IIAJi-uim ho~me of tl}e "oth~r
e thnos" (non-WASPs) had recently found
positions of power, but in getting them,
they had become WASPs themselves.
One woman with Indian blood is currently running an election campaign using methods she learned from the political WASPs, but she's doing it after she lied
about growing up with WASP qualifications and few trust her now.
Chris didn't know what an election
campaign was and wondered why the
woman wanted to be like a WASP .
I explained elections to him, but couldn't
explain why she wanted to be a WASP.
"WASPs sound a lot like the nobles of
my world," he said. "I was a commoner
until my great adventure. I became a
noble after that, but I found out I didn't
want to be like them anyway."
"I've thoµght the same thing, Chris, " I
replied. "I'm a WASP, and I don't want to
be like them either. Don't get me wrong,"
I told him. "I'm proud of the European
heritage. The political phil osophy of
Liberalism and the freedom of true Christianity are gifts that I am thankful for, yet
the institutions that re present these ideals
are in chaos these days."
"Thin~ haven't chang_ed much in 500

years," said Chris. "The church and state
~ e a~s.&4 up in Ill¥ ~~lf)o. That
~s th<: main reaso~I t~ok ~ expl?ring;
I wanted to find a better place."
"We're still looking," I said. "We've sent
up our own Mariner."
Chris got up to leave.
"Will I see you again(" I asked.
"Maybe I could make it back for the
next holiday," he said.
"Election day is coming up," I informed
him. "It's not an official holiday like yours
is; everyone has to work. We're voting.
Three WASPs are running for president."
"Does anyone o ther than WASPs run for
president?" he questioned.
"Not very often," I said. "But if they did,
I don't suppose they would be much
different. Whatever the ethnos, politics
seems to produce its own WASPs."
"Maybe I'll wait until the next time you
set up this tipi and take out time for
thanksgiving, " he said.
"That will be the holiday where we
celebrate the coming of some of the first
WASPs," I said.
"You WASPs su re get around," he said.
"You started it ," I said.
"Hope you find a be tter place someday," he said.
"I'm just thankful for the tipi I have," I
said.
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Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be typed.
An address and phone number should be included for verification . Letters should be no
more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns shou ld be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run . Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, le ngth, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed . Letters can be brought to Em ilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan Ama,r1can at 1201 University Drive. ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.
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highest office in the land. Governor
Clintondoes indeed wafflewhenitcomes
In a few short days, the American people to issues such as defense, taxes, educawill take to the polls to vote for their tion, and unemployment. Is this the right
candidate for President of the United person for the job? I think not! Please
States. Their choice will greatly effect not remember, before you pull that lever, the
only themselves, but quite possibly many last time we had a Democratic president
and Congress.
generations to come.
Perot on the other hand, may genuinely
Americans have an important decision
to make, needless to say. If you have know that America's business is business,
followed the recent presidential electio ns, but I sense that Perot is only in the race to
you will know that we have three men boost his ego. You simply cannot expect
who are wanting your vote. Your job is one man to go to Washington and clean
now (if you haven 't yet) to stop listening up the current political system. He would
to the media and their twisted way of essentially be a puppet on a string. Mr.
influencing your decision, and start listen- Perot demonstrated on "60 Minutes, " that
-he cannot handle the pressure when it
ing to the facts that face our nation.
You will find that President Bush has comes to his family matters. Do we really
done many great things for our country by want someone in the White House who
leading us out of the Cold War, and sticks his head in the sand every time
destroying the dictator in Iraq, Saddam someone says "Boo!"? Think about it. I
Hussein. Bush has proven time and Lime sympathize with Perot, but to blame the
again that he is the best and most qualified Republican party for his reason to drop
person to lead the United States into the out of the race - come on, Mr. Perot.
As you can see , my fellow Americans,
21st century. Bush has revitalized our
image worldwide, and we are still a world Nov. 3 will be an important day in Ameripower. Bush will continue to honestly can history. Are you really going to vote
work for the American public.
for higher taxe.s, interest rates, and a sureGovernor Clinton, as smooth a talker as bet surging unemployment rate? I am
he may be, clearly is not the answer to sure you are brighter than that. The clear
America's problems. The governor has choice is a straight Republican ticket on
clearly shown that he cannot maintain a Nov. 3.
Robert S. Howell
strong position, and and can be greatly
Kinesiology/ Polilical Science

•
needs healing
With just days remammg before the
1992 Presidential Election, the battle over
character, patriotism and integrity is intensifying between the candidates. Naturally, the Republicans and/or their surrog.ates are reasserting their historic possession of these attributes, while denouncing
Gov. Bill Clinton as immoral, unpatriotic,
and unworthy of serving as commanderin-chief.
One weapon being employed by the
Republicans in the attack against Gov.
Clinton is the Vietnam draft controversy,
charging that he morally opposed the war
and used his influence to evade military
service. Some 27 million other babyboomers did the same thing, recognizing
that 1t was a futi le political conflict without victory as a clear goal. George Bush
opposed the endless bloodshed in Vietnam, and even hisson,Jeb Bush, planned
to evade service as a conscientious objector, until the end of the draft program
saved his skin.
Using the Republicans' own standard of

See Letters pg. 3
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Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool
$1,000.00, in just one week! Plus
S100 for the member who calls! And
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Typing Service: Research papers,

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof reading & editing. Over 10
a FREE HEADPHONE RADIO just years experience. Notary. Call 585for calling 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65. 2838.
"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers Writing Services: Essays, research
for private parties. Call 383-4625.
papers and resumes. Composition,
mechanics, grammar. Call after 6:00
J.A.B. Typing Service: S1.15 per page/ pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
rush jobs available. 318-3039.
Cheap! FBI/U.S. SEIZED:

Assemble
products at home. Easy! No selling.
You're paid direct. Fully guaranteed. free information-24 hour
hotline. 801-379-2900 copyright 3
TX19KDH.
Need help with research papers? Essays? English Lit? Qualified Tutor ll.S.M.A. 630-3492.
PARK RANGERS: Game wardens,
security, maintenance, etc. No experience necessary. For info call
(219) 769-6649 Ext. 7701. 8 A.M. to
8 P.M.
$200 • $500 Weekly.

89 Mercedes .. .... .... ...... .... .. $200
86 vw.................................. $50
87 Mercedes....
.. ...... $100
65 Mustang ........... ........ .... .... $50
Choose information - 24 hour hotline.
801-379-2929 Copyright #TX19KJC.
Fast Easy Income! Earn $1000's
weekly stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed envelope to: Additional Income! P. 0 . Box 81416,
Chicago, IL 60681-0416.
Alaska Summer Employment -

fisheries. Earn $60o+/week in canneries or $4,000+/month on fishing
boats. Free transportation! Room &
English Tutor, help with composi- Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
tion, term papers, litature classes, experience necesary. Male or Female. Get a head start on this
certified. 318-1900.
summer! For employment program
Arc you sweet? Do you love chil- call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5863.
dre n? I need a kind patient person
For Rent: Need 4 male roornates. 3
to care for my 1 1/2 yr. old daughter bedroom, 2 bath fully furnished
in my home two nights a week. house. $100.00 per month plus food
(Rayburn Elem Area). Please call if expenses. If interested, come by
you are the right person. Leave a 1021 W. Mahl, 2 blocks south of El
message at 686-6600, or call after Pato. Kevin or Raul will show you
6:00 pm.
around.

Letters continued from pg. 2
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In association withAdoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care

Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
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We carry Redkin , Matrix
& Sebastian products.

Eva Oyervides
Owner & Stylist
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29

Volley ball team v . New Orleans, 7 p .m., Fie ldhouse.

•

Solidarity meeting, acLiviLy period, LA 121.

31

Men's and women's tennis dual meet v. Monterrey Tech,
9 a. m. , Cox Tennis Stadium.

November
1

Midnight Madness: first day of men's and women's
basketball p ractice , 12:01 a.m. , Fieldhouse.

2

Sun Belt Conference Cross Country Meet, 8:30 a.m .,
McAlle n Country Club.

•

"Madame Bovary," French film with English subtitles, 7

p.m., CAS 309. Admission is free.

•

Registration starts for ping pong and pool tournament,

spo nsored by Texas Society of Professional Engineers and the
Euclidean Society. Sign u p th rough Nov. 11 o utside the main o ffice,
UC second floor. Fee is $5, pool e ntries; $4, advanced ping pong and
$3, intermediate ping pong . Cash p rizes range from $15 to $50.

4

University Proud w ill meet at 4 p.m . in the cafeteria overflo w

room to discuss the b e autification of Univers ity Drive.

5

Rosario Ibarra de Piedra will speak on Human Rig hts in
Mexico, activity period in LA 101. Event is spo nsored by Solidarity
and El Sol.
Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays.

I.

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/ AIDS Testing
STD Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services
Edinburg - 383-5082

.------------

I
I
I

.,. Meed...
Do ..ad

(216 N. 12th)

Chicken Combo $2.79

McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

2 pieces chicken, fries, salad,
jalapefio & large coke.

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)

Burger Combo $2.59
Burger, fries & large coke.
rf t r, j~~VUIJ'" only ) , , fJ

Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage )
Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)
Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

orrHE

Gl<EA-r PUMPKIN

AUDIENCE PAR-Tl-Cl-

PATION

Showing

Friday, October 30 &
Saturday, October 31

UC PA~KING SA,.• oc-r. 3f. f992 8 P.M.-MIONlGHf

9 p.m. & Midnight
UC Ballroom

8121NG YOUl2 PUMPKIN

BANDS PLAYING
Lonesome Dove & Holy Smoke
(with student 1.D.)

Best Booth Contest

1

October

UPB CAl<N1VAL

Costume Contest

11

,,•

"Where Our Food Hits the Spot"
319 E. Cano • Edinburg • 383-9093

FOR INFORMATION CALL:

,

$ 15.
All types of hair styles.

SPOTBURGER, INC.

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
0 <¥.IJ:&lsed by 'tbe'Te1:Jtas· »t!partment o.fHealtb'1
u.,

Perms
starting at only

Open Monday thru Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Terminadon (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment

starting at

921 South Closner, Suite E
Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 381-8840

Sunday by appointment only.
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Genesis Hair Includes free shampoo!
Shampoo & set
Fashion
only $6.
En°lisb sohbomore
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measu re, m ore than a hand ful o f their own party members and
conse rvative "heroes" wou ld n ot satisfy the criteria to serve as p resident,
includ ing ;'\Tewt Gingrich, Patrick Buchanan, Jeb Bush and pro pagand ist
Rush Umbaugh. The patrio tism issue is irrelevant in the minds of most
educated vo ters , who recognize that these attacks o n a person's
patriotism are simply desperate attempts to erase their o p pone nts' huge
lead in the polls. But, go ahead and wrap you rself in the flag, if it makes
you fee l better.
The Republicans certainly have no patent on integrity a nd truthfulness, as can be illustrated by their foreign and domestic· policy
adventures and misadventures over the past 12 ye a rs. Admittedly, I was
swept up in the "Reagan Revolu tion" in 1980. Like many Americans ,
however, I was turned off by the CIA's incessant covert a nd overt
interventions in neighboring countries, tax and econo mic p_o licies
favoring the wealthy, and a pattern of indictments of co rrupt and
scandalous Reagan allies that would make the infamous Warren Hard ing
administration pale in comparison.
The Bush administration is perpetuating the same policies and
attitudes that tend to stratify our society, increase world tensions , and
stunt America's growth as a world leader. It is wrong to viciously attack
a person's loyalty to their country. It is wrong to isolate and socially exile
fellow Americans who don't somehow fit into the Republican definition
of "family values." It is wrong to sell F-16 fighters to Taiwan and Saudi
Arabia to "buy" defense worker votes, thus promoting a global arms race
in the process. It is wrong to knowingly allow money, weapons, and
technical equipment to be shipped prior to Gulf War to build up Saddam
Hussein's war machine, and then frantically try to cover up evidence of
the misdeeds. It is wrong to enhance the profits of a few companies at
the expense of hundreds of thousands oflosti\merican jobs, a destroyed
ecosystem, and exploited third-world laborers. Indeed, the Republicans
have a fine record of integrity, morality and trustworthiness.
If the Bush/ Quayle team loses this race, they will have nobody to
blame but themselves, their administration policies and the GOP
platform. In combination, they are responsible for chasing away untold
numbers of former party supporters and driven them into the ranks of
their opponents. I dismiss the "attack dog" tactics of the Republican
supporters as a hopeless whining gambit to build their candidates up by
tearing the others down. My message to a self-destructive Republican
party is: "Heal thyself."
DonallyJ. Harrison

$3.50 with student I.D.
$4.00 General Admission

Costume Contest
after each showing.

Mariachi group geared up for
performance next Saturday

HiSJJBnic Writers in Residence Series comes to a close

'Tres Aguilas' offers view of Mexico's native sons

The UTPA Mariachi, directed
by Dahlia Guerra, will perform
"An Evening of Mexican Folk
Music," at 8 p.m., Saturday, Nov.
7 in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
The mariachi group will perform a variety of styles of Mexican
music and will incl ude guest artis ts:
The
Edcouch-Elsa
Estudiantina, directed by Benny
La yton and the Trio Los Camperos
featuring Chon Rodriguez,
Gilberto Calderon and Francisco
Oliva. Also featured will be soloists Alfonso Morales Cuellar and
several dancers from the UTPA
Folkloric Dance Company.
The UTPA Mariachi was

Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor
A bold mix of patriotism and emotion of the one-man play "Las Tres
Aguilas de la Revolucion Mexicana" excited a packed room at noon,
Tuesday in LA ·101.
The play, a walking time capsule of the Mexican Revolution, gave an
insightful rendering to two of three of Mexico's greatest figures: Emiliano
Zapata, Pancho Villa and Francisco Madero, all performed by Valleyite
Ernesto Palacios Garcia.
Although the Tuesday performance only highlighted Villa and Madero,
another, full-length performance will be held from 1-2:30 p.m., Nov. 19
in the LRC Media Theater. That performance will be free of charge.
"Las Tres Aguilas," written, directed and produced by Dr. Sylvia M.
Dominguez, Spanish professor in the modern languages department, is
performed entirely in Spanish for a greater sense of realism.
The first soliloquy is a rendering of Zapata's simple life and the basic
struggles met by the Mexican peasantry of that era. Villa's cocky character
is the next figure Garcia evokes with not only braggadocio but pure
sorrow as well. Villa is even seen as a philosopher with lines like, "losing
the flower of youth (through) Mexican sacrifice." The last father of the
Mexican Revolution is Madero, the idealist who was assassinated,
speaking more like an orator than a man of the land. His speech ends
with a patriotic explanation of the colors of the Mexican flag: "green for
the fields God made ... white for the purity of sons and daughters ... and
red for the power of the human blood." As with the other characters,
Garcia ends his last act with a grito, "Viva Mexico!"
Not an effort to sit through, "Las Tres Aguilas" offers a new look at three
of Mexico's most influential yet misunderstood visionaries. With each
character comes a new set of mannerisms and emotions. Garcia puts on
each man's aire like the elaborate and authentic costumes he wears
throughout the production. The Nov. 19 performance should not be
missed.
Palacios was born in Mercedes and served in the United States Navy
during Vietnam. He holds a B.A. from Pan American University and is
currently active in several Spanish productions.
Dominguez has written, directed and produced several works in
Spanish including "Tesoro Espanol de Obras Originales" for television.
She has attained national and international recognition and has been
recently honored by being listed in the "Dictionary of Literary Authors
Volume on Chicano Writers."
Dominguez lives in Mercedes with her family and is currently working
on, "Sombras y Remembranzas," a tragedy.

founded in 1988 to promote the
music and culture of the Hispanic
heritage. All members of the
mariachi arestudentsatUTPAand
proceeds of performances are used
as scholarship funds.
"An Evening of Mexican Folk
Music" promises lively and enthusiastic music, singers, dancers,
costumes and scenery of the Mexican culture.
Tickets may be purchased at the
door from 6-8 p.m. on Nov. 7 at
the Fine Arts Auditorium Box Offlee. General admission' is $5.
Senior Citizens and students: $3.
For further informaticn call the
music department at 381-3471.

Variety of exhibits to open
next week in LRC, CAS, FAC
Three art exhibits will line the campus next week from BFA candidates
to faculty, and to a death-oriented Mexican culture exhibit.
The first exhibit, "Day of the Dead," is now on exhibit until Nov. 15 in
the LRC lobby. The exhibit consists of clay and wire skeleton figurines
as part of the Dia de los Muertos holiday celebrated in Mexico and border
states.
1he collection of figurines is owned by George Gause, special
collections librarian at the LRC.
The lobby will be open from 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m., Monday-Thursday; 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m., Friday; 10 a.m.-7:30 p.m., Saturday and 1-10 p.m. on Sunday.
Diana Solis' BFA exhibit, "Polymedia," will open Nov. 2-6 in the FAC
Gallery. Her works will also be on sale. A reception will be held from
7-9 p.m., Tuesday night in the FAC Room 135. For hours call, 381-3480.
Dr. Richard Hyslin, art department chair, will hold his steel scu lpture
exhibit, "Recent Works," from Nov. 2-27 in the CAS Gallery. He will have
a reception from 7-9 p.m. Nov. 9 in the CAS.
Seven steel sculptures will be on exhibit. According to Hyslin, each
piece was constructed from pieces of scrap found in local scrapyards.
"Each piece has about $100 worth of scrap," he said. "They're scrap but
they're not cheap (inexpensive)."Although the works will be on exhibit,
the prices of each piece will be shown for anyone who is interested in
purchasing a piece.
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BAR-B-Q-KING

I
I
Attention Staff and Faculty
I
Beautnul Dresses, Pant Suits, 2 pc, Suits, Splits, City Shorts,
I
Career. Casual and Special Occasslons
I
ShoR n,!he convenience ot my home and avoid the traffic md crowds.
~, I
Let me add yoy to my list of Preferred Customers
_______,. I
and I will personally shop for you!
I
Jrs, 3/4 to 11/12 • Misses 4 to 14 • Petites available
I
1306 S, 16th • Edinburg • Call Mary - 383-0344 Evenings & Weekends

CATERING

Custom Smoking
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

380-0629
110 W. Freddy Gonzalez• Edinburg

cJ-/--c.l i7-t1lllj_tE1i1
2002 W. University • Edinburg, Texas

383-9133

Yvonne
Dia ne

Gracie
Annabe11e

Walk-ins Welcome
15% Discount for UTPA Students & Faculty
with this coupon.

PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT I NV EST IN G

TIAA-CREF's
Five Easy Steps
To Building
Your Reurement
Nest Egg

OR

BEARDSLEY
~

.
1

Look for ratings.

Check out how an insurance company has been
rated by the three leading ratings analysts:AM. Best
C.Ompany, Standard & Poor'sand Moody's Investors Service. TIAA has earned the highest ratings:
A++(Superior) from AM Best, AAA from Standard &
Poor'sandAaafromMoody's.

2

Look for rates.

TIAA offers a guaranteed minimum rare of
3%, plus dividends (which are declared
annually). New premiums to TIM Retirement Annuities currently earn 7. 5%* (guaranteed
interest plus dividends), while our "old money" earns
between 8% and 8.5%, depending on the year the
funds were received and the actual investment
performance that year.

3

Look for acombination of safety and growth.

TIAA's traditional annuity gives you security,
while CREF's variable annuity gives you the
choice of several distina and diversified investment accounts. Like all variable annuities, rerurns will
flucruate and arc not guaranteed.

ONE HOUR SERVICE!

BEARDSLEY OPTICAL
700 S. 10th • McAllen • Aero• from Pep Boys

-

CEJ - ~ (ii ,T:¥~
DRS.BEARDSLEY
317 S. Broadway • Downtown McAIIH

682-3126

686-7435
..,'

4
5

Look for reputation and resources.

TIAA-CREF has been serving the education
and research communities for over 70 years.
We can help you with all your retirement
needs, and you get a full range of products along with a
variety ofservices that are absolutely free.

Look for low expense charges.

:with TIAA-CREF, each dollar invested on
your behalf is working for you right from the
beginning. We have no sales charges of any
kind, and only a minimal expense/operating charge is
deducted each year from overall annuity assets.
Why not find out more about us? Just 611 out the coupon
below for your free information kit, indudingaretirement
company comparison chan. We think you'll find TIAACREF is the right retirement company for you.

r.-----------------SEND NOW FOR A FREE KIT.

I
I

Moil this couponto: TIAA CREF, 5215 North O'Connor Rood, Suite 350,
las Colinos, 1X 75039-3730 or coll 1800-842·2006.
I Name (Please pnnt)
Ensuring the future
I Address
for those who shape it."'
I City
State
Zip code
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Sun Belt Conference Cross Country Meet
McAllen Country Club, McAllen
Monday, Nov. 2, 8:30 a.m.

UTPA .plays host
to Sun Belt Meet
the men's 10,000 meter run at the
Olympics, won't be running for the
Hilltoppers. The Lady Hilltoppers
have Michelle Murphy who was last
year's runner-up champion.
Western Kentucky coach Dr.
Curtiss Long said the meet "should
be an interesting championship involving more teams vying for the
top spot than in past years."
For second place in the women
South Alabama was right behind
WKU in the poll. In the men's the
University of Southwestern Louisiana is picked at second. .
"In second place it could either
be South Alabama or Louisiana Tech
for the women," Harter said. "For
for the men it could be Lamar or
South Alabama."
Most of the coaches, agree that
second to seventh would be
anybody's race.
Arkansas-Little Rock coach
Rodney Rothoff summed up this
sentiment.
"The men's race is wide open for
second through eighth place but
Western will control the top spot,"
Rothoff said. "The women's race
should again go to Western but
second through seventh will be
very close. This meet will be an
exciting event because of how close
each university is in talent."
Louisiana Tech coach Gary
Stanley said that he wouldn't be
surprised to see a dark horse team
step into the spotlight.

David Hunter
Sta.ff
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UTP A hosts its first ever conference championship this Monday
when Sun Belt Conference cross
country teams journey to the
McAllen Country Club. The meet is
scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m.
"I'm excited about it," head cross
coumry coach Reid Harter said. "Irs
something that I've thought about
for a long time. We lost the cross
country meet with the merger into
...... · · · · .
the Sun Belt Conference.
::-::,::..
"It was supposed to be in Jacksonville but we fought for it and
_._._..:........~......w we're looking forward to hosting it.

--------~=====;;;;:;:..;___;;:__;___ _;;__ _;;_. . . . .

Originally, we would have had the
outdoor track and field championships too but we lost them."
The Bronc coach thought that last
week's meet in Houston would have
little effect on teams' performance.
"Conference championships are
weird," Harter said. "That's what I
personally believe. People are affected by the pressure. They can
give different performances. I think
the team will do well.
It just
depends on how they do on that
day."

Western Kentucky is the pick for
first place in both the men's and the
women's divisions by the coaches
poll. Last year's conference and
national champion Sean Doleman,
who hasn't run since placing 17th in

The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz

Martin Arteaga (left) and Gilbert Villarreal prepare for
the upcoming Sun Belt Conference Meet at Bicentenial
Park Monday afternoon.
"Sou thwestern Louisiana has done
a masterful job this season,' Stanley
said. "This could pull the upset if
the Hill toppers falter in the heat."
UTPA was picked in b oth divisions as the third place favorite.
"We have a shot for third in both

division," Harter said. "I think that
that is our most realistic chance. It
will be hard to move up but it will
be easy to move down. "
The women's race will begin at
8:30 a .m. and the men start running
at 9 a.m.

The Blooml19 lalktl Boutique
Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceanera
Accessories

EDINBURG VISION CENTER
Dr. Shawn L. Dunnigan
Therapeutic Optometrist

We Deliver
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Be a ghoul. Not a fool.
Please... Think When You Drinkm
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Qualified applicants will complete 12-18 hours
this summer. An internship during the academic year
provides supervision, mentoring and support.
Interns must meet strict standards for summer
program entry:

1. a baccalaureate degree from an accredited
college or university.

2. a minimum GPA of 2.5 on a 4 point scale
3. enough courses in key fields to meet certification

•VISUAL EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
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Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX

NOW OPEN

Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

ELSA VISION CENTER
400 East Edinburg (on l 07 at Fannin by LBJ School)
262-3957

Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We honor Visa - MastetCard
Layaways Welcome

"The New 79¢
·Sandwich.

The familiar burger size with that great SUBWAY taste,,

CARNES
at CARBON
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RESTAURANT
House Specialties
FAJITAS AL CARBON

Elementary
Elementary/Bilingual
Elementary with ESL Endorsement
English as a Second Language
Special Education (2.75 minimum GPA required)

Grilled fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onion, rice and beans

5.95

CHICKEN FAJITAS AL CARBON
Grilled chicken fajitas with bell pepper, grilled onions, rice and beans 5,95

Tacos

TACOS TIO CHIMA

Secondary

(4) special tacos with your choice of beef or chicken fajitas served wlth
cilantro, chile serano and onion, guacamole and charro beans
4.95

INTERESTED?

Prospective interns for the 1993-94 school year
should contact the ACP office, (512) 381-3486, to
register for one of the following _
o rient~ti~n workshops in Room 219 of the Education Building: Oct.
23, Oct. 30 and Nov. 6 at 5:30 p.m. and Nov. 13 at

3:30 p.m .

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED • MEDICAID • MEDICARE

Certification areas offered include:

•

Open: Mon. - FrL 11 ·9 • Sal. 11 ·5

9 a.m. to 6 p.m. • Monday-Friday
9 a.m. to l p.m. • Saturday

requirements (usually 18 to 24 hours)
4. credit for college algebra or its equivalent with a
grade of "C" or better.
5. the ability to learn and the willingness to work!
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5500 N. McColl • McAlen, Tx. • 512-630·0307

SHADES
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THE ALTERNATIVE CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
at the University of Texas-Pan American in Edinburg, Texas offers the opportunity for college graduates to become classroom teachers.

Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads .
·
• Sandwiches _;,
• Quiche
• ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

2301 S. Hwy 281 • Edinburg
383-5581

\t1\\ ,011
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Sweet 'Temptations

Optometrist

Rio Grande Valley

BEGIN IN THE FALL OF '93 WITH

381-8556

Dr. Gary L. Ahlman

VALLEY BEVERAGE, INC.

INTERESTED IN A
TEACHING CAREER?

1412 W. University• Edinburg

.J

TACOS DE FAJITA
(3) your choice of chicken or beef fajitas served with
rice, beans and salad

fresh Food

~l•l ;11,11;!!1)
h!, dr,e,, Maldry ~
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102 S. 2nd Street

(across from UTPA)
Edinburg • 380-2625
N. 10th, McAllen• 630-4376

ENCHILADAS cheese or beef
.1012 South Closner • Edinburg
Orders to Gol •

381 - 1011

5.25
3.95
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Bronc notes

UH Cross Country

2 netters advance past 1st roundVolleyball
at TCU
team

Ortega places 5th
The women's cross country team
grabbed third place with a score of
63 last week at the University of
Houston Invitational. The men
finished ninth with a team score
of 226.
Liz Ortega led all Lady Broncs
with a fifth place finish, running
the five kilometer course in 19
minutes, 11 seconds. Valerie Soto
was close behind in ninth place in
19:30. Cathy Tanner placed 12th in
19:42. Christine Diaz and Laura
Arteaga filled out the final two
spots, finishing 16 in 20: 18 and 20
in 20:27 respectively.
In the men's division, Martin
Arteaga led all Broncs in 37th
place, running the five mile course
in 26 minutes and 41 seconds. Joe

In the [ntercolleg1ate Tennis
Association's Southwest Regional
SinglesandDoublesChampionships
at Texas Christian University, two
UTPA players won their first round
matches on Friday.
Senior Michel Fabry, No.1 singles
player for the Broncs, defeated
Topher Ainsworth ofSouthern Methodist University, 6-2, 6-2. Fabry lost
a. split-set contest in the second
round to Trey Phillips of UT-Austin,
4-6, 6-4, 6-4. Phillips was the number five seed in the 64-draw tournament.
"It was four-all ih the third set,
and a tough call put Phillips ahead
5-4," said David Cross, head coach
of the Broncs. "That was a match
Michel could have won."

Robles placed 45 in 26:59. Hector
Rodriguez finished 54 in 27:33.
Roger Gonzales held the 55 spot
coming in at 27:36. Gilbert Villareal
finished 57 in 27:42. Valentine
Trevino and Mario Estrada held
the sixth ~nd seventh Bronc spors
at 66 and 68 in 28:47 and 31:32
respectively.
In the women's division, Rice
University took the first place spot
with 25 points. North Texas was
the only other team in front of
Pan-Am with 49 points.
[n the men's division, Blinn College took first place honors with
17 points. Host team Houston
placed second with 70 points, while
North Texas placed third with 77.

UTPA, Monterrey Tech
square off Saturday
The long-sLanding tennis rivalry
between UTPA and Monterrey Tech
will continues at 9 a.m. Saturday
when the tennis teams play host at
Lhe Cox Tennis Stadium.
Both teams are eager to play as
their dual matches were rained out
in late September at the Monterrey
Tech Invitational. The men and
women will both play at Cox Stadium, beginning with doubles.
David Cross, tennis coach, said his
players are ready to avenge their 5,i loss at home last spring.
The Lady Broncs also lost to Tech
last year. Leading this year's campaign is Ellen Nelissen at No. 1
singles. She is followed by Kim
Butler, Gigi Estacio, Rachel
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383-8371
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• Sculptured Neils • Manicures & Pedicures
• Arllflclcl Neils • Natural Nall Overlay
• Tips with Acrylic • Nall Repairs
Open
w,»w.a,:;=--.-a❖='=»-,,.=>"''''":wxas:s:<:.]
Walk-Ins
Mon.·Sal. ~
October Special
;l Welcome
9 a.m. tlll 6p.mJl Fullset Acrylic Nalls $40
10'- D1sc0111t
},, "~e.11?.' ~~°!e.,~5,, + ~ with UTPA I.D.

The volleyball team dropped its
20th match of the season after losing to Jacksonville Lady Dolphins
of the Sun Belt Conference, 15-0,
15-2, 16-14.
Pan Am dug themselves a huge
deficit by losing the first two games.
However, in the third set, the Lady
Broncs were able to overcome a
severe case of jetlag, and actually
manage game-point on two separate occasions.

. , . IIISTAllATIOIIS ~
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Specializing in Sales and Installation
of Car Stereos and Car Alarms

fi

!
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Starter-'Disable

Remote Alarm starting at

$29.95

$89.95

522 N. Closner • Edinburg • (512) 381-6954

f

506 W. UniversHy, Sutte D• Edinburg • 380-6588
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We Deliver
"' We accept all major
credit cards.
116 N. 12th St. • Edinburg

The golf team begins a four day
tournament tomorrow in Torreon,
Mexico. Bronc golfer Genaro Davila,
who won the tournament last year,

lose 20th match

.

Kitchen

,: ti!: \ :='~~rn,try <;ook'n

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh Flowers

(wt side of Courthouse on the squm)

Golfers hit road

d ,n 11 AA-• ~ ~ ~
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MINGA'S II

MU sta n9 out
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Rodriguez, Laura Gonzalez and
Robin Murphy. Double duos consist ofNelissen and Estacio at No. 1,
Butler and Murphy at No. 2 and
Gonzalez and Rodriguez at No. 3.
The men's singles lineup will be
Michel Fabry, Richard Mainella,
DanyJoly, Rudy Hilpert, Mike Morse
and Alain Fabry. Michel Fabry will
team withMainella,JolywithHilpert
and Morse with Alain Fabry.

221 E. University• Edinburg

Richard Mainella, representing Will try to defend his ind1v1dual
UT Pan American as the number crown. The team was supposed to
two singles player, won a tough playatUT-SanAntoniolnvitational,
match against Ricardo Rodarte of but because of its cancellation, the
Texas A&M by the identical score team will play in Mexico.
of 4-6, 6-4, 6-4. Mainella, also a
senior, lost his next match to J4thS
seed Paul Robinson of TCU, 6-2,
Four Lime defending champion
6-1.
Mustangs were eliminated from the
In the last singles match for intramural flag football championUTPA, freshman Dany Joly fcll 6- ship this week after they were edged
2, 7-5 to yet another seeded player, by Bad Medicine 27-26 this week.
eighth-ranked Ricardo Rubio of
Bad Medicine will face either Air
TCU.
Express or Silver Bullets today at 4
p.m. for the men's division title.
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&tPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

464-8870

262-9021

VALLEY-WIDE
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NOVEMBER SPECIAL
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Sincerely Yours
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Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office
1619 South Closner • Edinburg

381-5661

nw811t Ftoui
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"THE ENCHILADA PLATE"
THREE (3) CHEESY ENCHILADAS WITH ONIONS,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO BEANS,
CRACKERS AND A 160Z. COKE.

ll PATOS i.___o_N_L:_Y_$2_.9_&_11_1__.
••·~-------l
TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE,'EM!

Yl{{en :[fora{
6y 'Betty, Inc.
1320 N. Closner
Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

Tn"ll~

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . .
McALLEN (Bua. 83) •.. .. ............................. •
:oi'eLEN (N. 10th)•··•····,,·,.......................
I URG .....................•...... , ......•......
BROWNSVILLE ...•......... .. .......................

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
:1ss10N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 585-4545
ESLACO ••.•••...•............•...•..•••.•••....•• 969-1414
HARLINGEN ..•.••...•......... , ...................•• 428-6224

Trying to go it alone?

Don't be a fool. Just be a ghoul.
Please... Think When You Drinkra

Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest job in history, didn't try
to go it alone. He looked to his
Father constantly. In fact, he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do.'
Like Jesus, you can rely on
God's love and power.

VALLEY BEVERAGE, INC.
Rio Grande Valley

u

You're invited to explore this
community resource.
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VIDEOS• PINBALL• 12T.V. MONITORS• SATELLITE DIS
I I

ART• MUSIC•FASHION
1st Floor DANCE•GAMES•LIGHTS
18+
CONCERTS•SPORTS•SEX

.

2nd Floor

X-HIBIT THURSDAY

ROCK THURSDAY

TONIGHT!

TONIGHT!
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attitude productions
presents

HOLY
SMOKE

....z WELCOME TO
PARADISE
:;
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LIVE ROCK WEEKLY

25 MODELS/ DANCERS
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GAME
OOSBALL • POOL TABLES • AIR HOCKE "'
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The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.

Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N.MainSt.•McAllen, Texas
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UTPA STUDENTS NO COVER WITH 1.D.
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99¢ Buys Any Drink
:a
TILL 10:30
•
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FUNK FRIDAY
....z
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Jo'a'ec1
SOUL
Das-1~
w
SOUL
LADIES
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SOUL
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ACLUB WITH BALLS!
BLINl> jlJSTICE

6000 N. I 0th • McAllen
HILLBILLY HEAVEN,
A Country Music Lover's Paradise!

?LAYING INTI\E ElJIN&UlG LOCATION
t61S 'i. lMIVE.RsrrY

')81-0624

QULL&ONE
?I.AYING IN 11\E Mew.EN LOCATION
')000 N. McCOU.

682-695')

October 10 & 11

•
•

•
•
•

Come and check out our old western atmosphere and
country hospitality.
Enter our pool tournament on Tuesdays or learn to
two-step on Wednesdays with our free dance lessons
from 7-9 p.m.
Weekends ...well, we'r e not going to tell you about
that. .. you need to see it yourself.
Dinner is on US every Sunday from 7:30 till IO p.m.
Party or meeting room available.
Call for reservations: 687-1106 or 781-2029
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NIGHT OUT

<
.... CHEAP SEX

...z -69¢
0::
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SEX ON THE BEACH
SCREWDRIVERS
BENgii~ist~ERS
TILL 10 PM

HeavyD.
Hammer
Boys II Men
Kris-Kross
Bobby Brown
SirMixAlot
Cypress Hill
SOUL 2 Live Crew
Hi-Five
House of Pain
Mary J. BIige
Mad Cobra
EPMD
Luke

69¢ QUI CKIES ALL NITE
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NO COVER CHARGE zI'll
TILL 10:30
-4
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X-CLUSIVE TUESDAY
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ALTERNATIVE MUSIC "'...z
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50¢ BAR DRINKS & WINE TILL ·11
NO COVER CHARGE FOR ANYONE

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
UNCENSORED
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